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GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

Cancer is the second leading cause of death globally. There were 14.1 million new cases worldwide 

and 8.2 million deaths in 2012.[1] The number of cancer deaths is rising due to an actual change in 

the prevalence of cancer, changes in worldwide population size, and changes in population age. 

Despite this absolute cancer increase, cancer death rates across many types have been falling. This 

is partly attributed to earlier detection and improved treatment.[2]

Several new treatment options have been introduced resulting in a more tailored cancer 

management.[3] When focusing on systemic treatment than tailoring this treatment to specific 

tumor characteristics, including DNA alterations, drugable mutations or characteristics indicating 

sensitivity for immune checkpoint inhibitors is possible in an increasing number of patients. 

However specific drug targets are still lacking in many cancer patients. Furthermore, most clinical 

trials have eligibility criteria resulting in a narrowly defined trial population. This jeopardizes the 

generalizability of trial results to daily practice[4], as factors such as comorbidities and suboptimal 

clinical condition are not included in registration trials.[5] Moreover rare niche populations such 

as men with breast cancer are still underserved. Clinical trials in these populations are difficult to 

perform and often require an international effort. 

Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed type of cancer in women worldwide. 

The nearly 1.7 million new cases diagnosed in 2012 represent about 12% of all new cancer 

cases and 25% of all cancers worldwide in women. [6] Initially, treatment of metastatic breast 

cancer consisted of chemotherapy or antihormonal therapy. Antihormonal therapy is currently 

administered in case of ≥1% positively staining tumor cells by immunohistochemistry of the 

estrogen or progesterone receptor which is the case in around 75% of the breast cancer patients.

[7, 8] Moreover approximately 15% of breast cancers show expression of the human epidermal 

growth factor receptor (HER)2 in general due to gene amplification of the HER2 gene.[9] The 

HER2 targeting antibody, trastuzumab, has been one of the first monoclonal antibodies broadly 

introduced into daily practice. As single agent, trastuzumab has limited antitumor activity in 

patients with HER2 overexpressing tumors, but combined with chemotherapy it showed clear 

antitumor activity even with improved overall survival in the curative and non-curative setting. By 

1996, clinical trials with trastuzumab had included over 900 women. Trastuzumab was fast-tracked 

by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and gained approval for the treatment of metastatic 

HER2 positive breast cancer in combination with chemotherapy in 1998 in the United States 

and gained approval by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) in 2000 for its use in Europe.[10] 

Trastuzumab thereafter became the cornerstone of treatment in these HER2 positive metastatic 

breast cancers.[11-13] In 2005 the addition of trastuzumab to chemotherapy as adjuvant treatment 

for most early breast cancers appeared also to reduce the recurrence rate and increased overall 

survival. It was therefore broadly implemented as standard of care.[14, 15] Now, trastuzumab is on 

the World Health Organization’s Essential Medicines List, representing the most effective and safe 

medicines needed for all eligible individuals in a health system.[16]  

CHAPTER 1
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For the implementation of trastuzumab in standard daily care proper HER2 testing of the 

tumor tissue was critical. HER2 testing is performed by tumor immunohistochemistry and in-

situ hybridization. These techniques were initially found difficult to interpret and prone for 

misdiagnosis.[17, 18] An international effort to standardize these techniques has since then led to 

commonly adhered guidelines.[19] 

Eventually over several years of use of trastuzumab more data on safety, tolerability and efficacy 

in certain niche populations such as the elderly became available, allowing a more tailored approach 

in HER2 positive disease. [10-13] This insight is of particular importance as trastuzumab is currently 

still one of the most used agents in HER2 positive early and metastatic breast cancer. Evenmore 

overall survival in the metastatic setting has increased due to the progress which has been made 

in the development of new HER2 targeting agents.[20] Important new treatment options were the 

FDA and EMA approved anti-HER2 drugs pertuzumab and trastuzumab emtansine. Pertuzumab 

is a monoclonal antibody that binds the extracellular dimerization domain of HER2 and prevents 

it from binding to itself or to other members of the EGFR family. The addition of pertuzumab to 

trastuzumab and docetaxel improves in the metastatic setting overall survival from 40.8 months to 

56.5 months.[21] Trastuzumab emtansine, an antibody-drug conjugate composed of trastuzumab 

and a microtubule inhibitor, improved overall survival compared to lapatinib plus capecitabine in 

patients previously treated with trastuzumab and a taxane with less toxicity making it an efficacious 

and tolerable second line treatment.[22] Currently other approaches in HER2 positive breast cancers 

are explored such as other antibody drug conjugates targeting HER2, immune checkpoint inhibition 

and immuno-vaccines.(16-18) While these developments have been tremendously important for 

breast cancer outcome, it also serves as example for other (breast] cancer types, where also further 

improvement is warranted.

Aim of the thesis
The aim of this thesis is to study several aspects of treatment in patients with metastatic breast 

cancer. Special attention is paid to the implementation of treatment in daily oncology practice, 

treatment optimization in niche populations and the exploration of potential new drug targets.

Outline of the thesis
In chapter 2 we review literature with regards to immunotherapy in breast cancer subtypes 

including HER2 disease. The aim was to gain insight in the current evidence on predictive immune-

based biomarkers in breast cancer, immune-mediated effects from conventional therapies, as 

well as recent results and ongoing studies concerning immunotherapies in breast cancer. English 

language literature was reviewed by searching PubMed for relevant articles and by analyzing trials 

using ClinicalTrials.gov. during the period of September 2014 until June 2015. Abstracts of the 

American Society of Clinical Oncology annual meeting (2012 - 2015), San Antonio Breast Cancer 

symposium (2012 - 2014), American Association of Cancer Research annual meeting (2012 - 2015) 

and the annual congresses of the European Society of Medical Oncology (2012 - 2014) were 

checked.  

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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In chapter 3 we aimed to assess the concordance of the diagnostic HER2 assessment of tumor 

samples which were tested HER2 positive shortly after this test was introduced in daily practice. 

These HER2 assessments were made in the local pathology departments. We identified patients 

who were treated with trastuzumab for metastatic breast cancer in hospitals the Northern part of 

the Netherlands by studying the hospital pharmacy records in the period of 1999 to 2005. Tumor 

tissue was retrieved and a tissue micro-array was constructed. HER2 positivity of the tissue was 

centrally re-assessed using the tissue micro-array based upon the American Society of Clinical 

Oncology / College of American Pathologists clinical practice update in a certified pathology 

department.[23] Discordance in HER2 positivity, defined as tumor samples which were locally 

assessed as HER2 positive but were centrally assessed as negative, was analyzed. 

Following trastuzumab registration for the treatment of HER2 positive metastatic breast 

cancer, it was quickly implemented into daily practice.[14] Suddenly a new and potent treatment 

option became available for these patients. Trastuzumab was registered in the metastatic setting 

for first and subsequent therapy lines, either with chemotherapy or as single agent after treatment 

with at least two prior chemotherapy regimens.[24] As a result, trastuzumab use was broader in 

clinical practice than the first line combination with a taxane, as described in the pivotal trials 

on which registration was actually based.[10, 25] In chapter 4 we described how trastuzumab 

was used in daily practice in patients with metastatic breast cancer in the Northern part of the 

Netherlands between 2005 and 2009. The aim was to compare treatment outcome of trastuzumab 

treatment in daily practice with the results observed in the earlier published study. As elderly 

are underrepresented in clinical trials we specifically focused on this subgroup, by comparing its 

outcome with the non-elderly.[4, 26] The patient selection is described in chapter 3. Through the 

Netherlands Cancer Registry detailed information on patient, tumor and treatment characteristics 

was collected. Patient-, treatment- and outcome characteristics were compared for patients 

treated with trastuzumab in first line versus later therapy lines, and for patients aged below 65 

years versus 65 years or more. Also, outcome for patients treated in first line setting was compared 

to outcome of the two clinical trial populations. 

After implementation of trastuzumab in daily practice for metastatic breast cancer treatment, 

it was recognized that molecular characteristics such as HER2 expression are not necessarily 

breast cancer specific. This resulted in a number of initiatives to support pathway driven rather 

than tumor driven targeted therapy for niche populations. Trastuzumab was furthermore shown 

to be effective in combination with platinum based chemotherapy as first line treatment in HER2 

positive gastric cancer.[27] In chapter 4A we describe a case of a young female patient with 

HER2 positive metastatic disease, considered colorectal of origin. HER2 status was determined 

on a metastatic lesion as part of the search for the primary tumor. Next to conventional anatomic 

imaging molecular imaging was performed with a HER2 conjugated zirconium-89 positron 

emission tomography and HER2 directed therapy was initiated. 

A challenge in the implementation phase of a new treatment is how to extrapolate registered 

treatment data from a study population without comorbidities to a daily practice population. 

Patient with renal or hepatic impairment are often excluded from clinical trials. Hence knowledge 

CHAPTER 1
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with regards to safety and tolerability is often lacking in these groups. It is therefore difficult 

to start treatment in these groups. This makes it essential to study pharmacokinetic and 

pharmacodynamics properties in this setting. Therapeutic drug monitoring can in strictly selected 

situations be helpful to guide treatment optimization.          Everolimus, an inhibitor of mammalian 

target of rapamycin directly interacts with mTORC1, inhibiting its downstream signaling. As 

a consequence, mRNAs that code for proteins implicated in the cell cycle and in the glycolysis 

process are impaired and tumor growth is inhibited. Everolimus is registered for advanced renal 

cell cancer, neuro-endocrine tumors and combined with the oral steroidal aromatase inhibitor, 

exemestane in metastatic breast cancer. In chapter 4B we described a patient on renal dialysis 

with an advanced grade 1 neuroendocrine tumor who was treated with a everolimus (5 mg once 

a day orally). As everolimus is in 98% metabolized by the liver in in only 2% in the urine, it was 

hypothesized to be safe despite of the dialysis setting.[28] After initiation of the treatment, whole 

blood everolimus concentrations at steady state were measured using liquid chromatography-

mass spectrometry to rule out toxic accumulation. 

Despite dramatic improvements in outcome for HER2 metastatic breast cancer due to HER2 

targeting, ultimately resistance will develop and patients will progress. Therefore, in chapter 5 we 

aimed to explore the relationship between the androgen receptor expression and the immune 

composition of the tumor microenvironment in HER2 positive breast cancer in light of its possible 

role in trastuzumab resistance.[29, 30] The androgen receptor is expressed in nearly 60% of the 

patients with HER2 positive breast cancer and androgens induce in apocrine breast cancer cell 

lines a proliferative response based on the interaction of the androgen receptor with the HER2 

pathway.[29, 31] The patient selection as described in chapter 3 resulted in a cohort consisting of 

tissue from patients with metastatic disease only. With use of the developed tissue micro-array 

of their primary tumors (chapter 3) we assessed androgen receptor expression and an immune 

profile tumor using immunohistochemistry. The immune profile measurements consisted of CD3, 

CD8, programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) and PD-1 ligand 1 (PD-L1), M2 tumor-associated 

macrophages and tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes. We moreover characterized a subgroup of 

patients from this cohort with tumors who might be immunogenic and immuno-evasive by 

creating a heatmap. 

Target identification in tumor tissue is particularly challenging in niche populations. These 

niche populations are often underrepresented in clinical trials compared to the general 

population. Specific patient, tumor and treatment characteristics are therefore often not well 

known and difficult to collect. It may well require an international effort to collect these data and 

recruit patients for well powered studies. In chapter 6 we aimed to correlate several markers 

in the tumors, such as the chemokine receptor CXCR2, to clinical outcome in males with breast 

cancer. This Dutch cohort consists of male patients diagnosed with and treated for breast cancer 

in daily practice and has a long term follow up. It is therefore a realistic reflection of this disease. 

Finally, a summary of the obtained results of this thesis is described in chapter 7 and these new 

findings and future perspectives are discussed.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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ABSTRACT 

It is increasingly acknowledged that breast cancer can be an immunogenic disease. Immuno-

genicity appears to differ between subtypes. For instance, in triple negative breast cancer 

(TNBC) and HER2-positive breast cancer tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) are prognostic and 

predictive for response to chemotherapy containing anthracyclines, but in other subtypes they 

are not. Preclinical evidence suggests important immune based mechanisms of conventional 

chemotherapeutics, in particular anthracyclines. Early clinical studies with monoclonal antibodies 

targeting programmed death protein 1, programmed death-ligand 1 and cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-

associated antigen 4 have shown anti-tumor efficacy. Tumor vaccines designed to increase the 

body’s own anti-tumor immunity have shown an increased anti-tumor immunity, however clinical 

efficacy has not yet been demonstrated. Novel strategies will likely follow. In light of the increased 

interest in immune modulation, this review focuses on predictive immune-based biomarkers, 

immune-mediated effects from conventional therapies, as well as recent results and ongoing 

studies concerning immunotherapies in breast cancer.
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INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women and represents a major public health issue 

with 1.38 million cases and 458,000 deaths yearly worldwide.(1) Although clear advances in the 

treatment of metastatic breast cancer patients, most patients still die of their disease.(2) Drug 

choices are based on tumor characteristics. Breast cancer biology is essentially dictated by the 

estrogen receptor (ER), human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2), and proliferation. 

Therefore ER and HER2 targeting compounds, and chemotherapy are the cornerstones of today’s 

treatment.(3) For all these systemic treatment strategies eventually resistance will develop 

requiring new treatment consideration.(4) Furthermore, targeted agents for triple negative breast 

cancer (TNBC), defined by the absence of ER, progesterone receptor (PR) and HER2 expression, are 

lacking in standard practice. This subtype is still notoriously difficult to treat, and maintains a poor 

prognostic outcome. Therefore, despite advances in this field, additional strategies are needed. 

A focus on potential tumor targets outside the breast cancer cell, are clearly of interest. In this 

respect, the potential exploitation of the immune system for anti-cancer effect, is rapidly gaining 

interest. 

Cancer immunotherapies, including treatments aiming to stimulate immune cells to attack 

tumors, have undergone enormous developments recently. They were announced “Breakthrough 

of the Year 2013” by the editors of Science.(5) In this era, certain cancer types, such as metastatic 

melanoma, may even become curable in selected patients. The initial enthusiasm for immune 

checkpoint inhibitors is mainly based on results obtained in melanoma, lung cancer, bladder 

cancer and renal cell carcinoma.(6) But also in breast cancer, preliminary data from the first clinical 

studies is encouraging. Interestingly, conventional breast cancer treatments, including some 

chemotherapy regimens and the anti-HER2 targeting antibody trastuzumab, derive part of their 

effect from interacting with the immune system. The role of tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) 

in treatment response is increasingly recognized. Improved insight in the connection between 

the immune system and breast cancer may support optimal treatment and outcome. 

The present review focuses on predictive immune-based biomarkers, immune-mediated 

effects from conventional therapies, as well as recent results and ongoing studies concerning 

immunotherapies in breast cancer. 

Search strategy
An English language literature search was conducted in the period of September 2014 until June 

2015 that included PubMed and the ClinicalTrials.gov database. Abstracts of the American Society 

of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) annual meetings, San Antonio Breast Cancer symposium, American 

Association of Cancer Research (AACR) annual meeting and the annual congresses of the 

European Society of Medical Oncology (ESMO) were checked. The search strategy focused on all 

immunotherapies in a breast cancer setting. Reference lists of relevant publications were checked.
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Tumor immunity and breast cancer subtypes
The interaction of the immune system with tumor cells in breast cancer appears to be breast 

cancer subtype specific (Fig. 1). TNBC and HER2-positive breast cancer harbor higher genomic 

instability compared to the St. Gallen defined luminal A and B subtypes, leading to increased 

DNA damage or mutational load.(7-9) Emerging evidence indicates that a higher mutational 

load causes production of higher tumor-specific antigen levels and can elicit stronger immune 

responses.(10-12) This response starts with increased recognition of tumor-specific antigens by 

the innate immune system, particularly natural killer (NK) and dendritic cells. Activated dendritic 

cells migrate to the lymph nodes, where they activate T cells.(13) Upon activation T cells migrate to 

the tumor and initiate a tumor-specific immune response. This tumor-specific immune response 

is considered an important contributor to tumor immunity.(14, 15) For an extensive review on 

tumor immunology see Dunn et al.(16) When the immune system fails to eradicate all cancer 

cells, the less immunogenic cells survive and tumors can escape the immune system.(17) T cell 

inhibiting immune checkpoints play an important role in this escape. The binding of programmed 

death protein 1 (PD-1) and cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA-4) on T cells with 

programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1) and CD80 respectively on tumor cells can strongly decrease 

T cell activity. In breast cancer upregulation of these immune checkpoints was detected with 

immunohistochemistry.(18-20) Furthermore aberrant expression of major histocompatibility 

complex II (MHC II) has been related to reduced tumor immunity.(21) This indicates the tumor 

MHC II antigen presentation pathway is an important component of tumor immunity. The TNBC 

and HER2-positive breast cancer subtype elicit stronger immune responses and are hypothesized 

to be more dependent on these resistance mechanisms.(10)

Biomarkers 
Infiltration of lymphocytes has prognostic and predictive value in the TNBC and HER2-positive 

subtypes, contrary to the luminal subtypes. In the BIG 02-98 trial 2,009 lymph node positive breast 

cancer patients were treated with anthracycline containing adjuvant chemotherapy. Stromal TILs 

(sTILs), defined as the percentage of tumor stroma containing lymphocytic infiltrate, were only 

related to outcome in the 256 TNBC patients.(22) For every 10% increment in the number of sTILs 

in TNBC, there was a reduction of risk of recurrence of 14%, for distant recurrence of 18% and for 

death of 19%. These findings have been verified in another retrospective analysis using tissues 

from two high-quality data sets sized n=190 and n=291 obtained from adjuvant phase III trials 

in predominantly lymph node positive breast cancer.(23) sTILs were to some degree present in 

80% of the tested tumors.(24) In the neo-adjuvant setting TILs had prognostic and predictive 

value as well. For example, in a cohort of 474 patients with stage II – III TNBC, a high TIL score was 

associated with pathologic complete response (pCR) after anthracycline-based treatment (pCR 

34% versus 10% in high TILs compared to low TILs, p = 0.004)(25). sTILs were predictive for pCR in 

580 patients with TNBC or HER2-positive breast cancer who received doxorubicin and paclitaxel 

with or without carboplatin in the neoadjuvant GeparSixto trial (pCR >60% TILS: 59.0%, pCR 

<60% TILs: 33.8%, p <.001) and predicted a larger increase in pCR with addition of carboplatin to 

treatment (odds ratio (OR) high TILs = 3.71, OR low TILs = 1.01, p = 0.002).(26) In both the TNBC and 
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Fig. 1. Cells of the innate immune system are recruited by tumor cell stress signals caused by DNA damage 
and inflammatory cytokines released by stromal cells as a response to tumor growth. Higher levels of 
DNA-damage cause stronger activation of NKs and dendritic cells. A proportion of tumor cells is killed by 
NK, γδ T cells, NKT cells and macrophages. Macrophages and NKs cause maturation of dendritic cells that 
become highly activated by ingesting tumor antigen from dying tumor cells. In the lymph nodes these 
cells activate tumor specific T helper 1 CD4+ cells, and facilitate development of CD8+ T cells. These cells 
migrate to the tumor, where the CD8+ T cells cause tumor cell death. Eventually tumor cells can escape 
the immune system. Upregulation of PD-L1, PD-L2 and CTLA-4 are thought to be important for this process 
in breast cancer. When PD-L1 or PD-L2 binds to PD-1, or CTLA-4 to CD80 or CD86 on T cells or antigen 
presenting cells, anergy, apoptosis, exhaustion and conversion of T cells to Treg cells arise. This immune 
resistance is considered to be especially present in TNBC and HER2-positive breast cancer, because the 
larger amount of DNA-damage in these subtypes results in stronger immune responses, forcing tumor cells 
to defend themselves more potently against the immune system. It is hypothesized that this mechanism 
renders TNBC and HER2-positive breast cancer particularly sensitive to immunotherapy, in comparison to 
other breast cancer subtypes. Abbreviations; TNBC: triple negative breast cancer; HER2: Human Epidermal 
growth factor Receptor 2; NK: natural killer cell; Treg: regulatory T cell; NKT: Natural killer T cell; DC: 
dendritic cell; CTLA-4: cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4; PD-1: Programmed cell death protein 
1; PD-L1: Programmed death-ligand 1
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HER2-positive subgroup sTILs per 10% increment were predictive for objective response (TNBC: 

OR = 1.15, p = 0.004; HER2-positive OR = 1.30, p < 0.001).

Specific subsets of TILs seem to be important for prediction of pCR in TNBC. In several studies 

a CD8+ T cell infiltrate has been associated with improved relapse- and disease-specific survival.

(27, 28) For example, in 130 TNBC patients receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy a higher pre-

treatment ratio of CD8+/CD4+ T cells,  and CD8+/FOXP3+ cells corrrelated with pCR. (2.75 vs 0.99, 

p = 0.003; HR = 2.00, p = 0.049).(29) Also, data suggests B cell gene expression signatures to be 

correlated with increased PFS in basal-like and HER2-positive breast cancer.(30)̀   Indicating that a 

specific anti-tumor B and cytotoxic T cell response in TNBC might be present. 

sTILs have been proposed as the immune based biomarker in breast cancer, because their 

presence can be easily determined using a single hematoxylin and eosin stained slide, their 

prognostic and predictive value is as reliable as that from intratumoral TILs, and the good inter-

observer correlation among expert pathologists.(24, 31) 

The predictive benefit of sTILs in trastuzumab treated HER2-positive breast cancer is still 

unclear. In a retrospective analysis of the N9831 trial, in which 945 patients with HER2-positive 

node-positive, or high-risk node-negative early breast cancer were randomized between 

treatment with chemotherapy (containing 4 cycles of doxorubicin plus cyclophosphamide 

followed by paclitaxel), or the same chemotherapy with concurrent trastuzumab, the impact 

of sTILs was analyzed(32). sTILs of >60% were associated with increased disease free survival in 

patients treated with chemotherapy alone (Hazard ratio (HR) 0.20; p = 0.007), but not in patients 

treated with concurrent trastuzumab. In the smaller phase III FinHER adjuvant trial 232 early breast 

cancer patients with HER2-positive tumors were randomized to chemotherapy with or without 

9 weeks of trastuzumab infusions.(33) Here a 10% increase of sTILs was associated with an 18% 

reduction in the relative risk of distant disease free survival after treatment including trastuzumab 

(HR 0.82, 95-CI 0.56 – 1.16, p = 0.025).(34) In the N9831 trial immune function was also assessed 

using whole-transcriptome gene analysis with different immune related pathways, including T 

cell receptor signaling in CD8+ T cells, interferon gamma pathway and the tumor necrosis factor 

receptor signaling pathway. Addition of trastuzumab to chemotherapy improved relapse free 

survival in patients with expression of these genes (HR = 0.55, p = 0.0005), but not in patients in 

whom expression was absent (HR = 0.99, p = 0.91).(35) On the contrary, in 723 HER2-positive breast 

cancer specimens only patients with low TILs benefitted from adjuvant trastuzumab addition to 

anthracycline based chemotherapy (HR = 0.61, p = 0.003).(36)

Other biomarkers of interest are expression of PD-1 and PD-L1. In a tumor tissue microarray 

of a heterogeneous group of 660 breast cancer patients PD-1 positive TILs were associated with 

reduced overall survival (OS) (HR = 2.736, p < 0.0001), lymph node status, and tumor size, grade, 

and TNM-stage.(37) The association with decreased survival was largest in the luminal HER2-

positive (HR = 3.689, p = 0.0009) and basal-like subtype (TNBC) (HR = 3.140, p < 0.0001). A study 

in 218 therapy naive early breast cancer patients, who underwent surgical treatment followed by 

radiotherapy and standard adjuvant therapy, showed that PD-1 expression in the primary tumor 

microenvironment correlated with unfavorable tumor characteristics, including histological 
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grade, TNM-stage, and the TNBC subtype.(38) Univariate analysis showed a correlation between 

PD-1 and OS (HR = 3.29, p = 0.002), but this was not the case with multivariate analysis (HR = 2.06, 

p = 0.091). In the previously mentioned GeparSixto trial messenger RNA in tumor tissue from 

12 immune-related genes was measured. In 314 TNBC PD-1, PD-L1, CTLA-4, and its ligand CD80 

messenger RNA were all predictive for increased pCR. In 266 HER2-positive breast cancer only 

PD-1, PD-L1, and CTLA-4 were predictive for pCR.(26) All markers were positively associated with 

increased TILs. After correction for presence of sTILs only PD-L1 and CD80 remained predictive 

for pCR in TNBC (PD-L1 odds ratio 1.45; p = 0.04; CD80 odds ratio 1.93; p = 0.005). Retrospective 

analysis of two tissue microarrays with a fluorescent RNAscope assay of 636 early breast cancer 

patients showed PD-L1 mRNA levels correlated with TILs and clinical outcome.(39) In ~57% of the 

tumors PD-L1 expression was detected. In multivariate analysis tumor PD-L1 mRNA expression 

was associated with longer disease free survival. 

Interpretation of data is hampered by the fact that different PD-L1 expression assays, 

measuring PD-L1 on different cells (tumor versus immune cells) with different cut-off points 

have been used. Furthermore assessment of PD-L1 expression is complicated by high intra- and 

intertumoral heterogeneity of expression.(40) The expression of PD-L1 and PD-1 is thought to be 

highly dynamic, creating an additional challenge in the search for adequate biomarkers.

Recently the potential of immune checkpoint inhibitors to treat patients with mismatch 

repair-deficient tumors was shown. Treatment with the PD-1 blocking antibody pembrolizumab 

in mismatch repair-deficient colorectal patients resulted in a higher immune-related objective 

response rate (4 of 10 vs. 0 of 18 patients), immune-related progression-free survival rate (7 of 9 vs. 

2 of 18 patients), and overall survival (HR = 0.22, p = 0.05) compared to mismatch repair-proficient 

patients.(41) Patients with mismatch repair-deficient noncolorectal cancer had responses similar 

to those of patients with mismatch repair-deficient colorectal cancer (immune-related objective 

response rate, 71%, 5 of 7 patients; immune-related progression-free survival rate, 67%, 4 of 6 

patients). Immunohistochemical analysis of tissue microarrays of 226 TNBC tumors showed loss 

of mismatch repair proteins in 1.8% of patients. None of the 90 non-TNBC breast cancer patients 

showed loss of these proteins. Although infrequent in breast cancer, mismatch repair-deficiency 

may be another criterium on which to select patients for immune checkpoint inhibitors in the 

future.(42)

Immunologic aspects of current therapeutic interventions in breast cancer

Immunologic aspects of chemotherapy 

It is increasingly recognized that chemotherapeutic agents can elicit immune responses and 

that a functional immune system can even be crucial for their efficacy (Table 1), for an extensive 

review see. (43, 44) Preclinical data suggests that anthracyclines have important immune 

mediated antitumor mechanisms.(10) For example in mice inoculated with syngeneic tumor 

cell lines efficacy of doxorubicin was partly dependent on increased proliferation of cytotoxic 

T lymphocytes (CTLs) and γδ T cells in tumor draining lymph nodes, resulting in higher levels of 
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intratumoral interferon-γ and interleukin (IL)-17.(45, 46) Blockade of interferon-γ, IL-1, and IL-17, or 

depletion of CTLs diminished anti-tumor effects of doxorubicin.(47, 48) Furthermore, increased 

gene and protein expression of CD8α, CD8β, and interferon-γ in 114 primary breast cancers was 

associated with increased pCR rates after epirubicine treatment (interferon-γ: HR = 0.69, p = 0.016; 

CD8α: HR = 0.72, p = 0.005; CD8β: HR = 0.65, p = 0.049). Doxorubicin can also trigger a mechanism 

called ‘immunogenic cell death’, in which increased calreticulin expression, and ATP and HGMB 

release, lead to activation of dendritic cells, resulting in increased anti-tumor T cell activity.(44)

Therapy with taxanes is also influenced by immune based antitumor mechanisms. In 

30 metastatic breast cancer patients treated with either docetaxel or paclitaxel (despite 

complementary steroids as premedication) an increase in NK- and CTL-cytotoxicity, Granulocyte-

macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF), interferon-γ, and plasma IL-6 levels was seen 

after the last treatment cycle.(49) In mice paclitaxel decreased the number and viability of 

regulatory T cells (Tregs
), but not of effector T cells. It also increased the permeability of tumor cells 

for granzymes, making them more susceptible to CTLs.(50, 51)  

Contrary to high dose cyclophosphamide, which is immunosuppressive, metronomic 

cyclophosphamide (50 mg orally daily for 3 months) in 12 heavily pretreated metastatic breast 

cancer patients transiently decreased T
reg

 levels, and increased CD4+ and CD8+ T cell proliferation 

and the number of patients with tumor-reactive T cells increased from 26% to 88% in whole blood 

samples (p = 0.02).(52) Within this small sample size, a correlation between tumor-specific T cells and 

response to treatment and OS was seen (p = 0.027). Tumor grade, hormone receptor expression, 

and Ki-67, and HER2-levels did not correlate with clinical outcome.(51) Low dose cyclophosphamide 

(< 200 mg/m2 every 4-6 week intravenously) reverted T
reg

-induced immunological tolerance and 

enhanced delayed-type sensitivity after vaccination with a HER2-mediated vaccine low-dose 71% 

of patients, high dose 14%, p = 0.003).(52, 53)

TILs probably have a predictive value for clinical outcome in the neo-adjuvant treatment of 

TNBC or HER2-positive breast cancer with carboplatin.(26) However, no molecular link with the 

immune system has been described in breast cancer. In 13 patients with advanced primary ovarian 

carcinoma, carboplatin decreased the percentage of T
regs 

and increased the amount of interferon-γ 

producing CD8+ T cells 12-14 days after treatment.(54) Carboplatin could induce immunogenic cell 

death in tumor cells from these patients, resulting in strong activation of dendritic cells, causing 

proliferation and activation of tumor-specific CD8+ T cells in vitro. Furthermore, other platinum 

based compounds such as oxaliplatin and cisplatin have also shown anti-tumor efficacy through 

activation of immunogenic cell death.(55)

Immunologic aspects of anti-HER2 targeting therapy 

Trastuzumab has improved OS in patients with early stage and advanced HER2-positive breast 

cancer.(56, 57) It reduces HER2 signaling through the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) and 

mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascades, which eventually leads to cell cycle arrest 

and apoptosis.(58) Furthermore trastuzumab promotes apoptosis in vivo through a process 

called antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC). ADCC is mediated via immunoglobulin 
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Table 1  Immunologic mediated anti-tumor efficacy of the conventional therapeutic agents in breast cancer.

Conventional 
therapeutic 
interventions

Anti-tumor immunologic effect Refs

Anthracyclines Favor proliferation of CTL and IL-17 producing γδ T cells, induce 
immunogenic cell death, increase dendritic cell antigen presentation (45, 46, 111-113)

Taxanes 
Increase amount of NKs, CTLs and interferon-γ. Decrease IL-1, tumor 
necrosis factor, and prostaglandin E2. Selectively inhibit STAT3 
signaling. Decrease T

regs
 and increases T cell infiltration

(49-51, 113-115)

Cyclophosphamide T
reg 

depletion. ‘Metronomic’ therapy causes selective depletion of 
circulating T

reg
, and inhibits their inhibitory function (113, 116)

5-Fluorouracil Decreases myeloid derived suppressor cells in spleen and tumor by 
inducing apoptosis (113, 117)

Methotrexate Increases dendritic cell antigen presentation IL-12 dependently (113)

Vinorelbine Increases dendritic cell antigen presentation IL-12 independently (118)

Gemcitabine
Increases CTL activity by HLA1 expression, stimulates differentiation of 
dendritic cells, stimulates immune cells in tumor microenvironment 
by apoptosis of tumor cells and suppression of humoral immunity

(119, 120)

Carboplatin Decrease T
regs

 and increase CTL, induce IL-10–producing 
macrophages, increase STAT3 levels (54, 55, 121)

Tamoxifen TGF β induces T
regs

 and suppression of CTLs. (122)

Non-steroidal 
aromatase inhibitor

Decreases T
regs

 directly, shift from T helper 2 cells to T helper 1 cells by 
decreasing plasma estrogen levels. (123-125)

Everolimus Immunosuppression by enhancing T
regs

 and inhibition of interferon-α 
by Toll like receptor 7 and 9 (126-129)

Trastuzumab
Stimulates HER2 specific CTL (ADCC), enhances tumor lysis by HER2 
specific CD8+ CTLs, increases NKs, granzymes and dendritic cells in 
tumor microenvironment.

(60, 130, 131)

Bevacizumab
Causes conversion of immunosuppressive macrophages into 
immunostimulatory macrophages and facilitates CTL to enter the 
tumor microenvironment. Reduces circulating T

regs
.

(132, 133)

γ-Radiation
Induces immunogenic cell death by apoptosis via adenosine 
tri-phosphate and high-mobility group protein B1 secretion and 
calreticulin expression. 

(134)

Bisphosphonate
Inhibits tumor-associated macrophages, indirectly activates γδ 
T cells, and primes immune cells to produce cytokines when 
exposed to IL-1 or Toll like receptor ligands.

(135-139)

Abbreviations: CTL: cytotoxic T lymphocyte, IL: interleukin, NK: natural killer cell, T
reg

: regulatory T cell, HER2: human epidermal 
growth factor receptor 2, ADCC: Antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity, STAT3: signal transducer and activator of 
transcription 3. TGF: transforming growth factor, HLA: human leukocyte antigen

gamma Fc region receptor III on the cell surface of NK cells which binds to the Fc portion of the 

antibody. The antigen recognizing Fab portion of the IgG is attached to the tumor cell initiating 

a sequence of cellular events culminating in the release of cytotoxic granules containing perforin 

and granzymes.(59) In 23 patients treated with neo-adjuvant trastuzumab for HER2-positive early 

breast cancer, the numbers of tumor-associated NK cells and the degree of lymphocyte expression 

on the surgical specimens were higher compared to 23 patients treated without trastuzumab.

(60) Furthermore in 26 patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer, response after six 
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months trastuzumab treatment correlated with higher levels of NK cells and higher ADCC activity 

in the circulation measured using a cytotoxicity assay. However, after 12 months progression 

free survival (PFS) correlated only with NK activity in the circulation, suggesting that the longer 

protection against tumor expansion might be mediated by pure NK activity.(61) In 10 patients with 

HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer treated with trastuzumab and IL-2, IL-2 stimulated cytokine 

release by NK cells in vitro and increased NK cell killing of tumor cells. However, this was not 

correlated with clinical response.(62) In 29 patients with HER2-positive breast cancer ADCC levels 

and NK cell count measured with a cytotoxicity assay in blood respectively increased six-fold and 

two-fold after combination therapy with trastuzumab and paclitaxel compared to trastuzumab 

alone.(63) These findings may contribute to the known synergistic activity of trastuzumab and 

taxanes.(49) 

Upcoming immune mediated interventions in breast cancer

Immune checkpoint blockade

Ipilimumab, a monoclonal antibody blocking CTLA-4 is already part of standard of care in the 

treatment of metastatic melanoma.(64) CTLA-4 inhibits the cytotoxic effects of CTLs. Increased 

expression of CTLA-4 on T cells in breast cancer patients might explain the evasion of anti-

tumor immune responses.(20) In mice mammary cancer models CTLA-4 inhibition stimulates T 

cell proliferation. (Fig. 2) (65-68) Only two studies with CTLA-4 blocking agents in breast cancer 

patients have been performed. An exploratory study in 18 patients with predominantly hormonal 

receptor-positive early stage breast cancer showed a modestly increased ratio of CD8+ to T
reg

 cells 

in tumor specimen of patients who underwent mastectomy after pretreatment with ipilimumab 

and cryotherapy, while pretreatment with cryotherapy or ipilimumab alone did not increase 

this ratio. Cryotherapy causes a release of tumor antigen. It was therefore hypothesized that 

ipilimumab might increase the response against these antigens.(69) In another phase I study the 

combination of tremelimumab and exemestane was explored in 26 postmenopausal metastatic 

breast cancer patients. Treatment was well tolerated and resulted in stable disease of more than 12 

weeks in 11 of 26 patients (42%). In nine of the 26 patients, recruited at a single center, peripheral 

blood lymphocyte subsets were determined before and after treatment. An increase of activated 

CD4+ T cells of more than 50% was seen in six patients, a similar increase in activated CD8+ T 

cells was seen in five patients. Across these nine patients the median decrease of T
regs 

was 70%.

(70) Together, these data show that CTLA-4 blocking may be of interest to combine with other 

therapies in breast cancer.
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Fig. 2. Immune-related drug targets of current and potential future breast cancer treatments. PD-1 
antibodies (pembrolizumab, nivolumab and AMP-514) and PD-L1 antibodies (MPDL3280A (atezolizumab), 
MED14736 and BMS936559) potentiate anti-tumor T cell response by impairing the tumor inhibitory 
PD-1 / PD-L1 axis. CTLA-4 antibodies (ipilimumab, tremelimumab) impair the T cell inhibitory signal of 
CTLA-4 through binding of CD80 present on tumor cells. Targeted T cells such as anti-CEA or anti-cMET 
CARs and BiTES (MT110 and MEDI-565) have enhanced anti-tumor efficacy through genetically modified 
T cells. Trastuzumab stimulates HER2 specific CTL (ADCC) and enhances tumor lysis by HER2 specific 
CD8+ CTLs. Cyclophosphamide and paclitaxel cause selective depletion of circulating Treg and inhibit their 
anti-tumor inhibitory function. Vaccines amplificate the present immune response against breast cancer 
antigens. Anthracyclines, oxaliplatin and radiotherapy have anti-tumor efficacy through a cascade called 
‘immunogenic cell death’ resulting in activation of dendritic cells stimulating anti-tumor T cell activity. 
Abbreviations; NK: natural killer cell; Treg: regulatory T cell; NKT: Natural killer T cell; DC: dendritic cell; 
CTLA-4: cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4; PD-1: Programmed cell death protein 1; PD-L1: 
Programmed death-ligand 1; CAR: T cells engineered to express artificial chimeric antigen receptors; BiTES: 
bispecific single chain monoclonal antibodies; HER2: Human Epidermal growth factor Receptor 2; MUC-1: 
mucin MUC-1; PANVAC: vaccine containing human genes that cause production of CEA and MUC-1; cMET: 
hepatocyte growth factor receptor.

PD-L1 on breast cancer cells can inhibit T cells responses by binding to PD-1 on activated T cells. 

Already a wealth of knowledge is obtained in various tumor types with anti-PD-1 and anti-PD-L1 

antibody treatment. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved anti-PD-1 antibody 

pembrolizumab for use in advanced melanoma. Anti-PD-1 antibody nivolumab was approved 

for use in non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). The anti-PD-L1 antibody MPDL3280A has been 

granted breakthrough approval for PD-L1 positive NSCLC and metastatic bladder cancer.(71) In 

breast cancer samples that were immunohistochemically subtyped according to the 2011 St. 

Gallen consensus, PD-1 positive TILs were most often found in the basal-like (27.4%) and HER2-

positive subtype (23.2%).(9, 37, 38) In 1980 breast tumors from the METABRIC dataset PD-L1 protein 

expression was most frequently seen in basal-like tumors (19%) and correlated with higher 

infiltration of both CTLs and T
regs

(72). These data, in combination with the previously mentioned 
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predictive value of PD-1 and PD-L1, suggest the largest effect of PD-1- and PD-L1-targeting agents 

can be expected in these subtypes. Anti-rat-PD-1 and anti-rat-HER2 antibodies had a synergistic 

effect against rat HER2-positive mouse breast tumors in a mouse model.(73, 74)

Two agents targeting the PD-1 and PD-L1 have been studied in breast cancer. Pembrolizumab 

(also known as MK-3475 and lambrolizumab) is a humanized monoclonal IgG4-kappa antibody 

that blocks PD-1 signaling.(75) In a phase Ib study of the 32 evaluable patients with PD-L1 

positive recurrent or metastatic TNBC preliminary results showed a partial response in 16.1% of 

patients, stable disease in 9.7% and 64.5% with progressive disease.(76) One of the responders 

stopped therapy prematurely, all other responders and three patients with stable disease were 

still on treatment. 17.2% of the patients experienced at least one serious adverse event, and one 

patient died due to disseminated intravascular coagulation. Other side effects that occurred were 

grade 3 anemia, headache, aseptic meningitis, and pyrexia (NCT01848834). The optimal dosing 

of pembrolizumab in combination with trastuzumab is currently studied in a phase Ib study in 

HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer patients (NCT02129556).

MPDL3280A, a human IgG1 anti-PD-L1 monoclonal antibody with an engineered Fc receptor, 

preventing it from causing ADCC, has been evaluated in a phase I study in 27 pretreated patients 

with PD-L1 positive metastatic TNBC.(77) PD-L1 expression on tumor-infiltrating immune cells 

was evaluated by immunohistochemistry in tumor biopsies and PD-L1 expression was scored 0 

to 3. 11% of patients experienced grade 3-5 related adverse events (five grade 3 events: adrenal 

insufficiency, neutropenia, nausea, vomiting, decreased white blood cell count; one grade 5 event: 

pulmonary hypertension in a patient with an atrial septal defect). Among 21 efficacy-evaluable 

patients with a PD-L1 IHC 2 or 3 score (13 IHC 2 and 8 IHC 3), the unconfirmed RECIST response 

rate was 24% (95% CI, 8% to 47%). Response duration ranged from 0.1+ to 41.6+ weeks. Median 

response duration was not yet reached. Patients with evidence of durable nonclassical responses 

suggestive of pseudoprogression were also observed. A phase III study In 350 metastatic breast 

cancer patients researching combination treatment with MPDL3280A and Nab-paclitaxel is 

currently recruiting patients (NCT02425891).

Multiple agents against PD-1 are currently evaluated in clinical trials. Nivolumab (previously known 

as BMS-936558) is a fully human IgG4 monoclonal antibody targeting PD-1. Safety and efficacy are 

being evaluated in a phase I/II study (n=410) (NCT01928394) in solid tumor patients, including patients 

with TNBC, and in combination with nab-paclitaxel in metastatic breast cancer patients (NCT02309177). 

Patients receive the drug as single agent, or in combination with the CTLA-4 blocking monoclonal 

antibody ipilimumab. A second drug targeting PD-1 is the monoclonal antibody AMP-514 (MEDI0680). 

A phase I study in metastatic breast cancer (NCT02013804) is recruiting patients. 

BMS-936559, a fully human IgG4 anti-PD-L1 monoclonal antibody, has been studied in 207 

patients with solid tumors, including four with breast cancer. 9% of patients experienced grade 3-4 

treatment-related toxic effects, which is lower than so far reported in anti-PD-1 therapy. In the four 

breast cancer patients efficacy was not determined.(78) MEDI4736, another anti-PD-L1 antibody 

has shown an acceptable safety profile with only grade one or two toxicities.(79) Currently phase 

III trials in NSCLC are ongoing.(80)
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Anti-PD-1/PD-L1 agents are more effective in tumor types with higher mutational load, such as 

NSCLC and melanoma.(81) In melanoma response to CTLA-4 blocking antibodies correlated (p 

= 0.01) with mutational load.(82) In breast cancer high genomic instability is seen in TNBC due 

to double strand DNA-repair deficiencies.(7) This subtype also expresses highest levels of PD-L1 

in all breast cancer types.(37, 72) According to present thinking this might increase effectiveness 

of checkpoint inhibitors in this subtype (Fig. 1). However, PD-L1 expression is not necessary for 

response to PD-1 targeted therapies, as a study in 175 solid tumor patients showed 13% of 60 

PD-L1 negative patients with solid tumors treated with PD-1 blocking antibody MPDL3280A 

responded to treatment. This indicates careful selection of patients will be essential to maximize 

efficacy of anti-PD-1, and anti-PD-L1 therapy.(71)

Tumor vaccines 

Some degree of immune response against breast cancer antigens can be demonstrated in most 

breast cancer patients. Therefore amplification of these weak responses by tumor vaccines might 

cause an effective anti-tumor immune response. Different HER2-mediated vaccines in breast 

cancer have been studied in high-risk early breast cancer following standard of care therapy. The 

treatment was mostly well tolerated. Higher tumor-specific T cell proliferations prior and after 

vaccination have been associated with reduced recurrences, however no significant differences in 

disease free survival were seen.(83-85) Furthermore, results suggest that in this setting any degree 

of HER2 expression may be sufficient for HER2-mediated vaccine efficacy.  Other stimulatory 

mechanisms have yet to be identified and may be required to optimize selection of patients.

Mammaglobin-A is a breast cancer associated antigen with high tissue specificity, it is 

overexpressed in 40 - 80% of breast tumors. In a phase I trial the mammaglobin-A vaccine was 

studied in metastatic breast cancer patients with stable disease.(86) In 14 patients an increase in 

mammaglobin-A specific CTLs was seen. No significant adverse events occurred. Although this 

study was not powered to evaluate PFS, improved PFS was seen in vaccinated patients compared 

to patients who met the eligibility criteria, but were not vaccinated because of unsuitable HLA 

phenotype (6-months PFS 53% vs. 33%; p = 0.011). In seven metastatic breast cancer patients a 

mammaglobin-A vaccine decreased the percentage of Tregs 
from 19% to 10% of CD4+ T cells and 

increased IFN-γ production by mammaglobin-A-specific CD4+ T cells (p < 0.0001) after treatment. 

MUC-1 is aberrantly expressed in breast cancer. An anti-MUC-1 based vaccination elicited a 

strong immune response in metastatic breast cancer patients.(87, 88) A phase III trial in 1,028 

metastatic breast cancer patients who had at least stable disease after first line chemotherapy 

was conducted(89). After receiving one T
reg

 depleting dose of cyclophosphamide (300 mg/

m2 intravenously) patients were randomized between the MUC-1 vaccination or placebo. No 

difference in recurrence free survival or OS was found. However, a post-hoc analysis showed that 

concomitant endocrine therapy increased median survival from 30.7 months to 36.5 months 

(p = 0.029).(90) This survival advantage might be due to interaction between the MUC-1 and ER 

pathways ultimately leading to more immunogenicity, but prospective validation is needed.

 Treatment of 12 heavily pretreated metastatic breast cancer patients with PANVAC, a DNA-based 
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cancer vaccine targeting CEA, MUC-1, and three T cell co-stimulatory molecules treatment resulted 

stable disease in four patients and a complete response in one. Of six patients enough peripheral 

blood mononuclear cells were available for flow cytometric analysis at day 71 after treatment. 

In three of these patients an increased ratio of effector T cells/T
regs

 was observed.(91) Currently, a 

randomized phase II study in adults with metastatic breast cancer evaluating docetaxel alone, or 

in combination with the PANVAC vaccine is ongoing (NCT00179309). 

Antibodies and T lymphocytes engineering 

Bispecific T cell engagers are a class of artificial bispecific single chain monoclonal antibodies. 

They couple a tumor-specific antigen, for example CD19 or CEA, on one arm and recruit and 

activate T cells through CD3 of the T cell receptor complex via the other arm. This results in close-

targeted cell-cell contact enabling T cell mediated tumor cell killing. Blinatumomab, a CD19-

specific antibody, induced a complete response in 32% of the patients with treatment-refractory 

acute lymphoblastic leukemia and was granted accelerated approval by the FDA.(92) In a phase I 

study an anti-HER2 and anti-CD3 bispecific antibody armed with activated T cells was studied in 

combination with IL-2 and GM-CSF in 23 heavily pretreated metastatic breast cancer patients.(93) 

Activated T cells were expanded using leukapheresis. No dose-limiting toxicities were observed. 

CTLs and serum interferon-gamma increased during treatment indicating immunogenic response. 

At 14.5 weeks 13 out of 22 evaluable patients had stable disease and nine had progressive disease. 

Median OS was 36.2 months (57,4 months for HER2 3+ group and 27.4 months for HER2 0 – 2+ 

group). Further results have to be awaited. MEDI-565 (also known as MT111) is a bispecific T cell 

engager antibody binding carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and CD3 to induce T cell mediated 

killing of CEA expressing tumor cells. It is currently being evaluated in refractory gastrointestinal 

cancer in a phase I trial (NCT01284231). Elevated serum levels of CEA are present in 8-34% of breast 

cancers, depending on assays used. In 1,681 breast cancer patients preoperative elevated serum 

CEA was an independent predictor for worse OS after a median follow-up of 37.2 months, even 

after correction for stage (HR = 2.601, p < 0.001).(94, 95) Overall this might make CEA a suitable 

target for immunotherapy in breast cancer.(96) MT110 is a bispecific T cell engager designed to link 

epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) expressing cells and T cells. EpCAM is widely expressed 

in solid tumors, including breast cancer. Results of phase I trials are being awaited (NCT00635596).

Another new approach to activate anti-tumor immunity is to use T cells engineered to express 

artificial chimeric antigen receptors (CARs). They are constructed using T cells removed from 

patients and modified ex vivo to become highly selective for cancer-specific antigens. CARs have 

already proven antitumor efficacy in lymphoblastic leukemia.(97) The use of CAR-T cell therapy 

targeting other cancers is currently being explored. Potential limitations are the induction of 

antigen-specific toxicities through targeting of normal tissues expressing the target-antigen, 

and the extreme potency of CAR-T cell treatments resulting in life-threatening cytokine-release 

syndromes.(98) A trastuzumab-based HER2-specific T cell antibody has shown anti-tumor efficacy 

in different transgenic mouse models through T cell activation and subsequent lysis of HER2-

expressing tumor cells.(99) Interestingly, PD-L1 expression was associated with reduced T cell 
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recruitment and reduced efficacy. This could be restored by addition of an anti-PD-L1 antibody 

to treatment. Currently safety studies with a cMET redirected CAR in metastatic breast cancer 

(NCT01837602), a mesothelin redirected CAR in solid tumors (100) and a CEA redirected CAR in 

solid tumors expressing CEA (NCT02349724) are ongoing. 

IMP321, a recombinant soluble LAG-3 immunoglobulin fusion protein binds to MHC class II, 

leading to activation of dendritic cells. In a phase I study with 30 predominantly HER2-negative 

metastatic breast cancer patients combination treatment with paclitaxel was studied. Treatment 

was well tolerated. With a 6-month PFS of 90% efficacy was suspected, warranting further 

prospective testing.(101)

Mesothelin-targeting therapies

Mesothelin is a cell-surface glycoprotein present on mesothelial cells. In refractory mesothelioma 

an immunotoxin targeting mesothelin caused durable major tumor regression and it elicits T cell 

responses in a variety of other tumors.(102) Immunohistochemical analysis of 99 archival tumor 

tissues showed mesothelin overexpression in 67% of TNBC but <5% in ER positive of HER2-positive 

breast cancer.(103) In a cohort of 844 early breast cancer patients treated with standard of care, 

tumor mesothelin RNA levels as measured by whole-transcriptome sequencing were associated 

with worse OS after adjusting for lymph nodes and tumor size (HR = 3.06, 95 % CI 1.40-6.68).

(104) These findings provide the rationale to adapt existing mesothelin targeted therapies into 

novel treatment strategies for TNBC. Moreover, RG7787, a mesothelin-targeted recombinant 

immunotoxin induced a 95% cell kill in HCC70 and SUM149 breast cancer cell lines.(105) Currently 

no mesothelin targeting studies are ongoing in breast cancer.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

At present, knowledge about the interaction between immunity, carcinogenesis and tumor 

biology is rapidly increasing. The predictive and prognostic value of TILs and immune-mediated 

effects of conventional chemotherapy underline the importance of the immune system for the 

current treatment of breast cancer. The first clinical data from new immune-mediated therapies 

in breast cancer are available and especially promising for TNBC and HER2-positive breast cancer, 

possibly due to higher immunogenicity of these subtypes (Table 2).(7) Efficacy of immune 

checkpoint inhibitors in metastatic breast cancer shows the great promise of immunotherapy, 

but other strategies, including the first vaccine studies, have shown limited efficacy. Particularly 

interesting are the targeted T cells in current clinical testing, such as the cMET RNA CAR (Table 

3). A logical next step would be to combine new (immune mediated) treatment strategies to 

maximally support tumor infiltrating T cells and overcome resistance. For example, in metastatic 

melanoma combined inhibition of T cell checkpoint pathways by nivolumab and ipilimumab lead 

to an objective response rate of 61% in a double-blinded study.(106) Fascinating in this perspective 

is the ability of taxanes and cyclophosphamide to selectively decrease activity and presence of 
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T
regs

, which might potentially help to overcome immune tolerance often responsible for failure of 

breast cancer vaccines.(49)

Biomarkers to select patients who will benefit from immunotherapy are needed, as shown by 

the large differences in immunogenicity between breast cancer subtypes. This is underlined by 

the prognostic value of sTILs and PD-1 and PD-L1 in selected subgroups only. The highly dynamic 

nature of PD-L1 complicates the validation of this target as a relevant marker. 

Trials protocols have to be optimized for immunotherapies research, as immune checkpoint 

inhibitors can cause an influx of immune cells, resulting in increased size of tumors that are 

responding to treatment, contrary to conventional chemotherapeutics. Response following 

treatment with ipilimumab in metastatic melanoma could appear with first a period of durable 

stable disease or even with tumor growth later followed by a slow steady decrease in total 

tumor burden.(107, 108) Therefore response is often detected later compared to treatment with 

conventional agents. Immune-related response criteria have been proposed to uniformly assess 

tumor response.  Progression is defined by a 25% increase in tumor burden in two consecutive 

observations 4 weeks apart addressing for possible early tumor growth in responding patients.

(107) Secondly, more rational decision-making of treatment dose has to precede new trials. In 41% 

of non-first in human immune checkpoint studies the dose differed from the earlier recommended 

by phase I studies, in 28% without stating a motivation. This could hinder results, delaying good 

results.

While new treatment options are applied in daily practice, important ongoing epidemiologic 

trends can play a role in the meantime as well. For example the incidence of obesity and insulin 

resistance are increasing rapidly worldwide. Preclinical work suggests that obesity can impair the 

efficacy of dendritic cell dependent antitumor immunotherapies.(109) Furthermore smoking is 

associated with a high mutational load in breast cancer, however impact on immune recognition 

and antitumor efficacy is unknown.(110)
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Table 2  Current and potential future immune mediated treatment options in breast cancer

Current treatment 
options

Treatment options in advanced clinical 
trials

Potential future treatment 
options

Chemotherapy
Anthracyclines
Taxanes
Cyclophosphamide

Tumor vaccines
HER2 mediated
Mammaglobin-A mediated

Tumor vaccines
PANVAC vaccine
MUC-1 mediated
HER2 mediated

Antibodies
Anti-HER: trastuzumab

Antibodies
CTLA-4: Ipilimumab
PD-1: Pembrolizumab, nivolumab
PD-L1: MPDL3280A
OX40: Anti-OX40

Antibodies
CTLA-4: Tremelimumab
PD-1: Nivolumab
PD-1: AMP-514 (MEDI0680)
PD-L1: BMS-936559
IDO: INCB024360
Phosphatidylserine: Bavituximab
KIR: IPH2102

γ-Radiation T cell engineering
HER2 specific BiTE armed-activated T cell

T cell engineering
CEA-specific BiTEs
Mesothelin immunotoxin
Viral vectors
LV305

Abbreviations: HER2: human epidermal growth factor receptor 2, CTLA-4: cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4, PD-1: 
Programmed cell death protein 1, PD-L1: Programmed death-ligand 1, IDO: indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase, 
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Table 3 Currently listed immunotherapy trials in the ClinicalTrials.gov database in breast cancer patients

Trials currently ongoing in breast cancer ClinicalTrials.gov identifier
Conventional therapies Immunologic effects 

cyclophosphamide & stereotactic 
body radiotherapy

NCT02441270

Immune checkpoint 
inhibitors

Anti-PD-1: 
Pembrolizumab

Anti-PD-L1: 
MEDI4763
MPDL3280A
Anti-OX40:
Anti-HER2:
Trastuzumab
Toll like receptor 7 agonist:
Imiquimod
Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase:
Indixymod
Immunologic adjuvant:
OPT-821 & OPT822

NCT02447003, NCT02411656, NCT02129556, 
NCT02303366

NCT02489448
NCT02425891
NCT01862900

NCT00393783

NCT01421017

NCT01792050

NCT01516307
Immune cell transfer Autologous Peripheral stem cells

Autologous TILs
Natural killer activated dendritic cells
Dendritic cell vaccine & hematopoietic 
stem cell tansfer
HER2 peptide vaccine & ex vivo 
expanded HER2-specific T cells

NCT02183805, NCT00003927, NCT00003042
NCT00301730
NCT02491697
NCT01782274

NCT00791037

Vaccines Peptide vaccines:
HER2

MUC-1
HER2 & MUC-1
Other

Dendritic cell vaccines:
HER2

Patient-tumor-specific
Other
DNA vaccines:
HER2
Mammaglobin-A
Patient-tumor-specific
Other
RNA vaccines:
Patient-tumor-specific
Breast cancer cells:
GM-CSF-secreting
Other:
Sialyl Lewisª-keyhole limpet 
hemocyanin conjugate vaccine

NCT01479244, NCT02297698, NCT01570036, 
NCT01632332, NCT00524277, NCT01355393, 
NCT01922921, NCT00343109
NCT00986609
NCT00640861
NCT01660529, NCT01390064, NCT02229084, 
NCT02364492, NCT01532960, NCT02427581

NCT00266110, NCT02063724,NCT02061423, 
NCT02336984, NCT02061332
NCT01431196
NCT02018458

NCT00436254
NCT02204098
NCT02348320
NCT02157051, NCT02479230

NCT02316457

NCT00880464, NCT00971737, NCT00317603

NCT00470574
T cell engineering Anti-CD3/HER2 Bi-armed T cells

Anti-cMET RNA CAR T cells
NCT01022138, NCT01147016
NCT01837602
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Trials currently ongoing in solid tumors, including breast cancer patients
Immune checkpoint 
inhibitors

Anti-PD-1:
Nivolumab
Pembrolizumab
Pembrolizumab & PLX3397
Anti-PD-L1: 
MPDL3280A
Avelumab
Anti-PD-L1 & anti-CTLA-4:
Nivolumab & ipilimumab
Colony stimulating factor 1 receptor:
RG7155 

NCT02309177
NCT02303990, NCT01848834 
NCT02452424

NCT01375842, NCT02478099
NCT01772004

NCT01928394, NCT02453620

NCT01494688
Immune cell transfer Autologous T cells

Autologous natural killer T cells
NCT01462903, NCT01174121, NCT00002854
NCT01801852  

Vaccines Peptide vaccines:
HER2
MUC-1
Other
Dendritic cell vaccines:
HER2
Other
Virus-based:
HER2
MUC-1
Brachyury & T cell costimulatory 
molecules
Other:
Yeast-based

NCT01376505, NCT02276300
NCT02270372 
NCT01606241, NCT00088413, NCT02019524

NCT01730118, NCT02473653
NCT01042535, NCT01522820, NCT01291420

NCT01526473
NCT02140996
NCT02179515

NCT01519817

T cell engineering Mesothelin-targeted T cells
Genetically modified anti-CEA T cells
Anti-CEA CAR T cells
Anti-HER2 CAR T cells
Ny-ESO-1 T cell receptor transduced 
T cells

NCT02414269
NCT01723306
NCT02349724, NCT02416466
NCT01935843
NCT02457650

Other PD-L1 as a biomarker
Pembrolizumab & virus-based P53 
vaccine
Intrapleural AdV-tk & valacyclovir

NCT01660776
NCT02432963 
NCT01997190

PD-1: Programmed cell death protein 1; PD-L1: Programmed death-ligand 1; HER2: Human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2; TIL: Tumor infiltrating lymphocyte; MUC-1: Mucin 1, cell surface associated; GM-CSF: Granulocyte-macrophage colony-
stimulating factor; CAR: Chimeric antigen receptors; CD3: Cluster of differentiation 3; CTLA-4: Cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated 
protein 4; CEA: Carcinoembryonic antigen; Ny-ESO-1: Autoimmunogenic cancer antigen; AdV-tk: Adenovirus-mediated herpes 
simplex virus thymidine kinase; RNA: Ribonucleic acid.
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ABSTRACT 

Background: Accurate assessment of the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) in 

breast cancer is essential for proper treatment decisions. HER2 positivity confirmation rates in 

breast cancer trials by central testing pathology laboratories were reported to be approximately 

85%. The aim of our study was to assess in a population based sample concordance of HER2 

status in metastatic breast cancer (MBC) patients locally tested HER2 positive and treated with 

trastuzumab. Moreover cost-effectiveness of in situ hybridisation (ISH) in patients with an 

immunohistochemical score 3+ (IHC3+) was explored.

Methods: MBC patients treated between 2005-2009 with trastuzumab-based therapy in North 

East Netherlands were identified by a survey of the hospital pharmacies. Primary tumour samples 

were retested centrally for HER2 expression immunohistochemical (IHC) and 2 methods for (ISH) 

on tissue micro-arrays. Potential discordant patients were retested on whole tumour slides. HER2 

positivity was defined as: (1) ISH amplification (according to ASCO/CAP clinical practise Guideline 

Update) (2) when ISH failed an IHC score of 3+. Cost-effectiveness was estimated using potential 

ISH and treatment costs.   

Results: HER2 status could be retested in 174 of 194 (90%) patients. The HER2 concordance rate 

was 87%. The 21 discordant patients were in 67% due to primary HER2 testing with only IHC. 

Overall survival of HER2 discordant and concordant patients was not significantly different (18 vs. 

25 months, p=0.131). Structural ISH in case of IHC3+ has an estimate potential saving of €87,710 

per 100 patients.

Conclusion: HER2 concordance in a population based study is comparable to those described 

in selected populations. Discordance is mostly due to testing with only IHC. ISH in case of IHC3+ 

is cost-effective.
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INTRODUCTION

Approximately 18-20% of all breast cancers overexpress human epidermal growth factor receptor 

2 (HER2) due to HER2 gene amplification.(1) HER2 influences differentiation, mediation of growth, 

and survival of cells, thereby promoting more aggressive behaviour of tumours. In the era before 

incorporation of HER2 directed therapy as part of standard of care, these tumours were associated 

with a more aggressive clinical course compared to HER2 negative disease in both early and 

advanced breast cancer.(2-5) Trastuzumab, a monoclonal antibody directed against HER2 in 

combination with chemotherapy versus chemotherapy alone lead to an improved disease-free 

and overall survival in HER2 positive metastatic breast cancer (MBC).(6-8) 

Treatment outcomes in HER2 positive MBC treated with chemotherapy plus trastuzumab were 

even better compared to HER2 negative MBC.(5) However, trastuzumab can cause cardiotoxicity 

and is expensive.(9) Therefore, it is essential to have a well validated diagnostic tool to assess HER2 

positivity.

HER2 positivity is routinely assessed using immunohistochemistry (IHC) with antibodies 

directed against HER2 on formalin-fixed, paraffin embedded (FFPE) specimens. Cell surface 

HER2 protein levels are measured semiquantitatively and scored 0-3. In the registration trials of 

trastuzumab in MBC, HER2 positivity was defined as IHC scores of 2+ or 3+.(6) 

Subsequently in situ hybridisation testing methods to determine HER2 amplification have 

been introduced as IHC was felt to be influenced by many (pre-)analytical factors such as choice 

and dilution of the HER2 antibody, cold ischemia and fixation times of the specimens and to 

inter-observer variation.(10, 11) (12, 13) HER2 gene amplification, which highly correlated with 

overexpression of the HER2 protein, was introduced as an obligatory additional method in case of 

a HER2 IHC score of 2+. HER2 was also considered positive in case of HER2 amplification regardless 

of IHC. IHC score of 3+ remained a method to consider a patient HER2 positive without in situ 

hybridisation assays.(14)

However HER2 concordance rates have so far only been studied in selected populations 

participating in clinical trials and may not reflect routine clinical practice. We have therefore 

conducted a retrospective population based study of patients diagnosed and treated with 

trastuzumab containing therapy in routine clinical practice with HER2 positive MBC. The aim 

of our study is to assess HER2 discordance in routine clinical practice between the historical 

positive HER2 status determined at the primary treatment sites compared to a state of the art 

HER2 assessment during central pathology review. Moreover we analysed overall survival (OS) of 

patients tested positive (HER2 concordant) during central testing and the patients tested negative 

(HER2 discordant). In addition we explored cost-effectiveness of ISH used as a confirmatory test in 

all patients with an IHC score of 3+ to avoid unnecessary trastuzumab treatment.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient selection and breast tumour samples
We identified patients treated between 2005 and 2009 with trastuzumab for HER2 positive MBC 

in North East Netherlands. This region contains 3.3 million residents and 23 hospitals. All hospital 

pharmacies were informed and asked for their participation. A total of 19 hospitals including 

the one university hospital did provide data. The participating hospital pharmacies selected the 

patients treated with trastuzumab for HER2 positive MBC in their own registries. Patients who had 

metastatic disease at breast cancer diagnosis were cross-checked with the population-based data 

from the nationwide Netherlands Cancer Registry (NCR) which is maintained and hosted by the 

Comprehensive Cancer Centre the Netherlands (IKNL). Data on patient and tumour characteristics 

and time of death were retrieved from the NCR. The NCR contains data on patient and tumour 

characteristics, stage and treatment of all newly diagnosed malignancies.(15) Subsequently, more 

specific data about patient, disease and survival characteristics, and treatment with trastuzumab 

were collected by the specially trained registration clerks of the NCR. Retrieved data included the 

particular pathology laboratory and the accession numbers of relevant tissues. The data collection 

was anonymized for all participating parties except for members of IKNL to ensure patient privacy. 

Patients who were treated for previous non-metastatic HER2+ breast cancer with trastuzumab in 

the adjuvant setting were excluded. 

HER2 status reassessment
All ten pathology laboratories were requested to provide original pathology reports of resections 

and/or core biopsies of primary breast cancers including the report of HER2 status assessments. 

Subsequently, formalin-fixed paraffin –embedded (FFPE) tissue blocks of the primary tumours 

with a corresponding hematoxylin-eosin stained slide were collected for central pathology. FFPE 

blocks containing sufficient invasive carcinoma were used for the construction of a tissue micro-

array (TMA) by obtaining 3 cores of 0.6 mm each. 

HER2 IHC was performed on 4 μm sections of the TMAs with the FDA-approved PATHWAY HER2/

neu assay (Ventana Medical Systems, AZ, USA) containing the 4B5 rabbit monoclonal antibody 

on a Benchmark XT platform (Ventana) in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions with 

appropriate controls.

Silver enhanced in situ hybridisation (SISH) using the INFORM HER2 and chromosome 17 DNA 

probes (Ventana) was performed on the  Benchmark XT platform (Ventana), according to the 

manufacturer’s protocols on separate 4 μm serial sections for the INFORM HER2 DNA probe and 

chromosome 17 probes with appropriate controls.  All tissues were also assessed with fluorescence 

in situ hybridisation (FISH) using the Zytolight SPEC HER2/CEN 17 dual color probe kit (ZytoVision 

GmbH, Bremerhaven, Germany) according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

Assessment of immunohistochemistry was performed by a pathologist (JEB) using the 

conventional criteria using a Leica DMLS microscope with 5x – 40x objectives.(14) SISH and FISH 

were initially assessed by a trained histotechnician by counting 20 representative nuclei on a Zeiss 
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Axioplan 40 microscope using an 100x oil immersion objective (numerical aperture 1.3) noting 

the number of HER2 and chromosome 17 signals and calculating the HER2: chromosome 17 ratio. 

All tissues were visually reassessed by the pathologist (JEB). If the ratio was between 1.8-2.2, 20 

additional nuclei were assessed numerically both by the histotechnician and the pathologist. A 

final HER2: chromosome 17 ratio was calculated by adding the counts of 60 nuclei in these tissues. 

HER2 amplification was defined according to the recently published ASCO/CAP Clinical Practise 

Guideline Update.(16) This Guideline considers HER2 amplified when: (1)  HER2: chromosome 17 

ratio ≥2.0 regardless of the average HER2 copy number per cell, or (2) HER2: chromosome 17 ratio 

< 2.0 with an average HER2 copy number of ≥ 6 signals per cell.

HER2 status at reassessment was regarded positive: (1) amplification by SISH or FISH; (2) in cases 

of failed ISH, IHC 3+ score. A negative status was assigned when: (1) no amplification by SISH and 

FISH; (2) in case of failed ISH, IHC 0 or 1+ score. Tissues with failed ISH and an IHC 2+ score were 

counted separately.

Of all tissues with potential discordance between the historical and the present HER2 status 

assessment, repeat HER2 IHC, SISH and FISH was carried out on full tissue blocks. HER2 discordance 

was defined as a negative status at reassessment by patients treated with trastuzumab with an 

assumed HER2 positivity at time of treatment.

Statistical analysis
Chi2-analysis and Fisher exact tests were used to compare categorical variables, a T test was used 

to compare means of continues variables. Overall survival was measured from the first starting 

date of trastuzumab containing therapy for HER2 positive MBC until the date of death from 

any cause. Outcome between groups was compared using the Kaplan Meier log-rank test. The 

statistical significance level was set at a P-value ≤0.05. Analyses were carried out using the STATA 

software package, version 12.0 for Windows (Stata Corporation LP, College Station, TX, USA). 

Assessing cost-effectiveness of structural ISH in patients with IHC3+ 
score
Potential cost savings from patients saved trastuzumab treatment from structural IHC testing in 

patients with an IHC3+ score will be calculated on the basis of 100 patients. Treatment cost of the 

HER2 discordant patients which were primary only tested with IHC will be calculated. Average 

treatment cost of €43,666/year from payers perspective has previous been determined and will be 

corrected for the median treatment duration of HER2 discordant patients.(17) This potential saving 

will be corrected for the costs of ISH (€400/case), being €40,000 in 100 patients.   

RESULTS 

Sufficient residual tumour tissue was available for 194 of 221 patients. After TMA construction, 

assessment of IHC and/or ISH was possible in 182 (94%) tissues. Out of 182 tumour tissues, a 
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definitive HER2 status at reassessment could not be obtained in 8 (4.1%) tissues as both SISH and 

FISH failed with an IHC score 2+ (Table 1).

Table 1 HER2 status reassessment during central pathology review in tumour tissue from resection 
specimens or core biopsies.

HER2 status Tumour tissue from resection 
N = 141 (%) 

Tumour core biopsy
N = 53 (%)

Total
 N = 194 (%)

No remaining tissue available 4 (2.8) 8 (15) 12 (6.2)
HER2 uncertain 7 (5.0) 1 (1.9) 8 (4.1)
Primary HER2 status negative 2 (1.4) 0 (0) 2 (1.0)
HER2 re-assessable 128 (91) 44 (83) 172 (89)

- HER2 concordant 111 (86) 40 (89) 151 (87)
· ISH amplified 88 (79) 40 (100) 128 (84)
· IHC 3+ 23 (21) 0 (0) 23 (16)

- HER2 discordant 17 (13) 4 (11) 21 (13)
· ISH non amplified 15 (83) 3 (75) 18 (82)
· IHC 0 or 1+ 2 (17) 1 (25) 3 (18)

Abbreviations: ISH, in-situ hybridisation; IHC, immunohistochemistry.

In 128 tissues, both ISH and IHC results could be obtained. Of these, SISH was unavailable in 10 

tissues but in all of them FISH was positive. One tissue showed discrepancy between SISH (non-

amplified, HER2: Chromosome 17 ratio = 1.3) and FISH (amplified, ratio 2.1); this tissue was counted 

as ‘positive’. In 23 cases, our HER2 analysis revealed a negative status. Two of the tissues had a 

negative HER2 assessment at the time of diagnosis and were excluded from our analysis. Thus, 21 

tissues were HER2 discordant, i.e., an original report of HER2 positivity but with a negative HER2 

status in our analysis. In the 21 remaining tissues available for comparison of HER2 results, 14 (67%) 

tissues were originally assessed by HER2 IHC only. Reports state ‘IHC score 3+’ (12 tissues), ‘score 

2+/3+’ (1 tissue; at reassessment both SISH and FISH negative) and ‘IHC score 2+ no FISH possible’ 

(1 tissue; at reassessment both SISH and FISH negative). ISH was performed during original 

assessment in 7 tissues; original reports included ‘amplification’ (3 tissue), ‘low amplification’ (2 

tissues), ‘high amplification; heterogenic tumour’ (1 tissue) and detailed report ‘Ratio 2.5, HER2 100 

and chromosome 17 40 signals in 20 nuclei’ in 1 tissue.

Of the 172 patients in which HER2 status was re-assessable, tumour, treatment and survival 

characteristics were available in 169 patients (Table 2). 

Overall survival of HER2 discordant cases and HER2 concordant patients did not differ (median 

17.7 vs 24.5 months, p = 0.131). (Fig. 1). Median time on trastuzumab treatment was longer in HER2 

concordant patients compared to HER2 discordant patients (10.6 vs 3.9 months, p = 0.036). 

If structural ISH is performed in patients with an IHC3+ score, trastuzumab will be withheld in 

nine (18/192) per 100 patients). Trastuzumab costs are reduced by 9 * €14,191 = €127,710. Potential 

savings are €127,710 - €40,000 = €87,710.
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Table 2  Patient, treatment and tumour characteristics.  

Characteristics All patients
N = 169 (%)

HER2 concordant 
patients
N = 148 (%)

HER2 discordant 
patients
N = 21 (%)

P value

Age

Mean (range) 55.0 (33 – 83) 54.5 (33 – 83) 58.3 (40 – 71) NS

<50 46 (27) 43 (29) 3 (14)

50 – 69 112 (66) 95 (64) 17 (81)

≥70 11 (6.5) 10 (6.8) 1 (4.8)

EBC

Previous EBC 122 (72) 105 (71) 17 (82) .009

Adjuvant chemotherapy 67 (40) 63 (43) 4 (23)

No adjuvant chemotherapy 54 (32) 41 (28) 13 (59)

No previous  EBC 48 (28) 44 (30) 4 (18)

Histology 

Ductal carcinoma 158 (94) 140 (95) 18 (86) NS

Lobular carcinoma 8 (5) 5 (3.4) 3 (14)

Other/unknown 3 (2) 3 (2.0) 0 (0)

Tumour grade

1 4 (2) 2 (1.4) 2 (9,5) NS

2 47 (28) 43 (29) 4 (19)

3 87 (52) 78 (53) 9 (43)

unknown 31 (18) 25 (17) 6 (29)

Tumour receptor status  (ER or PR)

Positive 97 (57) 80 (54) 17 (81) .049

Negative 61 (36) 58 (39) 3 (14)

unknown 11 (7) 10 (6.8) 1 (4.8)

Site of metastasis

Breast 7 (4) 4 (2.7) 3 (14) 0.042

Lymph node 30 (18) 26 (18) 4 (18) NS

Lung 47 (28) 38 (26) 9 (41) NS

Liver 68 (40) 63 (43) 5 (23) NS

Bone 71 (42) 62 (42) 6 (29) NS

Central nervous system 7 (4) 7 (4.7) 0 (0,0 NS

Other 17 (10) 13 (8.8) 4 (18) NS

Abbreviations: EBC, early breast cancer; ER, oestrogen receptor; PR, progesterone receptor; NS, not significant.
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Fig. 1. Kaplan-Meier curves of overall survival in HER2 concordant and HER2 discordant    patients.

DISCUSSION

This is to our knowledge the first population based study analyzing HER2 concordance in HER2 

positive MBC treated with trastuzumab as part of standard care in one region. We found a 

concordance rate of 87%.

Our HER2 concordance rate in the population based study is comparable with HER2 

concordance rates in which HER2 positivity was confirmed. (74% to 98%) (10, 18-22) These studies 

were however mostly performed as part of clinical trials and varied from studies with small 

numbers using small volume local testing departments(18, 20) to studies with high numbers using 

high volume local testing departments.(19, 22)

Causes of discrepancy can be multiple. However, relying on IHC results only is the major cause 

of discrepancy in most reports as well as in our study. In the current study 12 out of 17 discordant 

patients in which documentation of the primary assessment was available, were made by IHC only. 

This supports the use of ISH validation of all IHC results as advocated by ASCO/CAP Guidelines and 

not only IHC 2+ scores consistent with the original HER2 testing.(14) Another cause of discrepancy 

can be that TMA only provides information on several tiny cores of tissue instead of whole tumour 

blocks. In a small percentage of patients, HER2 positive areas can be relatively small. In addition, 

HER2 status can be discrepant between the primary tumour and metastatic tissue.(23) Although 

we tried to avoid these issues by retesting the original tumour block in potentially discrepant 

patients, there remained 5 patients with true discrepancies between the original ISH and the ISH 

at reassessment. This is 2.7% of the 182 patients available for reassessment and is well below the 
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conventional 95% concordance rate limit most quality assessments schemes use as the lower 

limit of acceptability. Considering likely around 5-15% of the patients would have been tested 

HER2 negative when a repeat biopsy would have been done, this 2.7% discordant rate seems 

acceptable.(23, 24) Although we have demonstrated a HER2 concordance rate in daily clinical 

practice quite comparable to studies with selected trial populations, adopting more structural ISH 

testing in daily practice in contrast to the formerly restricted indication of IHC2+ patients, would 

probably lead to an increased concordance rate. 

At the beginning of the study period (2005-2009) no international practice guideline 

concerning HER2 testing was available other than the 4-tiered standardized IHC scoring system 

and the obligation to perform ISH when IHC score 2+ was considered.  The voluntary Dutch 

quality assurance programs existed for both IHC and ISH at the time. In 2007   publications of 

the ASCO/CAP issued guidelines on HER2 testing and brought the subject of quality further to 

attention. This guideline required documented HER2 amplification of 3+ immunoscore patients 

of at least 95% while 1+ immunoscore patients must show <10%  amplification by ISH.(14) (16)As 

world wide experience in HER2 testing has grown, participation in quality assurance programs 

within the realm of pathology laboratory testing has become more common and ever more 

stringent guidelines concerning pre-analytical and analytical factors are implemented. These 

findings lead to the expectation of even higher HER2 concordance rate in daily clinical practice 

in the present era compared to our findings. Furthermore HER2 amplification can be accurately 

measured using a multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification technique (MLPA). MLPA has 

been well validated, has a relative low cost and a high robustness and could therefore be in future 

a good alternative for ISH.(25) It is not yet part of the novel ASCO/CAP guideline.(16)

A drawback of this study is the selection of only HER2 positive patients, namely those 

individuals who received trastuzumab. This precludes determination of the concordance in HER2 

negative tested patients. In a Dutch study with 6 reference departments of pathology HER2 

concordance for all breast carcinomas diagnosed between 2006 and 2008 was examined.(21) A 

0.7% false negative rate in 1,210 patients was found, suggesting that false negative HER2 rates are 

quite low in daily practice, at least in these reference departments of pathology.

We did not observe a difference in overall survival between HER2 discordant or concordant 

patients. This may be due to a lack of power. A post hoc power analysis (HER2 discordance ratio 

of 1:7, alpha of 0.05 and a power of 0.85), indicated that 447 patients were required to detect a 

6 months difference in overall survival. However due to the complex collection of data and the 

use of trastuzumab in the adjuvant setting for non-metastatic HER2+ breast cancer from 2005 

onwards it was not possible to enlarge the number of patients. Nevertheless there is a clear trend 

for worse survival of HER2 discordant patients, which might be significant in a bigger group. This is 

excepted as patients treated with trastuzumab for HER2 positive MBC have an improved prognosis 

compared to patients with HER2 negative MBC.(5) 
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Moreover we found a higher rate of hormone-receptor expression in HER2 discordant patients 

compared to HER2 concordant patients. This could be expected as hormone receptor positivity 

is higher in truly HER2 negative MBC compared to HER2 positive MBC and may also partly explain 

why no difference was observed between HER2 concordant and HER2 discordant patients for 

overall survival.(26) 

HER2 discordant patients compared to HER2 concordant patients were treated for a shorter 

period. Most likely due to earlier disease progression in HER2 discordant versus HER2 concordant 

patients as continuation of trastuzumab treatment after progression in the studied period was not 

actively recommended.(27) We assessed a potential saving of €87,710/100 patients of confirmatory 

ISH in case of an IHC3+ score. This is an underestimate as it is corrected for costs of ISH testing in all 

100 patients. In fact not all 100 patients were primary tested positive based upon an IHC3+ score. 

Currently new first line treatment strategies for HER2 positive MBC, such as pertuzumab or 

TDM1, become available.(28, 29) Proper patient selection will soon lead to a higher cost benefit of 

a confirmatory ISH.
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ABSTRACT 

Background: The addition of trastuzumab to chemotherapy in human epidermal growth factor 

receptor (HER)2 positive metastatic breast cancer (MBC) prolongs overall survival (OS) in clinical 

trials. However, treatment patterns and survival in daily practice is unknown. This study aims to 

compare trastuzumab use and outcome in HER2 positive MBC patients in a population based 

cohort with clinical trial cohorts, with a special focus on elderly patients.

Methods: MBC patients treated with trastuzumab-based chemotherapy in North East Netherlands 

between 2005 and 2009 were obtained from 23 hospital pharmacies and the Netherlands Cancer 

Registry. Baseline, treatment and survival characteristics (Kaplan Meier analysis) were compared 

with those found in clinical trials and differences in patients aged < 65 years versus ≥ 65 years were 

studied using the logrank test.

Results: Of 225 HER2 positive MBC patients (median 54.8 years) 130 were treated with first line 

trastuzumab. In first line median treatment duration was 9.0 months and median OS was 30.7 

months which is comparable with OS of 31.2 months found in a clinical trial with comparable 

baseline characteristics. In 25 patients aged ≥ 65 years compared to < 65 years treated with 

first line trastuzumab, patients with a history of EBC had less often been treated with adjuvant 

chemotherapy (36% vs.71%; p = 0.001).  Other baseline characteristics and OS were similar.  

Conclusion: Patient, treatment and survival characteristics in a HER2 positive MBC population 

based cohort share great similarities with those found in clinical trials. Influence of age on 

trastuzumab treatment was not detected.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Overexpression of the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) protein and/or 

amplification of the HER2 gene in breast cancer is found in around 15-20%. [1-2] Trastuzumab is a 

monoclonal antibody directed against HER2. In the pivotal trial of Slamon et al, trastuzumab and 

paclitaxel versus paclitaxel alone in HER2 positive metastatic breast cancer (MBC) prolonged time 

to progression with 3.9 months, increased the objective response rate 24% and overall survival 

(OS) from 18.4 to 22.1 months. [3] Single trastuzumab therapy as first or second-line treatment in 

HER2 positive MBC resulted in response rates of 34% and 15% respectively. [4-5]

Trastuzumab was approved in 1998 by the Food and Drug Administration and in 2000 by the 

European Medicines Agency (EMEA) for the treatment of HER2 positive MBC. [6-7] Indications were: 

(1) first line therapy in combination with paclitaxel when anthracycline containing therapy was 

found to be contra-indicated because of cardiotoxicity of the combination; (2) as monotherapy 

for second or third line therapy after failure of hormonal therapy. [8] After approval, the national 

and international community adopted trastuzumab as treatment option for HER2 positive MBC. 

[9-11] Trastuzumab was considered in first line treatment in HER2 positive MBC, preferably in 

combination with paclitaxel or docetaxel. [12-15] Nowadays, additional effective but expensive 

treatment combinations such as pertuzumab or trastuzumab emtansine for HER2 positive MBC 

are available. [16-17] In order to define new treatment algorithms for HER2 positive MBC in all 

patient subgroups, accurate knowledge about treatment efficacy and side-effects of trastuzumab 

treatment in the general population is more necessary. Strikingly, even after more than 10 years 

of widespread use of trastuzumab in HER2 positive MBC, survival benefits in population based 

samples have not been thoroughly explored. When clinical trials reflect outcome in daily practice, 

the implementation of expensive drugs in the patient group of every day practice will be even 

more justified. [18] The aim of this study is therefore to describe in a population based cohort 

patient, tumor, treatment and survival characteristics of HER2 positive MBC patient treated with 

trastuzumab. Results were compared with results reported in clinical trials with a special focus on 

elderly patients.

  

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Study population 
Patients diagnosed with HER2 positive MBC and treated with trastuzumab between 2005 and 2009 

in the North-Eastern region of the Netherlands (population 3.3 million) were included. Details of 

the selection have been elsewhere. [19] In summary, patients were selected by investigation of the 

23 regional hospital pharmacies records, cross-checked with the population-based data from the 

nationwide population based Netherlands Cancer Registry (NCR) which is maintained and hosted 

by the Netherlands Comprehensive Cancer Organisation (IKNL). TNM classification was used for 

the staging. Follow-up was completed up to January 2014. 
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Guideline recommendation in the studied period
The Dutch national guideline for diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer in 2004 suggested 

trastuzumab (3-weekly regimen with a 8 mg/kg loading dose followed by 6 mg/kg) with a taxane 

as first line therapy in HER2 positive MBC, especially when patients had received anthracycline 

containing adjuvant therapy. [20-21] In 2008 the revised guideline recommended 12 weekly cycles 

of paclitaxel combined with trastuzumab until progression as first line treatment for HER2 positive 

MBC. [22] It was advised to perform 3-monthly Multi Gated Acquisition (MUGA) scans and to 

withhold treatment in case of a 10% decrease in left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) or a LVEF of 

less than 50%. Lapatinib was only recommended after failure of trastuzumab containing therapy.  

Detailed data collection
Registration clerks of the NCR gathered detailed information on patient and tumor characteristics as 

well as treatment information prior to, during and after start of trastuzumab containing therapy. The 

quality of the data was assured by thorough training and computerized consistency checks at regional 

and national levels Coding of the items is according to international coding rules (IACR). Extensive 

information on treatment intervals and number of trastuzumab cycles was collected additionally. 

Reasons for discontinuation of trastuzumab containing therapy and data on OS were recorded. 

Comparison with clinical trials and prospective cohort study
Baseline, treatment and survival characteristics were compared with the results from the final 

analysis of two randomized clinical trials (Table 4). In these trials HER2 positive MBC patients were 

treated with trastuzumab and a taxane as first line therapy. [3, 23] Comparison was also made with 

the results from the subgroup of Caucasian patients entered in the prospective observational 

registHER cohort study, which included patients with HER2 positive MBC. [24]  

Statistics
Patients who received trastuzumab were divided into two groups, namely those who received 

it as first line treatment for MBC or as subsequent (second line or later). Chi2 and Fisher exact tests 

were used to compare patients and tumor characteristics between the two groups of trastuzumab 

treatment. Baseline patient and tumor characteristics included age, early breast cancer (EBC) and 

previous treatment for EBC, histology, grade, hormonal receptor status (positive estrogen and / or 

progesterone receptor versus negative estrogen and progesterone receptor), type of surgery and site 

of metastasis. Age was calculated at the start of trastuzumab treatment, or date of diagnosis of MBC in 

case of unknown starting date of trastuzumab. OS was calculated from the date when the diagnosis 

of MBC was recorded until the date of death by any cause. Patients with unknown date of diagnosis of 

MBC were excluded from this analysis (n=9). In patients treated with first line trastuzumab therapy OS 

was also calculated from start of trastuzumab treatment for comparison with trial results. Furthermore, 

baseline and survival characteristics in patients aged <65 versus ≥65 of years were compared using the 

logrank test. The statistical significance level was set at a p-value <0.05. Analyses were performed using 

the STATA software package, version 13.1 for Windows (Stata Corporation LP, College Station, TX, USA).
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RESULTS   

A total of 225 MBC patients treated with trastuzumab were identified and used in this analysis. 

The 23 patients who were already treated with trastuzumab in the adjuvant setting for early stage 

breast cancer were excluded. For patient characteristics at start of trastuzumab treatment see 

Table 1. 

Table 1. Patient and tumor characteristics of the population at baseline treated with trastuzumab for HER2 
positive MBC in North East Netherlands between 2005 – 2009.

 All 
Patients

Trastuzumab
in first line

Trastuzumab in 
subsequent lines  

 N % N % N %  p - value 
Age 

Mean 54.8 25-91* 55.7 31-91* 53.6 25-76* NS
< 50 69 31 38 29 31 33 NS
50 – 64 110 49 63 48 47 49
≥ 65 46 20 29 22 17 18

Previous EBC
Previous EBC <0.001
   treated with CT 92 41 68 52 24 25
   treated without CT 75 33 40 31 35 37
No previous EBC 58 26 22 17 36 38

Histology 
Ductal 211 94 121 93 90 95 NS
Lobulair 11 4.9 6 4.6 5 5.3
Other/unknown 3 1.3 3 2.3 0 0.0

Grade
1 7 3.1 3 2.3 4 4.2 0.031
2 54 24 34 26 20 21
3 111 49 71 55 40 42
Unknown 53 24 22 17 31 33

Receptor status (ER or PR)
Positive 123 55 65 50 58 61 NS
Negative 92 41 59 45 33 35
Unknown 10 4.4 6 4.6 4 4.2

Surgery
Lumpectomy 60 27 37 29 23 24 0.003
Mastectomy 108 48 71 55 37 39
No surgery 57 25 22 17 35 37

Site of metastasis
Breast 9 4.0 5 3.8 4 4.2 NS
Lymph node 37 16 23 18 14 15 NS
Lung 57 25 38 29 19 20 NS
Liver 92 41 46 35 46 48 0.049
Bone 100 44 58 45 42 44 NS
Skin 12 5.3 7 5.4 5 5.3 NS
CNS 9 4.0 6 4,6 3 3.2 NS
Other 19 8.4 12 9.2 7 7.4 NS

Total 225 100 130 100 95 100  

*Age in range. Abbreviations: EBC, early breast cancer; CT, chemotherapy; ER, estrogen receptor; PR, progesterone receptor; CNS, 
central nervous system; NS, not significant.  
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Trastuzumab was in 58% (130/225 patients) used as first line therapy; these patients had more often 

previously been treated for EBC compared to patients presenting with metastatic disease (52% vs. 

25%; p<0.001). In first line therapy, trastuzumab was administered in 90% given in combination 

with chemotherapy and in 7.7% as single agent therapy (Table 2). 

Table 2. Trastuzumab containing treatment schedules for HER2 positive MBC in North East Netherlands 
between 2005 – 2009.

 All 
Patients

Trastuzumab
in first line

Trastuzumab in 
subsequent lines

 N % N % N %

Trastuzumab monotherapy 18 8.0 10 7.7 8 8.4

Trastuzumab / paclitaxel followed by 
trastuzumab monotherapy 144 64 74 57 70 74

Trastuzumab/vinorelbine 26 12 17 13 9 9.5

Trastuzumab/capecitabine 4 1.8 3 2.3 1 1.1

Trastuzumab/carboplatin/paclitaxel 8 3.6 8 6.2 0 0.0

Other 19 9.3 16 12 5 5.3

Unknown 4 1.8 2 1.5 2 2.1

Total 225 100 130 100 95 100

The most frequent used combination was trastuzumab and paclitaxel, followed by the combination 

of trastuzumab and vinorelbine. The median follow up time since start of trastuzumab treatment 

in first line for the patients alive was 72.1 months. Median OS for patient treated with first line 

trastuzumab was 32.8 months (Figure 1) and 30.7 months calculated from start of trastuzumab 

treatment. 
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Fig. 1. Kaplan-Meier analysis of overall survival in HER2 positive MBC patients treated with first line 
trastuzumab therapy.
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Median trastuzumab treatment duration in patients treated with first line trastuzumab 

containing therapy was 9.0 months (quartile range 3.8 – 15.5) and was discontinued in 32% due 

to progression, in 15% due to cardiotoxicity and in 18.0% due to death (Table 3). Baseline and 

treatment characteristics of our population based patient cohort were comparable with those 

reported in clinical trials (Table 4).  

Table 3. Reasons for discontinuation of trastuzumab containing therapy in HER2 positive MBC in North East 
Netherlands between 2005 – 2009.

 All
Patients

Trastuzumab
in first line

Trastuzumab in 
subsequent lines

 N % N % N %
Progression 62 33 36 32 26 31

Death 36 19 20 18 16 19

Cardiotoxicity 32 16 17 15 15 18

    Number of trastuzumab cycles

      0 – 10 5 16 1 6.0 4 27

      11 – 20 11 34 6 35 5 33

      21 – 30 5 16 3 18 2 13

      ≥31 5 16 4 24 1 7.0

      Unknown 6 19 3 18 3 20

    Prior treatment with anthracycline 23 72 10 59 13 87

Toxicity 3 1.5 3 2.7 0 0.0

Reaching aimed therapy duration* 19 9.9 11 9.9 8 9.5

Patient refusal 1 0.5 0 0.0 1 1.2

Other 15 7.7 11 9.9 4 4.8

Unknown 27 14 13 12 14 17

Total 195 100 111 100 84 100

*Defined by the treating physician.
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Table 4. Baseline and treatment characteristics of patients treated with trastuzumab as first line therapy 
for MBC in our retrospective collected cohort, two clinical trials and the prospective registHER cohort. 

 This Analysis H0648g trial M77001 trial registHER*

Inclusion time 2005-2009 1995-1997 2000-2002 2003-2006

Patients treated with first line trastuzumab 
(number) 130 92 92 793

Mean age (years) 55 51 53** 54**

Prior therapy with (neo-) adjuvant CT for 
EBC (%) 52 97 71 73

ER or PR positivity (%) 55 - 41 54.7

Site of metastatic disease at diagnosis (%)
Bone
Bone or bone + breast
Visceral
    Lung
    Liver
Locoregional
Skin
Any CNS
Other

44
-

66
25
41
20
5.3
4.0
8.4

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

34
-

89
40
49
-
-
-

60

-
14
61
-
-

17
-

7.2
0.3

Discontinuation due to cardiotoxicity (%) 14 13 17 -

Median PFS (months) - 6.9 11.7 10.2

Median OS (months) 30.7 22.1 31.2 37.3***

*Data displayed for the subgroup of Caucasian patients; **Median age; ***Calculated from time of MBC diagnosis. Abbreviations: 
CT, chemotherapy; EBC, early breast cancer; ER, estrogen receptor; PR, progesterone receptor; CNS, central nervous system; PFS, 
progression free survival; OS, overall survival.

In first line therapy, 29 patients were aged ≥65 years.  Of these patients, 25 had a history of EBC and 

were less often treated with adjuvant chemotherapy compared to patients <65 years (36% vs.71%; 

p = 0.001) and had no further different baseline characteristics. Median OS in the patients aged ≥65 

years treated with first line trastuzumab was 29.6 months compared to 33.7 months in patients aged 

<65 years, p = 0.139. Treatment duration and discontinuation rates due to cardiotoxicity were equal. 

DISCUSSION

In this pattern of care study of 225 HER2 positive MBC patients, 130 patients were treated with first 

line trastuzumab with a median treatment duration of 9.0 months and median OS of 30.7 months. 

Baseline and treatment characteristics of our cohort shares great similarities with the highly 

selected population of the M77001 randomized trial in which docetaxel was administered with 

or without trastuzumab in first line MBC. OS in this trial is highly comparable to the OS we found 

(31.2 months versus 30.7 months respectively). [3, 23] The OS we found is higher compared to the 

paclitaxel and trastuzumab arm in the H0648g trial (30.7 months vs. 22.1 months). This could at least 

partly be explained by the required prior adjuvant anthracycline therapy (97% versus 52% in our 

analysis) patients received in the H0648g trial implicating more aggressive disease when it recurred. 
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In the prospective observational US registHER study, 919 patients with HER2 positive MBC patients 

were entered between 2003 and 2006. Selection occurred by the treating physician and patients 

consented to participate. This study revealed a 4.5 months higher median OS of 37.3 months in 

Caucasian patients calculated from MBC diagnosis compared to our analysis despite highly similar 

baseline characteristics such as age, tumor grade and prior adjuvant chemotherapy. [24] As 90% 

of patients in the registHER had an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status of 

0 or 1, selection bias likely occurred in contrast to our population based analysis, contributing to 

the gap in OS.

In our population based sample, discontinuation of trastuzumab treatment due to 

cardiotoxicity was seen in 16% of all patients. In this subgroup of patients 72% of patients have 

been treated prior with an anthracycline. As in the total patients groups only 41% of patients have 

been treated with chemotherapy this illustrates the known cardiotoxic effects of these agents. [25-

26] Our discontinuation rate is comparable with the pivotal trials [3, 23] concerning trastuzumab 

treatment and also occurs particularly in the case of prolonged administration of trastuzumab, 

most often after more than 10 cycles (Table 3). [27]  

Although the national and international guidelines published in the studied period suggested 

the combination of trastuzumab with a taxane as first line therapy in HER2 positive MBC, we found 

a modest compliance of 57%. [13, 28] Other observational studies reported similar rates. [29-32] 

Possibly combining treatment with a taxane was not preferred given its toxicity profile or due 

to the need for weekly intravenous therapy. As a substitute, vinorelbine with a more favourable 

toxicity profile has been combined with trastuzumab. Formerly randomised studies have also 

shown efficacy of the trastuzumab - vinorelbine combination. [33] Addressing the demand for 

a less toxic combination this combination was subsequently adopted as a possible treatment 

option in latter national guideline. [34] 

In an era with increasing life expectancy, elderly patients with breast cancer represent an 

increasingly important subgroup. For example, over 50% of diagnosed breast cancer patients are 

aged >65 years and almost 35% are aged >75 years (data: Cancer Statistics from The Surveillance, 

Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) Program of the National Cancer Institute, http://seer.cancer.

gov). Unfortunately this subgroup of patients is often underrepresented in clinical trials. As only 

22% of our patients treated with trastuzumab in first line were aged ≥ 65 years, the elderly are likely 

also underrepresented in this analysis. With a comparable median age of patients participating in 

the clinical trials the elderly were probably also underrepresented in these trials (table 4). This 

selection bias could reflect the reluctance to expose these patients to a potential (cardio)toxic 

and expensive treatment. Particular as since the studied period trastuzumab was a relative new 

treatment option. Patients aged ≥ 65 years were less often treated with adjuvant chemotherapy for 

prior EBC. However evidence suggests elderly patients may benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy 

to the same extent as younger patients. The reduced rate of adjuvant treatment in the elderly 

probably could reflect the reluctance to start a toxic adjuvant treatment in the elderly with often 

comorbid disease and reduced functional capacity. 
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Of the patients included in our analysis 95 out of 225 were treated with trastuzumab in subsequent 

lines for MBC. They constitute a selected population in which survival characteristics cannot 

be compared to patients treated in first line. The 2002 national guideline already suggested 

trastuzumab with a taxane as first line therapy and in 2004 and 2005 the guidelines recommended 

this combination to be considered as first line therapy. [14, 20, 21] This illustrates some reluctance 

to start a first line trastuzumab containing regime and to withhold patients an effective 

anthracycline containing regime. The EMEA warned in a public statement in 2001 that use of 

anthracyclines after discontinuation of trastuzumab may carry a higher risk of cardiac toxicity. [35] 

Furthermore, even at the start of the studied period there was an ongoing debate concerning the 

clinical impact of cardiotoxicity. [36] For early breast cancer the implementation of trastuzumab 

was studied between 2005 until January 2007. [37] Ninety four percent of HER2 positive early 

breast cancer patients diagnosed between September 2005 and January 2007 who were treated 

with chemotherapy were also treated with trastuzumab. As of 2005 trastuzumab treatment for 

HER2 positive early breast cancer was recommended in the Netherlands. [21] This suggests a great 

willingness to rapidly adopt new guideline recommendations and to use trastuzumab in a greater 

population.

We acknowledge some limitations of our analysis. As is almost inherent to all retrospective 

cohort studies focusing on daily practice, our data collection was slightly hampered by 

inconsistencies and sometimes lack of detailed patient, treatment and survival characteristics. 

However, with intensive chart review the data collection was maximized. Furthermore using 

hospital pharmacy records for patient selection, we were able to maximize our inclusion who 

indeed received trastuzumab, minimizing selection bias. Our analysis also lacks progression 

free survival data. Due to the retrospective cohort design of our analysis, we could not accurate 

determine progression free survival. Furthermore due to differences in time when response 

measurement was performed during treatment it could lead to an outcome bias. As a surrogate 

we have measured duration of treatment. It estimates Time to Treatment Failure (TTF), a composite 

endpoint of progression, death or discontinuation of treatment. TTF found in the clinical trials was 

lower compared to our duration of treatment (Table 4). More frequent and extensive response 

evaluations in clinical trials compared to daily practise could explain this difference. 

Considering all of the above, our population based cohort shares great similarities with the 

previously conducted clinical trials with highly selected study populations. This indicates that 

treatment outcomes could be extrapolated to daily practice. It might therefore be justified to treat 

selected HER2 positive metastatic breast cancer patients in daily practice with newer treatment 

which has shown efficacy in a clinical trial setting. 
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Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most common cancers diagnosed in men and women 

worldwide. In the 15- to 29-year-old age group CRC accounts for about 2% of all malignancies.

(1,2) Like in adults, presenting symptoms are anemia, abdominal pain, bleeding, weight loss, 

and change in bowl habits.(2) The clinical presentation and the primary work-up with (total) 

colonoscopy and a confirmatory biopsy determine further treatment and surveillance strategies.

(3) In case of suspected or proven metastatic disease, additional staging by means of laboratory 

assessments including tumor marker carcinoem-bryonic antigen (CEA), computed tomography 

(CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and molecular testing (eg, RAS, BRAF) are recommended. 

Molecular imaging by positron emission tomography (PET) can be of value in case of potentially 

surgically curable disease, but also in case of a clinical dilemma with unknown/unclear primary 

origin of tumor and/or metastases and assessment of the receptor status.(4)

Description of Technology
Trastuzumab, a monoclonal antibody interfering with human epidermal growth factor receptor 

2 (HER2), was conjugated and labeled with the radionuclide zirconium-89 (89Zr). (5,6) Four days 

before performing the PET scan the tracer 89Zr-trastuzumab was administered intravenously 

to the patient. After imaging reconstruction, a maximum intensity projection (MIP) as volume 

rending method for 3D data was used for visualization (Video 1 and Figure 1).

Video Description
Here we show the images of a 21-year-old female patient, who was referred to our hospital with 

a symptomatic, by colonoscopy, and histology confirmed cancer of unknown primary origin with 

an apparent submucosal mass in the sigmoid colon, as well as cervical and supra-clavicular lymph 

nodes. Histology of the submucosal mass revealed a low differentiated, strongly HER2-positive 

adenocarcinoma. On the 89Zr-trastuzumab-PET scan, as an additional tool to solve this clinical 

dilemma, intense 89Zr-trastuzumab uptake was seen in the mass in the lower pelvic cavity and 

in cervical, supraclavicular, para-esophageal, paraaortal and iliacal lymph nodes confirming the 

positive HER2 status of all tumor localizations seen on the FDG-PET (Video 1 and Figure 1A). There 

were no signs of primary breast, gastric or gynecological cancer, which was later confirmed by 

mammography, upper endoscopy and transvaginal ultrasound. As expected, in the circulation, 

in the liver, kidneys, oropharyngeal region, and intestine, 89Zr-trastuzumab was enriched 

physiologically. Subsequently, the patient was treated with trastuzumab in combination with 

capecitabine and oxaliplatin (CAPOX-T), leading to a complete remission, already after 3 courses. 

After 6 courses of combination therapy no signs of residual disease could be seen on FDG- and 

also on 89Zr-trastuzumab-PET (Figure 1B), and trastuzumab monotherapy was continued for 

another 9 months until disease progression.
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Fig. 1. (A) Whole body FDG-PET image and transversal 89Zr-trastuzumab-PET scan images of lesions with 
intense 89Zr-trastuzu-mab uptake cervical, mid-abdominal and in the sigmoid colon (top to bottom) at 
baseline. (B) FDG-PET and 89Zr-trastuzumab-PET scan images after 6 courses of CAPOX-Trastuzumab.

Take Home Message
Obtaining up-to-date whole body information with in-formation of not only the localization, but 

also molecular characteristics of the primary tumor and metastases within a patient might be 

of great value in a patient with a clinical dilemma. Furthermore, PET scan techniques are able to 

visualize certain molecular targets throughout the whole body, and may therefore - in a patient 

friendly way - provide comprehensive information on receptor status, which could also help with 

the optimal selection of the right treatment for the right patient.

Note: To access the supplementary material accompanying this article, visit the online version of 

Gastroenterology at www.gastrojournal.org, and at http://dx.doi.org/10.1053/  j.gastro.2014.09.046.
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Dear Editor,

Everolimus, an oral inhibitor of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) was reported to have 

anti-tumor activity in neuroendocrine tumors (NET) in phase III studies.(1,2) These studies excluded 

patients with major comorbidities. This is not reflecting common practice. Particularly in NETs, 

often diagnosed in middle-aged or elderly patients, multiple comorbid conditions can coexist.(3) 

This can pose a challenge in the systemic treatment for a NET. One of the possible comorbidities 

is renal insufficiency. In Von Hippel–Lindau disease, a disease that pre-disposes to NET, even up to 

25 % of patients develop terminal renal failure due to surgery for renal cell carcinoma.

We have treated a 76-year-old lady suffering from a terminal renal insufficiency requiring 

hemodialysis with everolimus. She had a serotonin producing to the liver metastasized grade 

1 ileac carcinoid. The patient had clinical and radiologic progressive disease with diarrhea while 

on treatment with a somatostatin analog. Comorbidity precluded treatment with interferon or 

radioactive lutetium. Therefore, treatment with everolimus was considered. Everolimus is in 98 

% metabolised by the liver and excreted in the bile and only 2 % is eliminated in the urine.(4) No 

information is available on everolimus treatment in solid tumor patients on hemodialysis. Given 

its elimination profile and availability of an everolimus blood level assay, we decided that it was 

worth to start everolimus in this patient with terminal renal failure. Everolimus was started, under 

controlled conditions, at 50 % of the starting dose in the phase 3 NET trials, namely 5 mg orally 

once daily. After 3 weeks, she experienced no side effects and diarrhea was reduced. Whole blood 

everolimus concentrations at steady state were measured with liquid chromatography–mass 

spectrometry at two different times to rule out unexpected toxic accumulation. Whole blood 

everolimus levels were 4.4 and 6.5 lg/l before and 3.3 and 5.8 lg/l after hemodialysis. These values 

do not exceed the levels measured in solid tumor patients using 5 mg everolimus with normal 

renal function.(5) After 6 weeks of use, an ongoing decrease in diarrhea and fatigue and a decrease 

in chromagranin A occurred. Liver metastases were stable on ultrasound of the liver. The dose was 

increased to 10 mg daily and everolimus blood levels after 1 week did not exceed the previously 

reported blood values in patients using 10 mg. The patient is currently on everolimus treatment 

for 9 months without adverse effects.

In conclusion, everolimus at a dose of 5–10 mg orally once daily can be used in patients with 

end-stage renal disease requiring hemodialysis in the treatment for solid tumors. Our findings 

confirm the recent report about two patients on hemodialysis. Here, hemodialysis did also not 

influence everolimus blood concentrations in renal cell cancer patients using 10 mg everolimus 

orally once daily.(6) These findings can help translating the treatment of a selected study population 

to clinical practice. This is of relevance given the growing number of indications for everolimus, 

including since recently postmenopausal estrogen positive advanced breast cancer.(7)

Conflict of interest:  The authors declare no conflicts of interest.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Although targeting human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) is a 

meaningful treatment in HER2-positive breast cancer, ultimately resistance develops. Androgen 

receptor (AR) expression and immune cell infiltration are thought to be involved in trastuzumab 

response, and may therefore be of interest as additional targets for therapy in HER2-positive breast 

cancer. 

Aim: To improve insight in the presence of between AR expression, immune cell infiltration and 

HER2, we analysed HER2-positive breast tumours. 

Methods: Primary tumours of 221 patients treated with trastuzumab for metastatic disease 

were selected. HER2 status was centrally confirmed. AR, T cells (CD3 and CD8), programmed cell 

death protein 1 (PD-1) and PD-1 ligand 1 (PD-L1) immunohistochemical staining and M2 tumour 

associated macrophages (TAMs; CD68 and CD163) immunofluorescence were performed. Tumour 

infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) were evaluated by hematoxylin and eosin staining. 

Results: Sufficient tumour material was available for 150 patients. Oestrogen receptor was 

expressed in 51.3% of the tumours and AR in 81.3% of the tumours. AR expression was inversely 

correlated with M2 TAM (Pearson’s r = -0.361, P < 0.001), CD3+ (r = -0.199, P < 0.030) and CD8+ (r = 

-0.212, P < 0.021) T cell infiltration. Clustering analysis showed high immune cell infiltration in AR 

low expressing tumours, and low immune cell infiltration in AR high expressing tumours. 

Conclusion: AR expression inversely correlates with immune cell infiltration in HER2-positive 

breast cancer. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) positive breast cancer accounts for 15 - 20% 

of all invasive breast cancers.[1] Trastuzumab-based anti-HER2 therapy added to chemotherapy 

improves overall survival (OS) of patients with HER2-positive breast cancer.[2, 3] In the metastatic 

setting however, eventually resistance to trastuzumab regimens develops. Treatment strategies 

to counteract this, namely trastuzumab plus pertuzumab, lapatinib or antibody-drug conjugate 

T-DM1, have improved patients’ survival.[4-6] However, eventually resistance to these approaches 

will develop.[4, 6] Therefore, new targets for rational (combination) therapies are needed. 

Potentially, androgen receptor (AR)[7, 8] and immune cell composition[9-11] are of relevance in 

this setting. 

AR is a steroid receptor with important functions in cell differentiation and proliferation. In 

the presence of androgens, the ligand-bound AR binds to hormone response elements. This 

results in up- or down regulation of specific protein expression.[12] In patients with oestrogen 

receptor (ER)-negative/HER2-positive non-metastatic breast cancer, AR tumour expression has 

been associated with a trend for worse prognosis.[13] In preclinical models, targeting both HER2 

and AR demonstrated a synergistic antitumour effect.[7, 8] This is supported by preliminary results 

of an ongoing trial combining the AR signalling inhibitor enzalutamide and trastuzumab in breast 

cancer patients with HER2-positive/AR-positive tumours (NCT02091960). There was a 24-week 

clinical benefit observed in 6 of the 18 patients receiving more than four prior lines of therapy.[14]

The immune cell composition of the breast cancer environment has been related to prognosis 

of patients, depending on the tumour molecular subtype.[15, 16] Moreover, preclinical and clinical 

evidence suggest that immune cell compositions is able to predict response of in HER2-targeted 

treatment.[9-11] Presence of CD8+ T cells in tumours predicted a better response to HER2-targeted 

treatment in preclinical mouse models.[10] However, an immunosuppressive microenvironment, 

such as presence of tumour associated macrophages (TAMs) or programmed cell death protein 

1 (PD-1) expressing immune cells, contributed to HER2-targeted treatment resistance in similar 

mouse models.[11, 17] These data provided the rationale for combining trastuzumab with the 

immune checkpoint inhibitor pembrolizumab in 46 patients with HER2-positive tumours, which 

resulted in a modest 15% objective response rate.[18] This indicates that patient selection for this 

combination therapy should be improved. Increased knowledge of immune microenvironment 

composition in HER2-positive breast cancer could possibly be of relevance in this respect. 

Therefore, to improve insight in the interaction of AR expression, immune cell infiltration and 

HER2, we analysed in primary HER2-positive breast tumours the AR expression and infiltration 

of M2 TAMs, CD3+ and CD8+ T cells, PD-1+, PD-1 ligand 1+ (PD-L1+) cells and tumour-infiltrating 

lymphocytes (TILs). These findings were related to OS. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study population and breast tumour samples
Tissue microarrays (TMAs) containing primary tumour material from a retrospectively collected 

cohort of 221 patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer were used. Patients treated with 

trastuzumab and concurrent chemotherapy of physicians’ choice, for metastatic breast cancer were 

identified in the records of 19 hospital pharmacies in the Northern part of the Netherlands. Details 

of patient selection, patient- and treatment characteristics, follow-up and TMA construction have 

been described previously.[19, 20] Per tumour, three cores were incorporated in the TMA. Patient, 

treatment and tumour characteristics, including presence in the primary tumour of expression 

of oestrogen receptor (ER) and progesterone receptor (PR); with 10% of cells expressing ER or PR 

used as cut-off for positivity, were collected from the Netherlands Cancer Registry. HER2 status 

was centrally reviewed as described previously.[19] According to the Dutch Central Committee 

on Research involving Human Subject, this retrospective non-interventional study did not require 

approval from an ethical committee in the Netherlands. This study was approved by the Privacy 

Review Board of the Netherlands Cancer Registry.

AR, CD3, CD8, PD-1 and PD-L1 assessment by immunohistochemistry
AR, CD3, CD8, PD-1 and PD-L1 expression was assessed using freshly cut 4-μm TMA slides. 

Immunohistochemistry staining was performed in one batch per marker to prevent intensity 

differences. Positive (with primary antibodies) and negative controls (with immunoglobulin class-

matched control sera) were included on normal breast tissue for AR, tonsil for CD3, CD8 and PD-1, 

and placenta for PD-L1. 

For AR, CD3 and CD8 the staining was performed with a Ventana BenchMark Ultra 

immunostainer (Roche, Ventana Medical Systems, Inc.). The ULTRA CC1 (Roche) for 64 minutes was 

used for antigen retrieval. Primary antibody (anti-AR: clone SP107, Roche; anti-CD3: clone 2GV6, 

Roche; anti-CD8: clone SP57, Roche) was pre-diluted by the manufacturer and was performed 

following manufacturer’s protocols. Staining was visualized using the ultraView Universal 3,3 

0-diaminobenzidine (DAB) Detection Kit (Roche) following manufacturer’s protocols. Heat-

mediated antigen retrieval was executed with microwave in a Tris-HCl buffer (pH 9.0) for PD-1 and 

citrate buffer (10 mM citrate, pH 6.0) for PD-L1. Endogenous peroxidase was blocked with 0.3% H2
0

2
 

in phosphate buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4). Aspecific binding was blocked with human AB-serum. 

Primary antibodies (anti-PD-1: clone MRQ-22, Acris; anti-PD-L1: clone SP142, Roche) were diluted in 

PBS supplemented with 1% bovine serum albumin. Envision Anti-mouse for PD-1 (DAKO) and anti-

rabbit for PD-L1 (DAKO) were used as secondary antibodies. Staining was visualized using DAB and 

haematoxylin counterstaining. 

The immunohistochemistry slides were digitized with a Philips Ultra Fast Scanner 1.6 (Philips, 

Eindhoven, The Netherlands). AR staining was reported as percentage of tumour cells with positive 

nuclear staining. From each observer, the average percentage of replicate cores was used as the 

score for each patient. The scores from two observers were averaged and used as the final score 

for each patient. In case of discrepancy (> 20% difference in score), the two observers discussed 
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the results to reach a consensus. A cut-off value of 10 % was used for AR positive expression.13 CD3 

and CD8 staining was reported as number of positive cells per mm2. PD-1 and PD-L1 expression 

was determined for both immune cells and tumour cells. If any of the cores had positive cellular 

staining, the sample was considered positive. 

M2 TAMs assessment by immunofluorescence
M2 TAMs (expression of both CD68 and CD163) were assessed by multi-colour immunofluorescent 

staining using freshly cut 4-μm TMA slides as described previously.[21] Briefly, antigen retrieval 

and endogenous peroxidase blockade were as above mentioned for PD-L1. Thereafter TMA slides 

were incubated overnight at 4°C with a mixture containing primary antibodies anti-CD68 (clone 

KP1, Novus Biologicals) and anti-CD163 (clone EPR6539, Abcam). CD68 signal was visualized using 

DyLight488-conjugated streptavidin (21832, Thermo Fisher Scientific), CD163 using Alex Fluor555-

conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (ab150078, Abcam). A nuclear counterstain was 

performed with 4’6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Slides were mounted in Prolong Gold (Life 

Technologies) and stored in the dark at room temperature. Positive and negative controls with 

respectively primary antibodies and immunoglobulin class-matched control sera for the staining 

were included on gallbladder tissue.

The immunofluorescence slides were scanned using a TissueFAXS imaging system and 

visualized using TissueFAXS Viewer (TissueGnostics, Vienna, Austria). The CD68 and CD163 double-

stained cells were considered as M2 TAMs and reported as the number of cells per mm2. The 

average number of replicate cores was used as the final score for each tumour.

TILs assessment by haematoxylin and eosin staining
TILs were assessed in the whole tumour slides using the method standardised by the international 

TILs working group.[22] Results are presented as percentage TILs in the stromal tissue. Only patients 

who had 2 or more cores containing tumour and stromal cells were included for analysis. The 

investigators who performed the scoring were blinded for the clinicopathological characteristics.

Statistical analysis 
The continuous variables were described by median and interquartile range, and the categorical 

variables by percentages. The relation between the investigated markers and clinicopathological 

characteristics was assessed using Mann-Whitney U test for continuous variables and Chi-square or 

Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables. Spearman’s correlation coefficient or Chi-square test’s Phi 

coefficient served to assess the correlation between the investigated markers. We created heatmaps 

using the function “heatmap.2” in “gplots” package in R to have better insight into AR expression and 

immune cell composition of individual tumours. OS was determined with the Kaplan-Meier method. 

With a log-rank test the differences in survival between subgroups, generated by the clustering 

heatmap, were analysed. Hazard ratio (HR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) for comparison were 

derived from univariate Cox-regression analysis. For all tests, P-values less than 0.05 were considered 

statistically significant and all P-values were tested two-sided. Statistical analysis was performed 

using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 19.0 (SPSS. Inc.) and R version 3.4.1.
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RESULTS 

Patient characteristics
From 150 of the 221 identified patients, sufficient primary tumour material was available for 

analysis. The median age at diagnosis of breast cancer was 51 years (range: 25 - 90). ER expression 

was observed in 51.3% (77 of 150) of the primary tumours. Patient characteristics of these 150 

patients are shown in Table 1. Number of tumours available for assessment of each marker is 

shown in Supplementary Figure 1. 

Table 1 Patient characteristics

Characteristics Number (%)

Total number of patients 150

Age* (median, range) 51 (25 - 90)

Age* 

≤ 50 71 (47.3)

> 50 79 (52.7)

Tumour type

Ductal 133 (88.7)

Others 17 (11.3)

Clinical T stage

T1 48 (32.0)

T2-4 80 (53.3)

Unknown 22 (14.7)

Tumour ER expression

Positive 77 (51.3)

Negative 62 (41.3)

Unknown 11 (7.4)

Tumour PR expression

Positive 58 (38.7)

Negative 75 (50.0)

Unknown 17 (11.3)

Tumour histological grade

I-II 45 (30.0)

III 76 (50.7)

Unknown 29 (19.3)

Metastatic site

Visceral 89 (59.3)

Non-visceral 53 (35.3)

Unknown 8 (5.4)

Abbreviation: ER, oestrogen receptor; PR, progesterone receptor; * age at diagnosis of breast cancer.
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Expression of the studied markers in the primary tumour 
The percentage of AR expression and TILs, and numbers of infiltrating immune cells are shown 

in Figure 1. The median AR expression per tumour was 60% (interquartile range (IQR): 28 - 88). 

81.3% of patients (104 of 128) had an AR positive tumour. The median number of M2 TAMs, CD3+ 

and CD8+ T cells per tumour was 8 (IQR: 1 - 22), 85 (IQR: 0 - 311) and 35 (IQR: 0 - 149) cells/mm2, 

respectively. The median percentage of TILs per tumour was 10% (IQR: 5 - 16). PD-L1 was expressed 

by intratumoural immune cells in 28% of the tumours (36 of 129) but no PD-L1 expression on 

tumour cells was seen. Only one tumour expressed PD-1 in the immune cells. 

Fig. 1. Expression or infiltration of the studied markers in the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 
(HER2) overexpressing primary breast tumours as assessed by immunohistochemistry or immunofluorescence 
staining. AR is presented as percentage of cells with positive staining, TILs as percentage stromal TILs in 
the stromal tissue. M2 TAMs, CD3 and CD8 are presented as number of cells per mm2. Orange line indicates 
the median and interquartile range. Abbreviation: AR, androgen receptor; TAMs, M2 tumour-associated 
macrophages; TILs, tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes. 

Relation between clinicopathological characteristics and studied markers
The relation between clinicopathological characteristics and studied markers is shown in Table 

2 and Supplementary Table 1. AR positivity was associated with ER positivity, and high M2 TAM 

infiltration with ER negativity. High CD3+ and CD8+ T cell infiltration were associated with lower 

clinical T stage at diagnosis of breast cancer. The TIL score did not differ among clinicopathological 

parameters. 
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Table 2  Androgen receptor expression and M2 tumour-associated macrophages infiltration in the primary 
tumour, in relation to clinicopathological characteristics

Characteristics 

AR TAMs 

N Percentage 
(IQR)

P-value N
Median number 

of cells/mm2 

(IQR)

P-value

Age* 0.013 0.956
≤ 50 61 80 (35 - 92) 62 8 (1 - 20)
> 50 67 53 (7 - 83) 65 7 (2 - 29)

Tumour type 0.147 0.099
Ductal 116 58 (25 - 87) 115 8 (2 - 27)
Others 12 81 (35 - 95) 12 4 (0 - 17)

Clinical T stage 0.344 0.139
T1 44 64 (33 - 88) 42 6 (1 - 18)
T2-4 63 55 (15 - 87) 65 11 (2 - 36)
Unknown 21 58 (40 - 88) 20 7 (1 - 19)

Tumour ER expression 0.011 0.037
Positive 68 74 (41 - 92) 68 4 (1 - 19)
Negative 52 53 (7 - 80) 51 11 (3 - 29)
Unknown 8 82 (19 - 90) 8 16 (1 - 237)

Tumour PR expression 0.172 0.501
Positive 53 66 (35 - 91) 52 8 (2 - 35)
Negative 61 58 (12 - 86) 62 8 (1 - 20)
Unknown 14 72 (28 - 93) 13 7 (1 - 58)

Tumour histological grade 0.934 0.949
I-II 44 58 (32 - 88) 43 8 (2 - 20)
III 69 58 (18 - 85) 68 8 (2 - 27)
Unknown 15 90 (78 - 98) 16 0 (0 - 48)

Metastatic site 0.943 0.458
Visceral 75 58 (28 - 87) 76 10 (2 - 27)
Non-visceral 46 60 (22 - 88) 45 6 (1 - 25)
Unknown 7 81 (35 - 97) 6 4 (0 - 39)

Abbreviation: AR, androgen receptor; ER, oestrogen receptor; IQR, interquartile range; N, number; PR, progesterone receptor; 
TAMs, M2 tumour-associated macrophages; * age at diagnosis of breast cancer.

Correlation between the studied markers
Tumour AR expression was negatively correlated with M2 TAMs, CD3+ and CD8+ cell infiltration of 

the tumour. The strongest negative correlation was observed between AR and M2 TAMs (Pearson’s 

r = -0.361, P < 0.001). Correlation between the studied markers is shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3  Correlation and correlation coefficient between the studied markers in the primary tumours of all 
patients with HER2-positive breast cancer.

All AR TAMs CD3 CD8 TILs

Corr Corr 
coeff Corr Corr 

coeff Corr Corr 
coeff Corr Corr 

coeff Corr Corr 
coeff

All tumours
  TAMs <0.001& -0.361
  CD3 0.030& -0.199 <0.001 0.367
  CD8 0.021& -0.212 <0.001 0.327 <0.001 0.945
  TILs 0.105& -0.160 0.019 0.235 <0.001 0.498 <0.001 0.493
  PD-L1 0.269&,* -0.098* 0.004* 0.255* <0.001* 0.370* <0.001* 0.386* 0.001* 0.332*
ER positive 
tumours
  TAMs 0.011& -0.311
  CD3 0.035& -0.266 <0.001 0.433
  CD8 0.039& -0.261 <0.001 0.460 <0.001 0.976
  TILs 0.018& -0.330 0.259 0.163 0.001 0.470 0.001 0.459
  PD-L1 0.979&,* -0.003* 0.001* 0.423* 0.002* 0.400* <0.001* 0.454* 0.044* 0.285*
ER negative 
tumours
  TAMs 0.028& -0.312
  CD3 0.546& -0.088 0.031 0.311
  CD8 0.251& -0.169 0.241 0.174 <0.001 0.894
  TILs 0.766& -0.045 0.108 0.243 0.001 0.493 0.001 0.503
  PD-L1 0.252&,* -0.159* 0.846* -0.027* 0.005* 0.400* 0.009* 0.371* 0.003* 0.426*

Abbreviation: AR, androgen receptor; corr, correlation; corr coeff, correlation coefficient; PD-L1, programmed cell death ligand 
1; TAMs, M2 tumour-associated macrophages; TILs, tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes; &, negative correlation; *, AR used 10%, 
other markers used their median numbers as a cut-off point (TAMs: 10 cells / mm2; CD3: 85 cells / mm2; CD8: 35 cells / mm2; TILs: 
10%) to determine positivity or high infiltration, chi-square test was performed; correlation is expressed as the P-values of the 
correlation analysis.

In patients with ER-positive tumours, a similar negative correlation between AR expression 

and immune cell infiltration was observed. In patients with ER-negative tumours, however, AR 

expression was negatively correlated with only M2 TAM infiltration. Based on the above-mentioned 

correlation between tumour AR expression and immune cell infiltration, we created heatmaps 

to dissect the AR expression and immune cell composition in individual tumours (Figure 2 and 

Supplementary Figure 2). We identified a group of tumours with low AR expression and high 

immune cell infiltration in around 20% of the patients; around 15% of the tumours with high AR 

expression and high immune cell infiltration; about half of the tumours with high AR expression 

and low immune cell infiltration (Figure 2A). This pattern of patient classification was observed 

similarly for both ER-positive and ER-negative tumours (Supplementary Figure 2). For the immune 

cell composition, we identified a group of tumours with high or low infiltration of CD8+ T cells and 

high infiltration of M2 TAMs and/or PD-L1+ cells in around 30% of the patients. Less than 10% of 

the tumours had high CD8+ T cell infiltration and low infiltration of M2 TAMs and PD-L1+ cells. In 

55% of the tumours there was low infiltration of all three immune related markers (M2 TAMs, CD8+ 
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T cells and PD-L1+ cells) (Figure 2B). Subgroup analysis demonstrated that ER-negative tumours 

have a slightly higher percentage of patients with tumours (around 40%) with high infiltration 

of M2 TAMs and/or PD-L1+ cells compared to patients with ER-positive tumours (around 30%). 

In contrary, the ER-positive subgroup has more patients with tumours with low infiltration of all 

three immune related markers (around 60%) compared with the ER-negative subgroup (around 

50%) (Supplementary Figure 3).  

Fig. 2. Heatmap of AR expression and immune cell composition in individual tumours. The heatmaps 
were created based on AR expression and M2 TAMs, CD8+, and PD-L1+ immune cell infiltration in the 
primary tumours. The change from high infiltration/expression (red) to low infiltration/expression (blue) 
is reflected by the colour key. On the x-axis the markers are indicated, and on the y-axis the 116 tumours 
(upper heatmap; 117 tumours for the lower heatmap) are depicted, for whom data of all the markers are 
available. Each line represents the AR expression and/or immune cell composition of a tumour. Abbreviation: 
AR, androgen receptor; PD-L1, programmed cell death protein 1 ligand 1; TAMs, M2 tumour-associated 
macrophages.
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Correlation of identified subgroups with overall survival
Based on the heatmap results for the tumour AR expression and immune cell infiltration, we 

classified the patients into four subgroups. The median follow-up was 63.8 months. OS is longer in 

the subgroup of patients with high AR expression and high immune cell infiltration (n = 27) in the 

primary tumour compared to patients having tumours with low AR expression and high immune 

cell infiltration (n = 32) (89.7 months vs 66.4 months, P = 0.01, HR 2.26, 95% CI (1.19 - 4.30). There are 

no differences in OS between the other subgroups (Supplementary Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

This is the first study to show that AR expression correlated inversely with M2 TAMs, CD3+ and 

CD8+ T cell infiltration in primary tumours of patients treated with trastuzumab for HER2-positive 

metastatic breast cancer. 

Interesting this novel finding in breast tumours was also observed tumours of patients with 

castration-resistant prostate cancer. Tissues of bone metastasis were obtained from 65 patients 

during surgery for metastatic spinal cord compression. In total 83% of these patients received 

prior chemotherapy. Tumour AR protein expression was inversely correlated with CD3+ and CD8+ 

T cell infiltration and CD68 and CD163 mRNA expression.[23] In breast cancer the only available 

study taken into account AR and immune infiltration was performed in 107 non-metastatic triple 

negative breast cancer patients. Cluster analysis of RNA gene-expression profile of the primary 

tumour revealed that AR expression was related to a low immune response defined by the 

Teschendorff’s gene-expression signature.[24] This information combined with our finding in 

HER2-positive breast tumours, suggests that tumour AR expression coincides with an immune 

deserted environment. This could possibly indicate that targeting AR is a rational option in AR 

high expressing HER2-positive tumours, while incorporating immunotherapy may be of potential 

interest for AR low expressing tumours, which are enriched with immune cells. 

As only a small proportion of patients with HER2-positive breast cancer respond to the 

combination of immune checkpoint inhibitor and trastuzumab[18], better understanding of the 

immune cell composition in tumour microenvironment may help predict treatment response 

and optimize treatment strategy. We found in the exploratory analysis a longer OS in patients 

with high AR expression and high immune cell infiltration in the primary tumour compared to 

patients having tumours with low AR expression and high immune cell infiltration. Although this 

difference is found in a group containing small number of patients receiving systemic treatment 

as part of standard care, it could indicate that the proposed tumour classification is relevant to 

clinical outcome. The OS difference we found may indicate a role for the AR signalling in anti-HER2 

treatment response. In a preclinical study exploring the role of AR signalling in HER2-positive, ER-

negative breast cancer cells, high AR expression was associated with increased sensitivity to anti-

HER2 treatment most likely based upon impaired androgen stimulated tumour cell growth, which 

was mediated by HER2/HER3 signalling activation.[25]  
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We found in this study tumours with relatively high presence of PD-L1+ and CD8+ T cells, and 

tumours that show high M2 TAM infiltration. In the first group, the PD-1 / PD-L1 axis could be 

a possible target for therapy, while in the second group macrophage-targeted therapy might 

support to reverse the immunosuppressive environment. In clinical trials the combination of 

macrophage-targeted therapy with trastuzumab or anti- PD-1 / PD-L1 axis therapy is currently 

studied (NCT03013218 and NCT01042379). 

In breast cancer, AR functions differently depending on the ER status of the tumour cells. In 

ER-positive/AR-positive cell lines, ligand-bound AR causes cell apoptosis by binding to oestrogen-

related element, whereas in ER-negative/AR-positive cell lines AR causes cell proliferation by 

binding to androgen-related element in the nucleus.[26] In our study, we found that in ER-positive 

tumours, AR expression was negatively correlated with all studied immune cells except for PD-L1+ 

immune cells. In ER-negative tumours, AR expression was not correlated with any of the immune 

cell fractions except for M2 TAMs. Therefore, the correlation between tumour AR expression and 

immune cell infiltration may also be affected by the ER signalling. This is consistent with prior 

findings indicating that the prognostic value of infiltrating immune cells depends on ER status 

and/or HER2 status.[27, 28] In a cohort of 12,439 patients with breast cancer, presence of CD8+ 

T cells in the tumour was associated with a 28% reduction of breast cancer-specific mortality in 

patients with ER-negative tumours, irrespective of HER2 status, and a 27% reduction in patients 

with ER-positive/HER2-positive tumours. For the entire group of patients with ER-positive tumours 

no such association was found.[29] 

We used anti-PD-L1 SP142 in our study which it is one of the four Food and Drug Administration 

approved PD-L1 immunohistochemistry assays for predicting PD-1 / PD-L1 inhibitor response.[30] 

It is however well known that different PD-L1 antibodies provide different results.[31] 

This is a small retrospective study of primary tumour samples from patients with synchronous- 

or asynchronous breast cancer metastases. Our findings must be interpreted as hypothesis 

generating. A larger number of primary HER2-positive breast cancers, including tumours that have 

not metastasised, is needed to test the strength of our findings. 

Conclusion

AR expression inversely correlates with immune cell infiltration in HER2-positive breast cancer. 

New treatment strategies can potentially be explored in groups with different AR expression and 

immune cell infiltration.
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Supplementary Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the studied patients and number of primary HER2+ tumours 
available for analysis for each marker. Abbreviation: AR, androgen receptor; HER2, human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2; N, number of patients; n, number of tumours available for analysis per marker; PD-1, 
programmed cell death protein 1; PD-L1, programmed cell death 1 ligand 1; TAMs, M2 tumour-associated 
macrophages; TILs, tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes; TMA, tissue micro-array.
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Supplementary Fig. 2. Heatmap of AR expression and immune cell composition in individual tumours 
with different ER status (A: ER-positive tumours; B: ER-negative tumours). The heatmaps were created 
based on AR expression and M2 TAMs, CD8+, and PD-L1+ immune cell infiltration in the primary tumours. 
The change from high infiltration/expression (red) to low infiltration/expression (blue) is reflected by the 
colour key. On the x-axis the markers are indicated, and on the y-axis of the upper heatmap the 63 ER-
positive tumours (46 ER-negative tumours for the lower heatmap) are depicted, for whom data of all the 
markers are available. Each line represents the AR expression and/or immune cell composition of a tumour. 
Abbreviation: AR, androgen receptor; ER, estrogen receptor; PD-L1, programmed cell death protein 1 ligand 
1; TAMs, M2 tumour-associated macrophages.
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Supplementary Fig. 3. Heatmap of immune cell composition in individual tumours with different ER status 
(A: ER-positive tumours; B: ER-negative tumours). The heatmaps were created based on M2 TAMs, CD8+, 
and PD-L1+ immune cell infiltration in the primary tumours. The change from high infiltration (red) to low 
infiltration (blue) is reflected by the colour key. On the x-axis the markers are indicated, and on the y-axis 
of the upper heatmap the 63 ER-positive tumours (46 ER-negative tumours for the lower heatmap) are 
depicted, for whom data of all the markers are available. Each line represents the immune cell composition 
of a tumour. Abbreviation: ER, oestrogen receptor; PD-L1, programmed cell death protein 1 ligand 1; TAMs, 
M2 tumour-associated macrophages.
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Supplementary Fig. 4. Kaplan-Meier analysis for overall survival of subgroups of patients classified 
based upon tumour androgen receptor (AR) expression and immune cell infiltration. A high AR expression 
was defined when AR expression was higher than 60% (mean AR expression 59%). A high immune cell 
infiltration was defined of at least positivity for M2-TAM (number of infiltrating cells more than the mean 
of 120 cells per tumour), CD8 (number of infiltrating cells more than the mean of 20 cells per tumour) or 
PD-L1. 1, high AR expression and high immune cell infiltration; 2, high AR expression and low immune cell 
infiltration; 3, low AR expression and low immune cell infiltration; 4, low AR expression and high immune 
cell infiltration; HR, hazard ratio. 
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ABSTRACT

Background: Breast cancer is rare in men, but management is focused on tumor characteristics 

commonly found in female breast cancer. The tumor microenvironment of male breast cancer is 

less well understood, and insight may improve male breast cancer management. The hepatocyte 

growth factor (HGF)/c-MET axis and the stromal cell-derived factor-1 (CXCL12)/C-X-C chemokine 

receptor type 4 (CXCR4) axis are prognostic in women with breast cancer. We aimed to investigate 

these factors in male breast cancer and correlate them with patient survival.

Methods: From 841 Dutch males with breast cancer who were enrolled in the EORTC 10085/

TBCRC/BIG/NABCG International Male Breast Cancer Program (NCT01101425) and diagnosed 

between 1990 and 2010, archival primary tumor samples were collected. Tissue microarrays were 

constructed with 3 cores per sample and used for immunohistochemical analysis of HGF, c-MET, 

CXCL12 and CXCR4. Overall survival (OS) of the patients without metastases (M0), was analyzed 

using the Kaplan-Meier method. The value of the markers regarding OS was determined using 

univariable and multivariable Cox regression analyses, providing hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% 

confidence intervals (95% CIs).

Results: Of 720 out of 841 patients, sufficient tissue was available for analysis; 487 out of 720 

patients had M0 disease. Patients with high HGF expression and high CXCL12 expression had 

a superior OS (low vs high expression of both markers, 7.5 vs 13.0 years, hazard ratio [HR] 0.64; 

95% CI: 0.49-0.84, P = 0.001 [HGF]; 9.1 vs 15.3 years, HR 0.63; 95% CI: 0.45-0.87, P = 0.005 [CXCL12]). 

Multivariate analysis identified HGF as an independent predictor for OS (HR 0.64, P = 0.001).

Conclusions: HGF and CXCL12 tumor expression appears to identify male breast cancer 

patients with a relatively good prognosis. Possibly this could support male breast cancer specific 

management strategies in the future. 
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BACKGROUND

Breast cancer in men is a rare disease. Although only 0.5% - 1% of all breast cancers occur in 

men, the incidence is slowly rising [1,2]. Generally, male breast cancer has more favorable tumor 

characteristics then female breast cancer, such as lower tumor grade, a higher incidence of 

estrogen receptor (ER) expression and a lower incidence of human epidermal growth factor 

receptor 2 (HER2) expression [1,3]. On the other hand male patients present with higher stages 

of disease at first diagnosis than women [1,4]. Although outcome in male breast cancer is similar 

compared to women after correction for age and stage, in general survival improvement in men 

is still lagging behind [1,4–7]. Due to the lack of survival data from randomized trials in male breast 

cancer, treatment strategies for this disease are largely based upon data from studies of treatment 

for female breast cancer. In recent years it becomes clear that the male breast cancer biology may 

have distinct properties compared to female [8–11]. Therefore, better understanding of the breast 

tumor characteristics in men may help to improve treatment strategies for male breast cancer. 

The tumor microenvironment in female breast cancer is now recognized as a critical participant 

in determining the tumor biology. In this environment, the stromal cell-derived factor-1 (SDF1, also 

known as CXCL12)/ the C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4) axis as well as the hepatocyte 

growth factor (HGF)/c-MET axis play a role in promoting tumor progression and metastasis, as 

demonstrated in ex vivo cell experiments and in vivo mouse models of breast cancer [12–14]. The 

HGF/c-MET axis induces several biological responses in cancer cells, which lead to cell migration, 

matrix degradation, invasiveness and induction of angiogenesis [15]. Moreover, overexpression 

of CXCR4, HGF and c-MET in the primary breast cancer is associated with worse patient outcome 

in females [14,16–20]hepatocyte growth factor (HGF. Treatments targeting CXCR4 and c-MET in 

female metastatic breast cancer studied in early phase clinical trials were tolerated well and partial 

response and stable disease were observed [21–24]

However, whether the CXCL12/CXCR4 and the HFG/c-MET axis holds similar significance in 

male breast cancer is unknown. These microenvironment factors are of interest because the host/

environment in male breast cancer will likely be different from female breast cancer.

In order to gain more insight into the male breast cancer tumor and environment biology 

we studies a large male breast cancer cohort from the Netherlands. This cohort is part of the 

international EORTC 10085/TBCRC/BIG/NABCG International Male Breast Cancer Program 

(NCT01101425). We aim to explore the tumor expression of HGF, c-MET, CXCL12 and CXCR4 and 

their correlation with patient overall survival (OS).

METHODS

Patients
The EORTC 10085/TBCRC/BIG/NABCG International Male Breast Cancer Program (NCT01101425) 

was launched in 2006. This program is a global effort aiming to improve understanding of the 
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biology of male breast cancer and to optimize its clinical management. An important part of this 

program was to retrospectively analyze male breast cancer tissues of patients diagnosed between 

1990 and 2010 in 93 centers in nine countries. A total of 1,800 male patients with invasive breast 

cancer and above 18 years old at the time of diagnosis, were eligible and enrolled in the main 

study. The present substudy analyzed the data of the 841 Dutch patients included. This cohort was 

identified through the Netherlands Cancer Registry. Patient, treatment and tumor characteristics 

were collected from the EORTC database. In the tumor, ER, progesterone receptor (PR), androgen 

receptor (AR), HER2 and Ki67 expression, tumor histological subtype, grade, and lymphovascular 

invasion had been previously centrally reviewed [25,26]. Definition for positivity of ER, PR, AR 

and HER2 and breast cancer subtype surrogates characterization were reported earlier for all 

1,800 enrolled patients [26]. Briefly, ER, PR and AR were reported by Allred scores, with positivity 

defined as a score ≥ 3 and high positivity as a score of seven or eight. HER2 status was determined 

according to the American Society of Clinical Oncology-College of American Pathologist (ASCO-

CAP) guidelines [26] and breast cancer subtype surrogates were characterized according to the 

2013 St Gallen consensus guideline [26]. Archival tissue of all patients was handled according to 

the Dutch Code for Proper Use of Human Tissue (www.fedara.org). According to the Dutch Central 

Committee on Research involving Human Subjects, this retrospective non-interventional study 

did not require informed consent from these patients. 

Tissue microarray construction and immunohistochemistry
Paraffin embedded primary breast cancer tissue was retrospectively collected by the 

“Borstkanker Onderzoek Groep” (BOOG). For each formalin fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) 

block, three representative cores were selected and taken to construct tissue microarrays (TMA) 

using an Automated Tissue Arrayer ATA-27 (Beecher Instruments Inc) [27]interobserver and 

interlaboratory variability can significantly compromise adequate assessment of Her2 status. In 

addition, immunohistochemistry does not always result in an unambiguous test result requiring 

additional testing for Her2 gene amplification. This study aimed to improve the reliability of Her2 

immunohistochemistry by using rabbit monoclonal antibody 4B5 as an alternative to mouse 

monoclonal antibody CB11 routinely used in our laboratory. Therefore, 283 breast adenocarcinomas 

were included in a tissue microarray. Immunohistochemistry using the 4B5 and CB11 antibodies, 

and fluorescence and chromogenic in situ hybridization (FISH or CISH. Four µm-thick tissue slides 

were cut from these TMA blocks for immunohistochemical staining of HGF, c-MET, CXCL12 and 

CXCR4. 

Immunohistochemical staining was performed in one batch per marker to prevent intensity 

differences. Positive controls determined with primary antibodies and negative controls with 

immunoglobulin class-matched control sera, were included on liver for HGF, female breast cancer 

tissue for c-MET, rectum for CXCL12 and kidney for CXCR4. Heat-mediated antigen retrieval was 

performed with microwave in a citrate buffer (10 mM citrate, pH 6.0) for CXCL12 and Tris-EDTA buffer 

(pH 8.0) for HGF and c-MET. Antigen retrieval was not performed for CXCR4 staining. Endogenous 

peroxidase was blocked with 0.3% H2
0

2
 in phosphate buffered saline (PBS; Cl

2
H

3
K

2
Na
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Aspecific binding was blocked with human AB-serum. Primary antibodies (anti-HGF: AF-294-NA, 

R&D SYSTEMS; anti-c-MET: ab51067, anti-CXCR4: ab10403, anti-CXCL12: ab25117, all Abcam) were 

diluted in PBS supplemented with 1% bovine serum albumin. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-

conjugated goat anti-rabbit and HRP-conjugated rabbit anti-goat antibodies (DAKO) were used 

as secondary and tertiary antibodies respectively for CXCL12 and c-MET staining. HRP-conjugated 

rabbit anti-goat and HRP-conjugated goat anti-rabbit antibodies were used as secondary 

and tertiary antibodies (DAKO) respectively for HGF staining. Staining was visualized using 

3,3’-diaminobenzidine and hematoxylin counterstaining.

The immunohistochemistry slides were digitized with a Digital Slide Scanner NanoZoomer 

and were viewed with NDP software (Hamamatsu, Japan). Patients were included for analysis 

only for those who had two or more cores containing tumor and stromal cells. Two observers, 

blinded for the clinicopathological characteristics of patients, scored the digitalized images (JvR 

and SQ) with supervision of a dedicated breast pathologist (BvdV). CXCR4 staining was scored as 

percentage of tumor cells with positive nuclear and with cytoplasm staining. CXCL12, HGF and 

c-MET staining was scored using a 0-2 scale (0: no staining; 1+: weak staining; 2+: strong staining), 

as was the percentage of cells stained per intensity. Subsequently, H-scores were calculated for 

each marker by combining the percentage and intensity (formula used: 1 x percentage of cells 

with weak staining + 2 x percentage of cells with strong staining). The average percentage or 

H-score of replicate cores was used of each observer as the score per patient. The percentages 

or H-scores from two observers were averaged to obtain the final score for each patient. In case 

of discrepancy (> 20% difference in percentage or H-score), a third observer determined the final 

score of the patients. The median percentage or H-score of each studied marker was used as the 

cutoff to define low and high expression.

Statistical analysis
The categorical variables were described by percentages, and continuous variables by median 

and interquartile range (IQR).

OS was defined as the time between the date of diagnosis and the documented date of death 

due to any cause. The remaining patients were censored at the last date known to be alive. OS was 

only defined within the subset of M0 patients at diagnosis. Only patients with nonmissing status/

dates of survival were used for OS analysis. The prognostic value of the markers was determined 

using univariable and multivariable Cox regression analysis. Variables with a P-value of less than 

0.1 in the univariable analysis were included in the multivariable analysis. We used the listwise 

deletion method for handling missing data. In this method, an entire sample was excluded from 

analysis if any single value is missing for the variables used in the multivariable Cox regression 

analysis. For the studied markers which were not associated with patient survival in the univariable 

analysis, their prognostic values were further investigated in the preplanned subgroup analyses. 

OS was analyzed using the Kaplan-Meier method, with a log-rank test assessing its difference. All 

tests, P-values tested two-sided were considered significant when ≤ 0.05. Statistical analysis was 

performed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 19.0 (SPSS. Inc.).
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RESULTS

Patient and tumor characteristics
In 720 out of the 841 patients, sufficient tumor tissue was available for analysis (Figure 1). 

Fig. 1. CONSORT diagram of the studied patients, number of patients with available tissue for each 
marker, number of M0 patients per marker available for survival analysis. Abbreviations: BOOG, Borstkanker 
Onderzoek Groep; EORTC, European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer; CXCR4, C-X-C 
chemokine receptor type 4; CXCL12, C-X-C motif chemokine 12; HGF, hepatocyte growth factor; M0, patients 
without metastases at diagnosis; M1, patients with metastases at diagnosis; Mx, patients with unknown 
metastatic status at diagnosis.

Patient and tumor characteristics at the time of diagnosis of these 720 patients are shown in Table 

1. The median age at diagnosis of breast cancer was 67 years (IQR: 58-76 years). Almost all patients 

had ER positive tumors (98.3%), with 91.0% highly positive. PR positivity was observed in 76.8% 

and AR positivity in 96.9% of cases. HER2 positivity was present in tumors of 31 patients (4.9%). The 

majority of patients had a luminal-like breast cancer subtype, with 43.3% luminal A-like and 49.9% 

luminal B-like HER2-. There were 487 (94.6%) patients that were free from metastasis (M0) at the 

time of diagnosis. The treatment information of these 487 patients is provided in Additional file 1 

(Table S1). Median follow-up for the M0 patients was 6.5 years (range: 0.04-23.8).
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Table 1. Patient and tumor characteristics of 720 male breast cancer patients with sufficient tumor tissue 
available for analysis 

Characteristics No (%) % exclude missing
Age at diagnosis

Median (IQR) 67 (58-76) years
ER (Allred score)

0-2 11 (1.5) (1.7)
3-6 47 (6.6) (7.3)
7-8 584 (81.1) (91.0)
Missing 78 (10.8)

PR (Allred score)
0-2 146 (20.3) (23.2)
3-6 252 (35.0) (40.0)
7-8 232 (32.2) (36.8)
Missing 90 (12.5)

AR (Allred score)
0-2 20 (2.8) (3.1)
3-6 62 (8.7) (9.8)
7-8 556 (77.2) (87.1)
Missing 82 (11.4)

HER2 status
Negative 597 (82.9) (94.0)
Positive 31 (4.3) (4.9)
Equivocal 7 (1.0) (1.1)
Missing 85 (11.8)

Ki67 
≤ 20% 502 (69.7) (79.1)
> 20% 133 (18.5) (20.9)
Missing 85 (11.8)

Breast cancer subtypes (2013 St Gallen consensus)
Luminal A-like 270 (37.5) (43.3)
Luminal B-like HER2- 311 (43.2) (49.9)
Luminal B-like HER+ 31 (4.3) (5.0)
HER2+ (nonluminal) 0 (0) (0)
Triple negative 9 (1.3) (1.4)
Not defined (ER-,PR+) 2 (0.3) (0.3)
Missing 97 (13.5)

Histological type
Invasive ductal 628 (87.2) (88.3)
Invasive lobular 9 (1.3) (1.3)
Other 74 (10.3) (10.4)
Missing 9 (1.3)

Histological grade
I 165 (22.9) (23.2)
II 373 (51.8) (52.5)
III 172 (23.9) (24.2)
Missing 10 (1.4)

Metastatic status at diagnosis
M0 487 (67.6) (94.6)
M1 28 (3.9) (5.4)
Mx 205 (28.5)

Abbreviations: AR: androgen receptor; ER: estrogen receptor; HER2: human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; IQR: interquartile 
range; PR: progesterone receptor; M0: no metastasis; M1: with metastasis; Mx metastatic status unknown
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Expression of the studied markers in the primary tumor
The exact number of tumors tested per marker is shown in Figure 1. Representive images of 

positive or negative expression for CXCR4 and negative, weak or strong staining for CXCL12, HGF 

and c-MET are shown in Additional file 2 (Figure S1). The percentage of positive cells for CXCR4 

expression and H-score for CXCL12, HGF and c-MET are demonstrated in Figure 2. The median 

CXCR4 expression per tumor was 50% (IQR: 18-83) in cytoplasm and 11% (IQR: 0-42) in the nucleus. 

The median H-score for CXCL12 expression in cytoplasm was 100 (IQR: 83-102), and 100 (IQR: 92-

107) for nucleus expression. The median H-scores for HGF and c-MET expression were 106 (IQR: 

83-133) and 155 (IQR: 130-180), respectively. 

Fig. 2. Expression of the studied markers in male breast cancer as assessed by immunohistochemistry. 
CXCR4 is presented as percentage of cells with positive staining; CXCL12, HGF and c-MET as H-score. 
Each dot represents data for an individual patient. Orange line indicates the median and interquartile 
range. The dotted line separates markers on its left side presented as percentage and markers on its right 
side presented as H-score. Abbreviations: CXCR4, C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4; CXCL12, C-X-C motif 
chemokine 12; HGF, hepatocyte growth factor.

Prognostic value of the studied markers for OS in M0 patients 
The exact number of M0 patients with available data for survival analysis is shown in Figure 1. Both 

HGF and CXCL12 (cytoplasm) expression by tumor cells were correlated to OS in univariable Cox 

regression analysis, and HGF remained significant in the multivariable analysis (Figure 3). 
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Fig. 3. Factors associated with overall survival in patients without metastasis at diagnosis in univariable 
(A) and multivariable (B) Cox regression analysis. A. HGF, CXCL12 (cytoplasm), age at diagnosis, PR, and pT 
status are statistically significantly associated overall survival. B. HGF, age at diagnosis, ER, pT status are 
independent predictor for overall survival. Abbreviations: AR: androgen receptor; CI, confidence interval; 
CXCR4, C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4; CXCL12, C-X-C motif chemokine 12; ER: estrogen receptor; HER2: 
human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; HGF, hepatocyte growth factor; HR: hazard ratio; ID: invasive 
ductal; LVI: Lymphovascular invasion; PR: progesterone receptor; pT; pathologic tumor stage; OT: other 
types, including invasive lobular, mixed, micropapillary, mucinous, cribriform, tubular, metaplastic, clear 
cell and apocrine carcinoma. 

Median OS was 7.5 years (95% CI, 6.1-8.9) for patients with HGF low expressing tumors, and 13.0 

years (95%CI, 9.8-16.2) for those with HGF high expressing tumors [hazard ratio (HR), 0.64 (95%CI, 

0.49-0.84), P = 0.001]. Median OS was 9.1 years (95% CI, 7.7-10.6) for patients with CXCL12 (cytoplasm) 
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low expressing tumors, and 15.3 years (95%CI, 12.3-18.3) for those with CXCL12 (cytoplasm) high 

expressing tumors [HR, 0.63 (95%CI, 0.45-0.87), P = 0.005] (Figure 4). 

Fig. 4. Kaplan-Meier analysis for overall survival of patients without metastasis at diagnosis classified 
by HGF and CXCL12 (cytoplasm) tumor expression. Abbreviation: CXCL12, C-X-C motif chemokine 12; HGF, 
hepatocyte growth factor.

In the subgroup analysis, c-MET was correlated to OS in the subgroups with patients older than 65 

years at diagnosis, PR low expressing tumors, luminal B-like HER2- breast cancer subtype, invasive 

ductal tumors and histological grade II tumors (Additional file 3: Figure S2). CXCL12 (nucleus), 

CXCR4 (cytoplasm) and CXCR4 (nucleus) were not associated with OS in any patient or tumor 

subgroup in the univariable analysis (Additional files 4-6: Figure S3-S5). Based on these findings, 

we further classified patients according to the expression of HGF and c-MET. The median OS of 

patients with both HGF and c-MET low expressing tumors was 6.6 years (95%CI: 5.9-7.3), which was 

shorter than the OS of the other subgroups (Figure 5). Age at diagnosis, PR and pT status were the 

other parameters associated with OS (Figure 3).
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Fig. 5. Kaplan-Meier analysis for overall survival of patients without metastasis at diagnosis classified by 
HGF and c-MET tumor expression. Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval; HGF, hepatocyte growth factor; HR, 
hazard ratio.

DISCUSSION

In this unique cohort of male breast cancer patients, we identified HGF expression in the primary 

tumor to be an independent predictor for better OS in the non-metastatic setting. In addition, 

high expression of CXCL12 in the cytoplasm of tumor cells in the primary tumor was associated 

with better OS.

Remarkably, the prognostic value of HGF and c-MET is contradictory to the findings in female 

breast cancer. In female breast cancer HGF and c-MET have been identified as a predictor for 

worse outcome and are associated with a high Ki-67 labeling index [14,16–19]hepatocyte growth 

factor (HGF. This led to the hypothesis that HGF acts as a mitogen in female breast cancer [28]. In 

our cohort in male breast cancer we identified HGF to be an independent prognostic factor for 

better OS. 

The prognostic value of CXCL12 expression in male breast cancer is comparable with findings 

in female breast cancer reported in literature [29,30]. In female breast cancer, cytoplasmic 

expression of CXCL12 was associated with better disease free survival and OS [29,30]. These results 

are confirmed by a recently published meta-analysis, which included 8 studies with a total of 

2,205 patients [31]. Four of these studies (N = 953) measured CXCL12 protein expression which was 

positively correlated with disease free survival and OS.

The remarkable difference in the prognostic value of HGF and c-MET compared to female 

breast cancer might result from differences in tumor- and environment biology between male 
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and female breast cancer. This is in line with a recent study of DNA sequencing analysis on 1,943 

cancer-related genes in 135 patients with male breast cancer, which demonstrated differences 

in the genomic landscape between male and female breast cancers. Somatic mutations in 

homologous recombination deficiency-related genes were more prevalent in male breast 

cancer compared to female breast cancer, whereas TP53 somatic mutations were less frequent 

[32]. Currently it becomes clear that some important markers in the breast cancer biology can 

play a different role in male compared to female breast cancer. When dependency patterns 

of key oncoproteins were compared between 134 male and 728 female breast cancer tissues, 

some similar patterns were observed for both genders, such as p53 and hypoxia-inducible factor 

1-alpha [8]. However also clear differences were identified. For example, expression of PR showed 

in female breast cancer a continuous dependency on cytokeratin 8/18, cyclin D1, B-cell lymphoma 

2 (Bcl-2) and cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p21 [8]. In male breast cancer, however, PR showed 

no dependency on these markers, indicating that PR is subject to effects from other markers [8]. 

AR had a stronger effector function in males compared to female tumors [8]. Results from the 21-

gene Breast Recurrence Score, used to characterize the molecular features of breast cancer, also 

indicate distinct differences in male compared to female breast cancer. Men below 40 years of 

age had a higher Recurrence Score compared to female while above 60 years man have a larger 

proportion with a low Recurrence Score [10]. Therefore, although differences between male and 

female breast cancer become apparent, the crosstalk among predominant biologic pathways and 

their function in males is not well understood, including that of the HGF/c-MET signaling. 

In female breast cancer, HGF/c-MET promotes cell proliferation, migration and invasion by HGF 

binding induced c-MET activation of the phosphoinositide 3-kinase/Akt pathway and the Erk/

mitogen-activated protein kinase cascade [14]. Furthermore, high expression of HGF or c-MET 

was associated with higher histological tumor grade and worse patient outcome [16,19]MCF7, was 

transfected with a HGFsmall interfering (si. In the present study, higher expression of both HGF 

and c-MET was associated with improved OS. One possible factor contributing to this difference 

might be the age difference between male and female breast cancer patients. Preclinical evidence 

suggests that with advancing age the tumor stroma exhibits alterations, such as decreased 

interferon signaling and antigen presentation. These changes may influence the proliferative 

effects of the tumor microenvironment [33]. The influence of age on the tumor microenvironment 

needs to be further elucidated but might lead to new insight into the dynamics of the tumor 

microenvironment. 

Our study has limitations. First, due to its retrospective nature, data of some patient and tumor 

characteristics is missing. Nevertheless, the number of M0 patients excluded for the OS analysis 

was limited, and therefore a significant impact on our findings appears unlikely.  Second, currently, 

there is no widely accepted standardized methodology for immunohistochemical staining and 

the scoring of the studied markers. This may create bias in interpreting the data. These issues can 

be addressed in the prospective Male Breast Cancer Program prospective part (NCT01101425), 

which has finalized inclusion and of which analyses are ongoing. 
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CONCLUSIONS

In the present study HGF and CXCL12 tumor expression identified male breast cancer patients 

with good prognosis. Whether this insight provides possibly options for intervention strategies 

should be determined in future studies.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FILES
Table S1. Pattern of treatment for 487 patients without metastasis at diagnosis

Characteristics  No (%) % exclude missing
Breast surgery
   No surgery 0 (0) (0)
   Breast-conserving surgery 11 (2.3) (4.3)
   (Modified) radical mastectomy 243 (49.9) (95.7)
   Missing 233 (47.8)
Management of regional nodes
   No surgery 10 (2.1) (4.0)
   SLNB 64 (13.1) (25.5)
   ALND +/- SLNB 177 (36.3) (70.5)
   Missing 236 (48.5)
Adjuvant radiotherapy
   No 145 (29.8) (57.8)
   Yes 106 (21.8) (42.8)
   Missing 236 (48.4)
(Neo)adjuvant chemotherapy
  No 192 (39.4) (76.2)
  Yes 60 (12.3) (23.8)
  Missing 235 (48.3)
   If yes, (neo)adjuvant chemotherapy regimen
      CMF 7 (11.7) (12.1)
      Anthracycline based 37 (61.7) (63.8)
      Anthracycline and taxanes 12 (20.0) (20.7)
      Other 2 (3.3) (3.4)
      Missing 2 (3.3)
Adjuvant trastuzumab
  No 248 (50.9) (98.0)
  Yes 5 (1.0) (2.0)
  Missing 234 (48.0)
Adjuvant endocrine therapy
  No 107 (22.0) (43.3)
  Yes 140 (28.7) (56.7)
  Missing 240 (49.3)
  If yes, specify planned treatment
      Tamoxifen 112 (80.0)
     Aromatase inhibitor (AI) 5 (3.6)
     Tamoxifen followed by AI 10 (7.1)
     Tamoxifen + LHRH 11 (7.9)
     AI + LHRH 0 (0)
     Other 2 (1.4)

Abbreviations: SLNB: sentinel lymph node biopsy; ALND: axillary lymph node dissection; LHRH: luteinizing hormone 
releasing hormone agonist
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Fig. S1. Examples of negative and positive staining of CXCR4; negative, weak (1+) and strong (2+) staining 
of CXCL12, HGF and c-MET by immunohistochemistry. Abbreviations: CXCL12, C-X-C motif chemokine 12; 
CXCR4, C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4; HGF, hepatocyte growth factor.
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Fig. S2. Subgroup analysis by patient and tumor characteristics of the prognostic value of c-MET for overall 
survival in patients without metastasis. c-MET is associated with overall survival in the subgroups with 
patients older than 65 years at diagnosis, PR low expression tumors, Luminal B-like HER2- breast cancer 
subtype, invasive ductal tumors and histological grade II tumors. Abbreviations: AR, androgen receptor, CI, 
confidence interval; ER: estrogen receptor; HR, hazard ratio; PR, progestrone receptor.
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Fig. S3. Subgroup analysis by patient and tumor characteristics of the prognostic value of CXCL12 (nucleus) 
for overall survival in patients without metastasis. CXCL12 (nucleus) is not associated with overall survival 
in any subgroup. Abbreviations: AR, androgen receptor, CI, confidence interval; CXCL12, C-X-C motif 
chemokine 12; ER: estrogen receptor; HR, hazard ratio; PR, progestrone receptor.
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Fig. S4. Subgroup analysis by patient and tumor characteristics of the prognostic value of CXCR4 (cytoplasm) 
for overall survival in patients without metastasis. CXCR4 (cytoplasm) is not associated with overall survival 
in any subgroup. Abbreviations: AR, androgen receptor, CI, confidence interval; CXCR4, C-X-C chemokine 
receptor type 4; ER: estrogen receptor; HR, hazard ratio; PR, progestrone receptor.
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Fig. S5. Subgroup analysis by patient and tumor characteristics of the prognostic value of CXCR4 (nucleus) 
for overall survival in patients without metastasis. CXCR4 (nucleus) is not associated with overall survival 
in any subgroup. Abbreviations: AR, androgen receptor, CI, confidence interval; CXCR4, C-X-C chemokine 
receptor type 4; ER: estrogen receptor; HR, hazard ratio; PR, progestrone receptor.
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SUMMARY  

Cancer is the second leading cause of death globally, but is expected to become the number one 

soon. Happily death rates across many cancer types have been falling. This is partly attributed to 

prevention measures and earlier detection and availability of better treatments including new 

systemic cancer treatments. However, still most die due to failure of treatment for metastatic 

disease. Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed type of cancer in women worldwide. 

Initially, treatment of metastatic breast cancer consisted of chemotherapy or antihormonal 

therapy. Approximately 20 years ago overexpression of the human epidermal growth factor 

receptor 2 (HER2) was also identified as a drug target. Approximately 15% of breast cancers 

harbor overexpression of HER2. The HER2 targeting antibody, trastuzumab had limited antitumor 

activity when administered alone. However when combined with chemotherapy, it showed clear 

antitumor activity. This resulted in improved survival for patients with breast cancer that received 

this drug in the curative and non-curative setting. 

After drug registration and several years of use, more data on safety, tolerability and efficacy 

became available. This is particularly important for patients belonging to certain niche populations 

because they were not included in the registration trials. Important niche populations are 

for example: patients with severe comorbidities or patients who have had cancer in the past. 

Trastuzumab is currently still one of the most frequently used agents in patients with HER2 

positive early and metastatic breast cancer. It is therefore important to be informed about the 

safety and treatment characteristics of trastuzumab in the broad spectrum of patients that need 

treatment in daily practice.

AIM OF THE THESIS

The aim of this thesis is to study several aspects of treatment in patients with metastatic breast 

cancer. Special attention is paid to the implementation of treatment in daily oncology practice, 

treatment optimization in niche populations and the exploration of potential new drug targets.

Chapter 1 provides a general introduction of the topic and outlines the thesis. Chapter 2 

reviews the available literature and status of clinical trials regarding the use of immunotherapy 

in breast cancer. English articles were reviewed by searching PubMed for relevant articles and by 

analyzing trials using www.ClinicalTrials.gov until June 2015. Abstracts of the American Society 

of Clinical Oncology Annual Meeting (2012 - 2015), San Antonio Breast Cancer Symposium (2012 

- 2014), American Association of Cancer Research Annual Meeting (2012 - 2015) and the annual 

congresses of the European Society of Medical Oncology (2012 - 2014) were checked. 

Preclinical studies demonstrate that chemotherapeutic agents can elicit immune responses 

and a functional immune system might be crucial for their efficacy. Triple negative breast 

cancer (TNBC) and HER2-positive breast cancer harbor higher genomic instability in the cancer 
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cell itself compared to the luminal A and B breast cancer subtypes. It leads to increased DNA 

damage or a higher mutational load. Increased DNA damage causes production of higher tumor-

specific antigen levels and can elicit stronger anti tumor immune responses, which is seen in 

these subtypes. Several clinical trials have been conducted and immune checkpoint inhibitors 

in metastatic breast cancer appear to have some antitumor efficacy in immunogenic subgroups. 

Other strategies, such as vaccine studies, have been designed to increase the body’s own anti-

tumor immunity. It induces innate and adaptive immune responses, which lead to tumor control. 

Tumor responses have been observed in phase I trials with vaccines in patients with metastatic 

breast cancer. Of interest are the development of bispecific T cell engagers which couple a tumor-

specific antigen and a T cell receptor complex resulting in a close-targeted cell to cell contact 

enabling T cell mediated tumor cell killing. Results with these drugs in breast cancer are still 

awaited.

Together with the introduction of trastuzumab for HER2 positive metastatic breast cancer 

in daily practice, HER2 testing was implemented in a short period. Chapter 3 re-assesses the 

HER2 status of tumor samples, which were tested HER2 positive short after trastuzumab was 

used in daily practice. The most updated ASCO/CAP Clinical Practice HER2 testing guideline in 

this period proposed two methods, namely immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization. 

Immunohistochemistry measures the cell surface HER2 protein expressions using antibodies 

directed against HER2. The level is measured semiquantitatively and scored from 0–3. HER2 

positivity is defined as a 3+ score. In situ hybridization determines HER2 gene amplification. It was 

introduced as immunohistochemistry was felt to be influenced by many (pre-)analytical factors. 

HER2 gene amplification, which highly correlated with overexpression of the HER2 protein, 

was introduced as an obligatory additional method in case of a HER2 immunohistochemistry 

score of 2+. HER2 was also considered positive in the case of HER2 amplification regardless of 

immunohistochemistry. 

We identified patients who received trastuzumab for metastatic breast cancer between 

2005 - 2009 using the registration of the 23 hospital pharmacies in the Northern part of The 

Netherlands. Registration clerks of the Netherlands Cancer Registry gathered detailed information 

on patient, treatment and tumor characteristics. Of the identified patients, the primary tumor 

tissue was collected and a tissue micro-array was constructed. Subsequently, the HER2 status was 

re-assessed using the most updated ASCO/CAP Clinical Practice guideline described previously. 

We performed immunohistochemistry and two in situ hybridization techniques on all tumor 

samples. Immunohistochemical staining for HER2 was performed on 4 mm sections of the tissue 

micro-array with the Food and Drug Administration approved PATHWAY HER2/neu assay (Ventana 

Medical Systems) containing the 4B5 rabbit monoclonal antibody on a Benchmark XT platform 

(Ventana). Furthermore, all tissues were assessed with fluorescence in situ hybridization using 

the Zytolight SPEC HER2/CEN 17 dual color probe kit. Immunohistochemical assessment was 

performed using the conventional criteria using a Leica DMLS microscope. In situ hybridization 

was initially performed by counting 20 representative nuclei on a Zeiss Axioplan 40 microscope. 

We defined HER2 positivity as amplification by in situ hybridization or in cases of failed in situ 
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hybridization, an immunohistochemistry 3+ score. The HER2 status could be retested in 174 of 

194 (90%) tumor samples. The tumors samples in which we could re-assess HER2 were HER2 

positive in 87%. Twenty one tumor samples that were HER2 negative when re-assessed. Out of 

the 21 samples, 67% had as primary HER2 testing only immunohistochemical staining and no 

confirmatory fluorescence in situ hybridization. Overall survival of patients with a HER2 discordant 

and concordant tumor was not different (18 versus 25 months, P = 0.131). Exploratory analysis 

for the use of a confirmatory fluorescence in situ hybridization in case Immunohistochemical 

staining reveals a positive  (IHC3+) score was performed. This more detailed analyses resulted in 

an estimated potential saving of trastuzumab costs of  €87,710 per 100 patients. 

In chapter 4 we aimed to compare effect of trastuzumab treatment in daily practice with the 

results observed in the earlier published study. We did so by studying the described patients, their 

treatment and outcome patterns in chapter 3 and compared them to the described (selected) 

trial populations. In addition we studied the differences in baseline, treatment and outcome 

characteristics in patients younger than 65 year of age versus those aged 65 years or more. Hunderd 

thirty out of the 225 patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer (median: 54.8 years) were 

treated with first-line trastuzumab. The baseline characteristics of these first-line treated patients 

were comparable with those from a large clinical trials studying trastuzumab in first line treatment. 

The first-line treated patients we described had a median treatment duration of 9 months and a 

median overall survival of 30.7 months. This is comparable with the overall survival of 31.2 months 

found in the clinical trial. Trastuzumab treatment discontinuation for cardiotoxicity occurred in 16% 

of all patients. Of those experiencing cardiotoxicity, 72% had received prior chemotherapy with 

an anthracycline. National and international guidelines published between 2001 - 2004 suggested 

as first line therapy for HER2 positive metastatic disease the combination of trastuzumab with a 

taxane. In the studied cohort only 57% of patients treated in first line for metastatic disease did 

receive this combination. In 20% of these patients, trastuzumab was combined with vinorelbine 

instead of the registered combination with paclitaxel or docetaxel. Vinorelbine was probably 

preferred given its more favorable toxicity profile. Shortly after the registration of trastuzumab, 

randomized studies have also shown the efficacy of the trastuzumab–vinorelbine combination. 

The median duration of response in these trials was 10 – 17.5 months and seems quite similar to 

the registered combination of trastuzumab with a taxane. Based on our findings in this cohort 

study we conclude that patients who received trastuzumab treatment in daily practice had 

similar outcome as patients treated in the study setting. Treatment duration, overall survival and 

the discontinuation rate because of cardiotoxicity was similar in patients younger than 65 years 

compared to those of 65 years or older. 

A challenge in the implementation phase of a new treatment is how to extrapolate registered 

treatment data from an ideal trial population to patients seen in daily practice. Knowledge with 

regards to safety and tolerability is often lacking in these patients. It is therefore difficult to oversee 

the impact of treatment in these patients. This makes it essential to study pharmacokinetic and 

pharmacodynamic properties in special settings. Therapeutic drug monitoring can in strictly 

selected situations be helpful to guide treatment optimization. In chapter 4a we illustrate how 
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information about trastuzumab treatment is extrapolated to a patient with an off label indication. 

We described a 21-year old female with a symptomatic cancer of unknown primary origin with 

an apparent submucosal mass in the sigmoid colon, as well as cervical and supraclavicular lymph 

nodes. Histology of the submucosal mass revealed a low differentiated adenocarcinoma which 

was HER2 positive based upon HER2 overexpression and amplification. The 89Zr-trastuzumab 

positron emission tomography (PET) scan showed intense 89Zr-trastuzumab uptake in the mass 

in the lower pelvic cavity and in cervical, supraclavicular, paraaortal and iliac lymph nodes. 

This confirmed the positive HER2 status of all tumor localizations seen on FDG-PET. Extensive 

diagnostics revealed no signs of an occult breast or gastric tumor. HER2 directed therapy with 

trastuzumab in combination with capecitabine and oxaliplatin was started. After six courses no 

residual disease could be seen on FDG and 89Zr-trastuzumab-PET. Trastuzumab monotherapy was 

continued. Progression occurred after 9 months of use of trastuzumab monotherapy.

In chapter 4b we aimed to illustrate how therapeutic drug monitoring can aid to make 

decision during a relative new drug treatment in a patient with renal impairment.  Everolimus 

is in oncology registered for the treatment of irresectable or metastatic renal cell carcinoma, 

neuroendocrine tumors and combined with the oral steroid aromatase inhibitor, exemestane in 

metastatic breast cancer. In this chapter we described a patient on renal dialysis with an advanced 

grade 1 neuroendocrine tumor who was treated with everolimus, 5 mg orally once a day. 

Everolimus is in 98% metabolized by the liver and in only 2% in the urine. Therefore everolimus 

administration with careful monitoring was started in this patient. To rule out whole blood 

everolimus concentrations at steady state were measured using liquid chromatography-mass 

spectrometry. Patient tolerability and the known nontoxic steady state concentrations made it 

possible to increase the dose to the registered dose of 10 mg orally once a day.

Despite major improvements in outcome for patients with HER2 metastatic breast cancer 

since the use of HER2 targeting drug, ultimately resistance will develop and tumor progression 

will occur. The androgen receptor is expressed in nearly 60% of HER2 positive breast cancers 

and androgens induce in apocrine breast cancer cell lines a proliferative response based 

on the interaction of the androgen receptor with the HER2 pathway. In addition the immune 

microenvironment is increasingly considered to play an important role in human breast cancer 

tumorigenesis and response to therapy. In chapter 5 we therefore aimed to explore the 

relationship between androgen receptor expression by tumor cells and the immune composition 

of the tumor microenvironment in HER2 positive breast cancer. This knowledge might lead to 

identifying potential targets within the androgen receptor pathway, which could influence the 

tumor immune microenvironment. The patient selection and details on tumor characteristics 

were used from the cohort described in chapter 3. Tumor characteristics included tumor grade, 

histologic subtype and expression of estrogen receptor and progesterone receptor in the primary 

tumor. The tissue micro-array described in chapter 3 was used. The immune profile measurements 

consisted of CD3, CD8, programmed cell death protein 1, PD-1 ligand 1, M2 tumor associated 

macrophages (M2 TAM) and tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes. AR, CD3, CD8, PD-1 and PD-L1 

were assessed by immunohistochemistry. M2 TAMs (expression of both CD68 and CD163) were 
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determined by multi-color immunofluorescent staining. Tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) 

were assessed in the whole tumor slides using the method standardized by the international TILs 

working group. Results were presented as percentage TILs in the stromal tissue. Sufficient tumor 

material was available of 150 patients. In 81.3% of the tumors, androgen receptor expression 

was observed in ≥10% of tumor cells. The median number of M2 TAMs, CD3+ and CD8+ T cells 

per tumor were 8 (interquartile range [IQR]: 1-22), 85 (IQR: 0-311) and 35 (IQR: 0-149) cells/mm2, 

respectively. Androgen receptor positivity was associated with estrogen receptor positivity. 

Androgen receptor expression correlated negatively with M2 TAM (Pearson’s r = -0.361, P < 0.001), 

CD3+ (r = -0.199, P < 0.030) and CD8+ (r = -0.212, P < 0.021) cell infiltration. With clustering analysis 

three groups of tumors were identified based on androgen receptor expression and the immune 

cell composition. We identified low androgen receptor expression and high immune cell infiltration 

in ~ 20% of the tumors; high androgen receptor expression and high immune cell infiltration of 

around 15% of tumors; and high androgen receptor expression and low immune cell infiltration 

in the remaining tumors. In an exploratory way these groups were related to different overall 

survival. Overall survival was longer in patients with high androgen receptor expression and high 

immune cell infiltration (n = 27) compared to patients with low androgen receptor expression 

and high immune cell infiltration (n = 32) (89.7 months versus 66.4 months, P = 0.01, hazard ratio 

(HR) 2.26). The overall survival difference may indicate a role for the androgen receptor signaling 

pathway in anti-HER2 treatment response. 

In chapter 6 we aimed to explore novel factors in the microenvironment in male breast cancer 

patients. Generally, male breast cancer has more prognostic favorable tumor characteristics then 

female breast cancer, such as greater estrogen receptor expression. However, survival rates of 

breast cancer in men are lagging behind compared to women. Currently it is more and more 

recognized that the microenvironment has a distinct, partly gender specific, embedding 

framework, making it important to recognize differences between female and male breast cancer. 

We aimed to explore novel factors in the microenvironment in this patient population. The C-X-C 

chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4), its ligand stromal cell-derived factor-12 (CXCL12), C-MET and 

its ligand hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) play a role in the tumor microenvironment and are 

linked to metastasis. The male breast cancer cohort from the Netherlands was collected as part 

of the international EORTC 10085/TBCRC/BIG/NABCG International Male Breast Cancer Program. 

Male patients with invasive breast cancer and above 18 years old at the time of diagnosis, were 

included if a formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue block of the primary tumor was 

available. A total of 1,473 patients were eligible and included in this program. The present substudy 

analyzed the 803 Dutch patients. For each tissue block, three representative cores were selected 

and taken to construct a four µm-thick tissue micro-array for immunohistochemical staining of 

CXCR4, CXCL12, HGF and c-MET. Tumor samples of 720 patients were suitable for analysis who 

had a median age of 67 year. Of these tumor samples 98.3% were estrogen receptor positive. The 

487 patients metastasis-free at diagnosis were studied for survival. The median follow up was 6.5 

years. High HGF expression was associated with a longer relapse-free survival and overall survival 

(5.9 versus 10.7 years, HR 0.58, P = 0.004; 7.5 versus 13.0 years, HR 0.64, P = 0.001 respectively). HGF 
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remained significant in multivariate analysis. These findings suggest that HGF is an independent 

predictor for better overall survival, which is contradictory compared with females. The HGF/c-

MET signaling may function differently between male and female breast cancers. High CXCL12 

expression was also associated with better relapse-free survival and overall survival (6.2 versus 11.3 

years, HR 0.55, P =0.01; 9.1 versus 15.3 years, HR 0.63, P = 0.005 respectively). This is similar compared 

to female breast cancer. These results support the idea that gender specific differences occur in 

breast cancer, potentially allowing specific targeting of these characteristics. 

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

The role of prospective real world data collection
We retrospectively analyzed the use of trastuzumab in metastatic HER2 positive breast cancer 

in the Northern part of the Netherlands. Data was collected from hospital pharmacies. This 

approach harbors several drawbacks including selection bias, non-availability of clinical data, 

underreporting of comorbidities and heterogenous algorithms for treatment and response 

evaluation. However it did provide insight into treatments patterns. Data from clinical trials 

provides evidence of antitumor activity but lack data about the impact of a new treatment in the 

real-world setting.(1) Up to 50% of the general population is ineligible for clinical trial participation.

(2) Furthermore, current literature suggests that in the real world setting treatment efficacy is 

lower and toxicities are higher compared to what is seen in the trial setting. This can be explained 

by the low comorbidities present in trial populations, the protocolled and intense care given in 

the trial setting and the high motivation seen in the trial participants.(3) 

It is therefore informative to monitor the impact of a new treatment in the real-world setting. 

Particular niche populations, such as patients with second primary tumors or male patients with 

breast cancer are underserved in the current trial setting and are highly dependent upon data 

collection in the real world setting. This information would be more meaningful when the real 

world data is collected prospectively. It is even advocated by the FDA who issued a framework 

outlining how it plans to incorporate real-world evidence into the drug review process in the 

current climate.(4-6) Currently the oncology community is slowly focusing more on prospective 

real world data collection with initiatives as CancerLinQ that collect and analyze data that are siloed 

in electronic health care records.(7) It remains however challenging to optimize data collection in 

daily practice with only limited financial means. As a first step electronic patient dossiers can be 

adapted nationwide or even globally with use of uniform ways to capture patient and treatment 

and outcome characteristics.  

The androgen receptor, immune cell infiltration in the tumor micro-
environment and the HER2 pathway 
We described in chapter 5 a study in a small group of patients with a HER2 positive primary 

breast tumors and metastatic disease. In this exploratory analysis we found a negative correlation 
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between androgen receptor expression and M2-tumor associated macrophages infiltration into 

the tumor microenvironment. Overall survival in patients with high androgen receptor expression 

and high immune cell infiltration in the primary tumor was longer compared with low androgen 

receptor expression and high immune cell infiltration. This might indicate that immune cell 

infiltration in relation to androgen receptor expression is relevant to clinical outcome. Interestingly 

the androgen receptor signaling is also reciprocal linked to the HER2/phosphatidylinositol-3-

kinase (PI3K)/mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling pathway and may contribute to 

resistance to HER2 targeted directed treatment.(8, 9) Prospective research is needed to determine 

the relation between the expression of the androgen receptor, immune cell infiltration, the HER2/

PI3K/mTOR pathway in the tumor, and the tumor response and overall survival of the patient. This 

could eventually lead to new insights into reduction of resistance to HER2 directed therapy. 

Currently the results are awaited from a phase 2 trial in 103 patients studying the nonsteroidal 

anti-androgen enzalutamide with trastuzumab in patients with HER2 positive, androgen receptor 

positive metastatic breast cancer (NCT02091960). The first stage of this trial evaluated 22 heavily 

pretreated patients. In these patients the median treatment duration was 144 days. At 24 weeks, 

two patients had a confirmed partial tumor response and four experienced stable disease.(10) It 

would be of interest to study the tumor immune cell infiltration in the primary tumor of these 

patients and relate it to clinical outcome, as we found that androgen receptor expression in the 

primary tumor was only related to prognosis in patients with high immune cell infiltration in the 

tumor. Dependent on these results the degree of immune cell infiltration could have predictive 

value of who will benefit from the combination of trastuzumab and enzalutamide. 

The tumor microenvironment in HER2 positive breast cancer 
The role played by the tumor microenvironment in the development of drug resistance is 

increasingly considered to be of interest. In a transgenic mouse model with HER2 overexpressing 

syngeneic tumors, trastuzumab treatment upregulated the level of programmed death-ligand 

1. This resulted in inhibition of anti-tumor T-cell response.(11) Furthermore, strategies to remodel 

the tumor microenvironment with nanoparticles in an orthotopic breast tumor mouse model 

downregulated the tumor microenvironment associated drug resistance and immunosuppression. 

The nanoparticles suppressed the drug resistance factors P-glycoprotein, p53, and carbonic 

anhydrase IX and enhanced the tumor penetration and antitumor efficacy of doxorubicin.(12) The 

resistance pattern in HER2 positive breast cancer cells seems to differ between the luminal-like 

and basal-like HER2 breast cancer subtypes as shown in a tumor mouse model.(13, 14) In the 

basal like subtype, hepatocyte growth factor induced resistance that could be reversed with the 

tyrosine-protein kinase MET inhibitor crizotinib. In the luminal like subtype, neuregulin1-β a ligand 

for HER3, induced resistance that could be reversed with pertuzumab, an inhibitor of HER2-HER3 

heterodimerization. Further preclinical research in modulating the tumor microenvironment in 

the two different subtypes is necessary to elucidate the potential to reverse drug resistance in 

the two subtypes. If available, the primary archival tumor tissues of patient who participated in 

earlier conducted trials in patients with HER2 positive metastatic breast cancer can be used to 
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determine the HER2 subtypes. It makes it possible to retrospectively relate the HER2 subtype on 

clinical outcome. 

Combined treatment strategies to enhance efficacy
Treatment in oncology will often lead to resistance resulting from compensatory signaling 

pathways. Combining drugs can circumvent some of these pathways resulting in clinical benefit.

(15) The use of targeted therapies, such as trastuzumab for metastatic HER2 positive breast cancer 

or BRAF kinase inhibitors in metastatic melanoma, increased patient survival. However resistance 

to these drugs inevitably occurs.(16) Few combinations of targeted agents have further prolonged 

progression-free survival. For example in metastatic melanoma combining BRAF kinase inhibitors 

and MEK pathway inhibitors have improved overall survival.(17) Moreover, immunotherapy 

improved patient survival across several tumor types. Molecular mechanisms of resistance to 

immunotherapy are starting to be elucidated. Combining immunotherapy with existing therapies 

has resulted in longer lasting tumor responses.(18, 19) In metastatic melanoma, immunotherapy 

with dual cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA4) and programmed death-1 

(PD-1) blockade has improved overall survival and has been approved by the Food and Drug 

Administration.(20) Numerous clinical trials evaluating the combination of immunotherapy with 

other drugs and radiotherapy are underway.(21) 

In HER2 positive metastatic breast cancer several strategies to overcome drug resistance are 

currently being evaluated in preclinically and in early phase clinical trials. Neratinib, an irreversible 

pan-HER kinase inhibitor has unique preclinical characteristics such as the ability to irreversibly 

inhibit epidermal growth factor receptor and HER2/4. In the phase III NALA trial, neratinib plus 

capecitabine versus lapatinib plus capecitabine as third line treatment in HER2 positive metastatic 

breast cancer resulted in a statistically significant improvement in duration of response of 8.5 

months versus 5.6 months. These results look promising but overall survival results have to be 

awaited.(22) In the preclinical setting combining pan HER inhibitors with anti-HER2 monoclonal 

antibodies, antibody drug conjugates, anti-PD-1/PD-L1 antibodies suggested enhanced anti-

tumor activity. Other combinations such as anti-HER2 monoclonal antibodies with antibody drug 

conjugates or anti-PD-1/PD-L1 antibodies are currently in early phase clinical testing.(23) These 

results have to be awaited.  

The male breast cancer tumor biology 
Currently treatment recommendations for male breast cancer are often derived from the standards 

for female breast cancer. Although both diseases share similarities, there are notable differences 

reported. The tumor microenvironment in female breast cancer is recognized as a critical participant 

in determining the tumor biology. It plays a role in promoting tumor progression and metastasis. 

We have studied the tumor microenvironment in the tissues of primary tumors of non-metastatic 

male breast patients. We found similarities but also differences compared to female breast cancer. 

In our retrospective analysis with a limited number of patients we identified hepatocyte growth 

factor as an independent predictor of better clinical outcome. However in female breast cancer 
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hepatocyte growth factor is a predictor for worse outcome. Further studies will be needed to 

proof its precise role. Moreover standardized methodology for immunohistochemical staining 

and the scoring of the studied markers will be required. 
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING

Op dit moment is kanker de tweede doodsoorzaak wereldwijd. De laatste jaren is voor een aantal 

kankertypes de sterfte wel afgenomen. Dit komt door betere vroegtijdige opsporing en verbeterde 

behandelingen. Borstkanker is wereldwijd de meest voorkomende kankersoort bij vrouwen. 

Uitgezaaide borstkanker kan worden behandeld met chemotherapie en afhankelijk van de 

tumoreigenschappen ook met hormonale therapie en met gerichte behandeling tegen specifieke 

doelen in de tumor.  Zo brengt in ongeveer 15% van de patiënten de borstkanker het humane 

epidermale groeifactor receptor 2 eiwit (HER2) tot overexpressie. Trastuzumab is een monoklonaal 

antilichaam dat gericht is tegen HER2. Behandeling met chemotherapie gecombineerd met 

trastuzumab heeft de overleving van patiënten met HER2 positieve borstkanker duidelijk 

verbeterd. Sinds de registratie in 2001 en daarna het gebruik van trastuzumab in de dagelijkse 

praktijk is steeds meer bekend geworden over de veiligheid, tolerabiliteit en effectiviteit van dit 

middel. Deze, deels in de dagelijkse praktijk verworven kennis, is vooral belangrijk voor de niche 

populaties die veelal niet- of ondervertegenwoordigd zijn in de registratiestudies. Belangrijke 

niche populaties worden gevormd door patiënten met veel comorbiditeit of patiënten die 

eerder al een andere vorm van kanker hebben gehad. Op dit moment maakt trastuzumab nog 

steeds deel uit van de meest gebruikte behandelingen gericht tegen borstkankers die HER2 tot 

expressie brengen. Het is daarom belangrijk om als behandelaar goed geïnformeerd te zijn over 

de veiligheid, tolerabiliteit en effectiviteit van trastuzumab in de gehele patiëntenpopulatie die in 

de dagelijkse praktijk potentieel in aanmerking komt voor dit middel. 

DOEL VAN DIT PROEFSCHRIFT

Het doel van dit proefschrift is om verschillende aspecten omtrent de behandeling van uitgezaaide 

borstkanker te bestuderen. Het focus ligt op implementatie van behandelingen in de dagelijkse 

praktijk, optimalisatie van behandelingen in niche populaties en het verkennen van nieuwe 

aangrijpingspunten voor behandelingen.

Hoofdstuk 1 is een algehele introductie tot de behandeling van HER2 positief borstkanker 

en leidde het onderwerp van het in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek in. In hoofdstuk 

2 is in de vorm van een review de literatuur met betrekking tot de immunotherapie voor 

borstkanker geanalyseerd. Hier is gekeken wat de (pre)klinische ontwikkelingen zijn op het 

gebied van immunotherapie bij borstkanker. Met een PubMed analyse is de Engelstalige literatuur 

geselecteerd in de periode tot juni 2015. Lopende klinische studies tot juni 2015 op het gebied 

van immunotherapie bij borstkanker worden geïdentificeerd in ClinicalTrials.gov. De abstracts van 

de jaarlijkse congressen van de American Society of Clinical Oncology (2012 - 2015), San Antonio 

Breast Cancer symposium (2012 - 2014), American Association of Cancer Research (2012 - 2015) en 

de European Society of Medical Oncology (2012 - 2014) worden geanalyseerd. Preklinisch bestaan 
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er aanwijzingen dat chemotherapie een immuunrespons kan opwekken. Tevens lijkt de werking 

van chemotherapie deels tot stand te komen door interactie met het immuunsysteem. De analyse 

toont verschillen tussen de verschillende subtypen borstkanker. HER2 positieve en triple negatieve 

borstkankers vertoonden vergeleken met hormoonreceptor positieve borstkankers of een hogere 

genetische instabiliteit of meer mutaties in de tumor. Deze vele mutaties leiden tot stimulatie van 

anti-tumor specifieke antigenen waardoor een sterkere anti-tumor immuunrespons tot stand kan 

komen. Klinische studies hebben al anti-tumor effect laten zien van immuuncheckpuntremmers 

bij patiënten met triple negatieve borstkanker. Er gebeurt klinisch onderzoek met vaccinaties, een 

andere vorm van immunotherapie, om te proberen bij de patiënt een anti-tumor immuunrespons 

op te wekken. Dit kan resulteren in een verhoogde anti-tumor immuniteitsstatus. Er zijn ook 

andere ontwikkelingen gaande met nieuwe immunotherapeutica, zoals het onderzoek met 

bispecifieke antilichamen die enerzijds de tumorcel en anderzijds de T cel binden. Van de nieuwe 

behandelingen zijn nog geen definitieve resultaten bekend.  

In relatief korte tijd wordt de HER2 diagnostiek op tumormateriaal in de standaardzorg 

geïmplementeerd. Volgens de toen meest actuele richtlijn zijn er twee methoden om 

HER2 positiviteit te bepalen, namelijk immunohistochemie en in situ hybridisatie. Met 

immunohistochemie wordt HER2 op de celmembraan gemeten met antilichamen gericht tegen 

HER2 eiwitten. Dit is een semiquantitatieve test die uitgedrukt kan worden in 4 categorieën, 

0, 1+, 2+ en 3+. HER2 positiviteit kan gesteld worden bij een 3+ score. In situ hybridisatie 

bepaalt de mate van HER2 genamplificatie. Aangezien de betrouwbaarheid van de HER2 

immunohistochemie afhankelijk is van verschillende (pre)analytische factoren was er behoefte 

aan een betrouwbaardere en robuustere bepaling. HER2 amplificatie komt in hoge mate 

overeen met HER2 overexpressie. Bij een 2+ score bij immunohistochemie is een aanvullende 

in situ hybridisatie geïndiceerd. Tevens kan bij een positieve in situ hybridisatie HER2 positiviteit 

worden vastgesteld, onafhankelijk van de immunohistochemie. In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt de 

betrouwbaarheid bepaald van in de standaardzorg als HER2 positief afgegeven HER2 bepalingen 

in borstkanker kort na de implementatie van deze test. De identificatie van patiënten met 

HER2 positieve uitgezaaide borstkanker die in de periode van 2005 - 2009 behandeld zijn met 

trastuzumab wordt eerst beschreven. Patiënten worden gevonden met behulp van de gegevens 

over trastuzumab gebruik in databases van de 23 ziekenhuisapotheken in Noord Nederland. Via 

de Nederlandse Kankerregistratie wordt gedetailleerde informatie verzameld over onder andere 

patiënt-, tumor- en behandelkarakteristieken. Ook wordt van deze patiënten eerder verkregen 

tumormateriaal verzameld. Dit wordt gebruikt om een tumorweefsel micro-array samen te 

stellen. Van de geselecteerde tumoren wordt opnieuw de HER2-status bepaald op basis van 

immunohistochemie en met twee vormen van in situ hybridisatie volgens de in 2007 vigerende 

richtlijn. De immunohistochemische kleuring van HER2 wordt uitgevoerd met een door de Food 

and Drug Administration goedgekeurde PATHWAY HER2/neu assay. Ook wordt de HER2-status 

van al het tumorweefsel bepaald met een fluorescentie in situ hybridisatie (Zytolight SPEC HER2/

CEN 17 dual color probe kit). Hierbij worden 20 representatieve tumorcelkernen per tumorweefsel 

geteld met een Zeiss Axioplan 40 microscoop. HER2 positiviteit is voor de hernieuwde bepaling 
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gedefinieerd als een positieve in situ hybridisatie of indien de in situ hybridisatie niet bepaald 

kon worden, een immunohistochemiescore van 3+. De HER2-status kan worden bepaald in 

tumormateriaal van 174 van de 190 (90%) patiënten. Van de beoordeelbare weefsels is 87% ook bij 

hernieuwd onderzoek HER2-positief. In de 21 weefsels waarin de HER2-positieve status niet kan 

worden bevestigd, is de HER2-status in 67% van de tumoren initieel alleen immunohistochemisch 

bepaald. De overleving van de patiënten waarin de HER2-positieve tumorstatus kan worden 

bevestigd is gelijk aan de overleving van de patiënten waarin de HER2-positieve tumorstatus 

niet kan worden bevestigd (25 versus 18 maanden, P = 0,131). Er wordt een exploratieve analyse 

uitgevoerd indien er structureel fluorescentie in situ hybridisatie wordt uitgevoerd als bevestigende 

test na een positieve immunohistochemische test. Met alleen inachtneming van een reductie in 

trastuzumab kosten ontstaat er een gemiddelde besparing van €87710,- per 100 patiënten.  

In Hoofdstuk 4 worden de behandelresultaten van trastuzumab bevattende behandelingen 

in de dagelijkse praktijk te vergeleken met resultaten uit een grote gepubliceerde klinische 

studie. Hiervoor worden de patiënt-, tumor- en behandelingskarakteristieken van de in hoofdstuk 

3 geïdentificeerde patiënten  beschreven. Verder worden de verschillen bestudeerd tussen 

patiënten jonger dan 65 jaar en patiënten van 65 jaar en ouder. Van de 225 geselecteerde 

patiënten (mediane leeftijd 58,4 jaar) zijn 130 patiënten behandeld met trastuzumab als 

onderdeel van de eerstelijnsbehandeling. Hierbij is, vanaf het stellen van de diagnose uitgezaaide 

borstkanker, de mediane behandelduur 9 maanden en de mediane overleving 30,7 maanden. 

Deze overleving is vergelijkbaar met de 31,2 maanden overleving in een klinische studie in een 

vergelijkbare patiëntenpopulatie. Van de door ons geïdentificeerde patiënten heeft 74% eerder 

een lokale vorm van borstkanker gehad en zijn pas later metastasen vastgesteld. In ons cohort 

heeft 41% van de patiënten als onderdeel van de behandeling van de lokale borstkanker ook 

adjuvante chemotherapie gekregen. Patiënten die jonger zijn dan 65 jaar krijgen vaker adjuvante 

chemotherapie dan patiënten van  65 jaar of ouder (36% en 71%; P = 0,001). Er worden in ons 

cohort verder geen verschillen gevonden in de karakteristieken voorafgaande aan de behandeling 

met trastuzumab of in overleving vanaf de start van de behandeling met trastuzumab tussen 

de twee leeftijdscategorieën. Bij 16% van de patiënten wordt trastuzumab gestaakt omdat de 

linkerventrikelejectiefractie daalt. Van deze patiënten heeft 72% een eerdere behandeling gehad 

met anthracycline bevattende chemotherapie. 

Nationale en internationale richtlijnen, gepubliceerd in de periode van 2001 – 2004, adviseerden 

om in de eerstelijn trastuzumab te combineren met paclitaxel of docetaxel. In het geselecteerde 

cohort krijgt 57% van de patiënten in de eerstelijnssetting deze combinatie en krijgt 20% van 

de patiënten trastuzumab gecombineerd met vinorelbine. Vinorelbine wordt waarschijnlijk 

toegepast vanwege het mildere bijwerkingenprofiel dan paclitaxel of docetaxel. Kort na de 

registratie van trastuzumab hebben gerandomiseerde studies uitgewezen dat trastuzumab met 

vinorelbine tevens effectief is voor de behandeling van HER2 positieve uitgezaaide borstkanker. 

Kort na registratie van een nieuw medicijn ontbreken vaak gegevens over de veiligheid van het 

medicijn voor patiënten met comorbiditeit. Kennis van farmacokinetische en farmacodynamische 

eigenschappen (therapeutische drug monitoring) kan helpen het gedrag van de nieuwe 
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behandeling te interpreteren of voorspellen. In Hoofdstuk 4A wordt   beschreven hoe de kennis 

opgedaan met trastuzumab voor borstkanker geëxtrapoleerd kan worden naar off-label gebruik. 

Een 21 jarige patiënte presenteert zich met een uitgebreid uitgezaaide maligniteit zonder dat de 

primaire tumor bekend was. Ze heeft een submucosale massa in het sigmoïd en tevens cervicale 

en supraclaviculaire lymfadenopathie. Histologie van de sigmoidale massa toont een weinig 

gedifferentieerd adenocarcinoom met evidente HER2-overexpressie en tevens HER2-amplificatie. 

De 89Zr-trastuzumab positron emission tomography (PET) scan toont intense 89Zr-trastuzumab 

opname van alle bekende tumorlokalisaties die eerder op de FDG-PET worden geconstateerd. 

Deze intense opname van 89Zr-trastuzumab wordt gezien als ondersteuning van de HER2-

positiviteit. Aanvullende diagnostiek toont geen aanwijzingen voor het bestaan van een maag- 

of borstkanker. HER2-gerichte behandeling gecombineerd met capecitabine en oxaliplatine 

wordt gestart. Na 6 combinatiekuren is er sprake van een complete tumorrespons op de 89Zr-

trastuzumab- en FDG-PET. Hierna wordt trastuzumab monotherapie gestart. Na 9 maanden is de 

tumor weer progressief. 

In Hoofdstuk 4b wordt geschreven hoe therapeutische drugmonitoring een 

ondersteunende rol kan spelen om een relatief nieuwe behandeling toe te passen bij een patiënt 

met ernstige comorbiditeit. Everolimus is binnen de oncologie geregistreerd voor het irresectabel 

of gemetastaseerd niercelcarcinoom, voor neuroendocriene tumoren en borstkanker. Voor de 

behandeling van borstkanker moet everolimus gecombineerd worden met de orale steroïdale 

aromataseremmer, exemestaan. We beschrijven een nierdialysepatiënte met een vergevorderde 

graad 1 neuroendocriene tumor die word behandeld met everolimus 5 mg eenmaal per dag. 

Everolimus wordt voor 98% gemetaboliseerd in de lever en wordt voor 2% geëlimineerd via de 

urine. Na het starten van de everolimus behandeling is patiënte intensief vervolgd om tekenen van 

toxiciteit van de behandeling vroegtijdig op te sporen. Everolimusspiegels worden in volbloed ten 

tijde van de steady state bepaald met vloeistof chromatografie – massaspectrometrie. De spiegel 

wordt alleen gebruikt ter uitsluiting van te hoge everolimus spiegels. Nadat bleek dat patiënte 

de behandeling goed verdraagt en er geen toxische spiegels gemeten worden, is de dosering 

verhoogd naar de geregistreerde dosering van 10 mg everolimus eenmaal per dag.

Sinds het toepassen van HER2-gerichte behandelingen voor patiënten met HER2 positief 

borstkanker is bij voor patiënten met ziekte de overleving verbeterd en in de adjuvante setting is 

de kans op curatie toegenomen. Bij patiënten met uitgezaaide ziekte zal vrijwel altijd resistentie 

tegen HER2-gerichte behandeling ontstaan hetgeen zich uit met progressie van de ziekte. De 

androgeenreceptor komt tot expressie in bijna 60% van HER2 positieve borstkankers. Androgenen 

induceren proliferatieve signalen die ontstaan door interactie tussen de androgeenreceptor en 

de HER2-transductieroute. Immuungerelateerde factoren in de omgeving van de tumorcel, de 

immuunmicro-omgeving, zijn belangrijk voor het ontstaan van tumoren en voor het ontwikkelen 

van een tumorrespons op systemische behandelingen. In hoofdstuk 5 wordt het onderzoek 

beschreven naar de interactie tussen de androgeenreceptorexpressie en de immuunsamenstelling 

van de tumormicro-omgeving van HER2-positief borstkanker. De beschreven geselecteerde 

patiëntengroep uit hoofdstuk 3 is hiervoor bestudeerd. Met behulp van immuunhistochemie 
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worden de androgeenreceptor, CD3, CD8, program cell death protein 1, en het ligand hiervan de 

program cell death ligand 1 bepaald. M2 geassocieerde macrofagen (expressie van CD68 en CD163) 

zijn bepaald met multi-colour immunofluorescent kleuring bepaald. Tumor infiltrerende lymfocyten 

zijn gedetecteerd zoals beschreven in de standaardiseerde methode van de TILs working group en 

worden weergegeven als percentage dat in het stromale weefsel aanwezig was. Er is voldoende 

tumormateriaal 150 patiënten. In 81,3% van de tumoren word androgeenreceptorexpressie in 

meer dan 10% van de aanwezige tumorcellen vastgesteld. Het mediane aantal M2 geassocieerde 

macrofagen, CD3 en CD8+ T-cellen per mm2 is 8 (interquartielafstand: 1 - 22), 85 (interquartielafstand: 

0 - 311) en 35 (interquartielafstand: 1 - 149) respectievelijk. De androgeenreceptorexpressie is 

geassocieerd met oestrogeenreceptorexpressie en is negatief gerelateerd met infiltratie van M2 

geassocieerde macrofagen (Pearson’s r = -0,361, P < 0,0001), CD3+ (r = -0,199, P < 0,030) en CD8+ (r 

= -0,212, P < 0,021). Met behulp van clusteranalyse worden drie groepen geïdentificeerd gebaseerd 

op het vastgestelde immuunprofiel en de androgeenreceptor. Twintig procent van de patiënten 

heeft een lage androgeenreceptorexpressie en een hoge immuuncelinfiltratie, een andere groep 

(15%) een hoge androgeenreceptorexpressie en een hoge immuuncelinfiltratie en de derde 

groep, tenminste 50%, een hoge androgeenreceptorexpressie met een lage immuuncelinfiltratie. 

De overleving is beter in de patiëntengroep (n = 27) met hoge androgeenreceptorexpressie en 

hoge immuuncelinfiltratie dan  in de groep (n = 32) met lage androgeenreceptorexpressie en 

hoge immuuncelinfiltratie (89,7 versus 66,4 maanden, P = 0,01, hazard ratio (HR) 2,26). Dit verschil 

in overleving, gevonden in deze groep met een beperkt aantal patiënten, kan duiden op de rol 

die de androgeenreceptorsignalering heeft in het tot stand komen van de tumorrespons op 

anti-HER2-behandeling. Deze bevindingen suggereren dat hoge androgeenreceptorexpressie 

geassocieerd is met een verhoogde gevoeligheid met anti-HER2 behandeling.

Bij het onderzoek in hoofdstuk 6 worden relatief nieuwe factoren in de tumor micro-omgeving 

bij mannen met borstkanker bestudeerd. Bij mannen worden vaak prognostisch gunstige 

tumorkarakteristieken gevonden zoals een hoge oestrogeenreceptorexpressie vergeleken met 

die van vrouwen. De overleving bij mannen is echter minder goed dan van vrouwen. Het wordt 

momenteel steeds duidelijker dat de tumormicro-omgeving bij mannen duidelijk verschillend is 

van die van vrouwen. De C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4) en het ligand hiervan, stromal 

cell derived factor 12 (CXCL12), C-MET en zijn ligand hepatocytengroeifactor (HGF) spelen een 

belangrijke rol in de tumor micro-omgeving en is eerder geassocieerd met het ontstaan van 

uitzaaiingen. In dit onderzoek worden deze factoren bepaald in een Nederlands subcohort van 

803  mannen met borstkanker. Dit cohort maakt deel uit van het internationale EORTC 10085/

TBCRC/BIG/NABCG International Male Breast Cancer Program van 1473 mannen met borstkanker 

gediagnosticeerd tussen 1990 en 2010 waarvan voldoende tumorweefsel van de primaire tumor 

beschikbaar is. Er wordt van elk tumorweefsel 3 coupes gebruikt om een tumorweefsel micro-

array te maken. Er worden met immuunhistochemie kleuringen verricht op CXCR4, CXCL12, HGF 

en c-MET. In deze analyse worden 720 patiënten geïncludeerd. Zij hebben een gemiddelde 

mediane leeftijd van 57 jaar en in 98,3%  van de patiënten is de tumor oestrogeenreceptor positief. 

Op het moment van de diagnose van de borstkanker hebben 487 patiënten geen metastasen. 
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De overleving van deze patiënten werd reeds bestudeerd met een mediane follow up van 6,5 

jaar vanaf het moment van de diagnose van de borstkanker. Hoge HGF expressie in de tumor is 

gerelateerd aan een betere ziektevrije overleving en totale overleving (5,9 versus 10,7 jaren, HR 

0,58, P = 0,004; 7,5 versus 13,0 jaren, HR 0,64, P = 0,001 respectievelijk). Dit blijft verschillend in 

de multivariate analyse en suggereert dat HGF een onafhankelijke voorspeller is van een betere 

ziektevrije overleving en totale overleving. In borstkanker bij vrouwen is HGF echter een voorspeller 

van een slechtere ziektevrije en totale overleving. Dit suggereert dat de HGF/cMET cascade anders 

functioneert in borstkanker bij mannen dan in borstkanker bij vrouwen. Hoge versus lage CXCL12 

expressie is ook gerelateerd aan een betere ziektevrije- en totale overleving (6,2 versus 11,3 jaren, 

HR 0.55, P = 0,01; 9,1 versus 15,3 jaren, HR 0,63, P = 0,005 respectievelijk). Dit verband is vergelijkbaar 

met borstkanker bij vrouwen. Hoofdstuk 7 is een engelstalige samenvatting en schetst enkele 

toekomst perspectieven in relatie tot dit proefschrift.
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